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TRANSLITERATION
The dashes to mark the long vowels. 1 as in Tar9> 0 as in
'loose*; I as in ‘mean1have been retained, leaving other conventional
signs Two more signs, c and * representing the Arabic atn and
hamza have also been retained The sounds of k and di used in
the Encyclopaedia of Islam have been replaced by q and j respec
tively, which are now in common use Where the two conso
nants—ch3 dh, gh§kh, sit, and Jfr—have been used, these are to be
sounded together, as, for example, di in 'church1, sk in ‘ship1 and
th in ‘think'. The sound of gk resembles gz as in ‘exact*, that of
kh is like ch in Scottish loch or the German ach and dh gives the
sound th in ‘father* Wherever the two consonants are desired to
give their own sounds separately, an apostrophe has been inserted
in between as, for example, in Ad*ham^ Is’haq, etc.
However, where any Arabic word is m common use in English
(as, Cadi) or its pronunciation is known to the English-speaking
people (as, Ghazali) no signs have been used
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PR E FA C E

A study circle formed under the name of "JamScat-iDa‘wat-o-TabUgh” organised a series of lectures at Lucknow m
Muharram, 1372 a h », on certain important topics for the benefit
of its members and others interested m academic and cultural
advancement. The subject allotted to me for the discourse was
“the History ofReligious Preaching and the Revivalist Movement.”
The disquisition continued throughout the week I had then
jotted down some points as an aide-memoire for delivering these
lectures but some of the listeners took down notes which were
later on shown to me for publication of the discourse. I then
realised that the subject required a detailed treatment as no
exhaustive and complete dissertation on this important topic of
Islamic history existed It represented a serious gap in the
Islamic literature which had to be filled m. The absence of any
work on this subject has produced a misconceived notion even
amongst the enlightened circles that the attempts for renovation
and renaissance of the Muslim peoples were made from time to
time but no continuous attempt at rejuvenating the Mtllal could
be looked for m the annals of IslaiAic history. It is commonly
held that Islam did produce towering personalities who possessed
a rocking capacity to struggle against the order of the day but
barring a few luminaries who were born after centuries, the re
formers, leaders, and the ‘ulema produced by Islam in the past were
of no higher calibre than those born during its age of decadence,
and they had hardly anv intellectual or academic contribution to
their credit It is erroneously thought that only seven or eight
outstanding personages could be claimed as an exception to the
barren and unproductive era of Islamic intellectual history.
The ignorance in this regard may not appear to be striking
but it has nevertheless its far-reaching consequences This con
cept produces a sense of despondency and a sickening atmosphere.
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It dashes all hopes in the innate vitality of Islam which has
always produced men of redoubtable courage and conviction as
cannot be found amongst any other people Thcic is thus
absolutely no ground foi «iny pessimism and despondency in Islam
on this score.
The inference drawn by certain people in this regard is,
however, not without a cause UnToilunatel) we find either a
glossary of events with Kings and Empciors as the central figures
or biographical account* of certain eminent lumanarics in the
vast treasure of Islamic literal me but no account of the revivalist
movement or intellectual history of the Muslim peoples encompas
sing the academic and speculative achievements of all those sa\ants
who have left an indelible mark on the world or Islam These
scholars have relentlessly fought against the forces of corruption,
defended the Islamic precepts and teachings and rejuvenated the
spirit of Islamic icvival besides making valuable contributions to
the intellectual and academic treasure of their people In fact
there is no gap at all in the intellectual history of Islam, it is only
in the presentation of the history of its peoples, which needs
urgently to be filled in A history of religious revival and
preaching in Islam would also be an account of the intellectual
and academic movements which have seen successive ebbs and
flow5 of Islamic i oawakemng sn the past
However, when the task was taken up, it was realised that an
article o ra small tieatise will not do justice to the subject It
would be necessary to wade through the entire historical literature
along with the available works on biography, arts and sciences,
translations, etc, and le-evaluate and compile the available
material m a particular manner The leisure required for under
taking a task of this magnitude has never been available to the
author, but as the crying need for such a volume impelled mt»
take up the work, it w a s not possible for me to w th c these pages
without going thiough all the available source matenal
It might be made cleai that my puipose is neither to explain
what is meant by levival noi to name the few outstanding peisonalities who are commonly Known as tevnnlists (tnigaddufs) but to
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present an account of the continuous effort made during the past
thirteen hundred years for stimulating a spirit of reawakening
among the Muslims, and bring into light those eminent savants
who rose to the defence of Islam in order to arrest the onslaught
of the evil forces, gave birth to various movements for upholding
the Islamic morals and values and, finally, whose efforts made it
possible for Islam to survive to this day. I would mention several
persons in this treatise who cannot be called as mujaddids but who
had worked for the renovation and regeneration of Islamic faith
and practice and the subsequent generations of Muslims have ever
remained indebted to them*
In writing these volumes the following points have been kept
in view:
(1) For presenting the view-point of any particulai person
or a movement started by him, his own writings or
sayings have been relied upon. If these have been
found inadequate, only then help has been taken from
the writings or descriptions left by his friends, contem
poraries and pupils. In the latter case more reliable
and authentic sources have been given preference with
out placing undue reliance on those writers who were
nearer to him in tim e; trustworthy material has been
used wherever it could be fo u n d , after careful verifica
tion of the facts
(2) In portraying the biographical sketches and character
of the personalities mentioned, light has been died on
the intellectual, cultural and academic temperament of
the time in order to make a correct assessment of the
achievement of the personage concerned in its true
perspective. Itis necessary to cast a glance on the then
prevailing situation before a place could be assigned to
any individual in history. Assessment of any character,
out of its own context of time and place, according to
modern concepts and values might appear to be a work
of critical study* but there can hardly be anything more
unjust to the personality so evaluated. The success or
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failure of any individual can only be judged in the
background of the conditions in which he has had an
opportunity to strive for a cause, otherwise, the greatest
and most eminent person can be depicted as a complete
failure m the light of changed circumstances and
according to the likes and dislikes of later historians,
In fact, no historical figure, Islamic or otherwise, can
claim a lasting recognition if it is viewed from a wrong
angle.
(3) Presentation of a few short and sketchy extracts from
the writings of any author or thinker hardly does any
justice to him for the thought, message and call of the
author cannot be presented m a few isolated passages,
nor the reader can feel any intimacy with the author
bv aminer
throuGrh
small
nassaflws
A
bit
lencrthv
extracts
---a ------a--------i-—
o~ "" ---------- a—/ -------from the writings of important writers, reformers and
thinkers have, therefore, been given so that the leader
may himself be in a position to feel the impact of their
message and make his own estimation of the personality
he has been introduced* The writer of these pages has
himself spent considerable time in going through the
writings of these masters to fed the touch of the tenor
and spirit of their call The reader can easily discern
from these pages the attitude of the author towards
these beacons of moral and smntual
guidance and for
m
this I need not apologise to those who would want me
iu

md

uiyiy uujcuivv*

(4) I have not simply given extracts from the works of these
masters but also tried lo shed light on the, priceless
qualities of their head and heart, their endeavours to
cultivate a living, all-pervading consciousness of the
Almighty and, also, their moral excellence* The
combination of consummate academic attainments with
a burning desire to propitiate God and to earn His
pleasure are the mark and symbol of these teachers of
the old The readers of these pages can rightly claim
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to be allowed to partake m the efflorescence of spirit
and heart instead of simply gaining acquaintance with
these men of letters
(5) The biographical sketches of historic personalities
drawn out in these pages are not limited to a presenta
tion of their achievements alone. Wherever their
contemporaries or subsequent writers have criticised the
ideas or writings of these persons, or an answer to such
criticisms has been given, these have also been brought
out but detractory and intemperate verdicts have not
been included just to make this work appear more
critical.
This is the first volume of this series Originally I had an
idea of describing the achievements of Ibn Taymiyah also in this
volume and thus wanted to finish it with an account of the first
eight centuries after the Hyrah. However, Ibn Taymiyah and his
attainments were found to be so epoch-making that an exhaustive
study of his times and work had to accommodated in the second
part of this work. The third and most probably the fourth part
of the book would be devoted to the teachers of India who have
been the fbuntainhead of call to religion and renovation of Islamic
thought in the immediate past.
Lastly, the author has no hesitation m acknowledging the fact
that the leisure, peace of mmd and the wide study required for
undertaking a stupendous task of this magnitude has not been
available to him. Nevertheless, whatever was possible for him to
do, is before the readers, and this too could not have been
accomplished without the help and guidance from God Almighty.
u There w no help save from AUah aW *,
Rae Bareli:
4th Habi-ui-Amwal. 1374 a h»

ABUL HASAN <AU
Daira Hazrat Shah cAlatmillah
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T h e N e c e ssit y
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R e fo r m a t io n a n d R e n o v a t io n a n d it s

CONTINUITY IN ISLAMIC HISTORY

lif e is Ever Changing:

Islam is the last message of God Almighty; it has been
presented m a complete form before the world, which has been
told that *
"This day have I perfected your religionfor you and completed
My favour unto you, and have chosen for you as religion
AL-ISLAMf\
{AUMn Hda:3)
On the one hand God has been well-pleased to favour
mankind with a perfect and final religion; on the other, the fact
is that life is on the move, ever-changing and evolving as someone
has aptly said.
Life is ever youthful,
Continuously on the move, zestful.
The religion bestowed by Omniscient God is grounded in a
faith m eternal values and transcendental facts, yet, it is also
zestful, perpetually moving and sufficing for the transformations
of life. God has endowed His religion with the capacity to turn
over a new leaf with the changes ringing the world and thus
provide human beings with an uninterrupted guidance in every
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turn and pass. It is not a culture of any particular age or the
architecture of a particular place preserved in the shape of
archaeological remains, but a living faith, a masterpiece of
ingenuity and craftsmanship of the omniscient and Wise Greater *
*c «w
t h * iM iilffliifl/v *% f
§i*m TA/mmm
w
^ ftiw X ifn iJ k h tj A
WFI Wi
/A* dbutg o/~j4//aA Who perfeeieth all things Lo ! He is
Informed qf what ye do
(An Namal 88)
Islam ic Age—The M ost Fast Changing Era :

In its being given as the last and universal religion, the
Ummah of Islam had of necessity to be the last, widespread and
universal brotherhood so that- it may confront all the nations of
fhA wnrlri
a t hr%nt*
v* aw ■»«
hv

tim t* V*
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as no other people have had to face It was, therefore, m the
fitness of things that the time allocated to this Ummah should be so
fast-moving and ever-changing as the world has not witnessed in
its past history
Divine Arrangements for the Existence o f Islam :

In order to enable the followers of Islam to meet the timebound and extremely variable human needs changing according
to circumstances, God has bestowed two things upon this Ummah
First, the precepts and teachings of the Holy Prophet of Islam,
Mohammad (may the peace of God be upon him), which can
w lu ia w iiu

a II
a n

n ltA M rfvA H
u is m g a

1^

*
u iu u g m

*

w v u l
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o n i?

solve all problems posed by the time-bound needs of humanity
Secondly, the Lord has taken it upon Himself, and, indeed, history
bears a testimony to the fact, that He shall always be raising such
beacons of light and learning who will be translating the teachings
and precepts of Islam into practical life and thus infusing a new
life-blood into the veins of the Ummah for its march onwards
This religion has been endowed with a peculiar capacity and
vitality to produre such men of incomparably high character and
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behaviour, as ate not to be found in other nations* This is not
merely fortuitous, but, in truth and reality, a fulfilment of the
preordained arrangement made by God Almighty; for, the
Ummah always did get a man of the same type and stature that it
needed m a particular age
Attacks on Islam s

From the very inception of its career on this planet) Islam
had been singled out for such fatal attacks as no other religion
would have been able to withstand. There have been religions
which had once conquered the then known world but they could
not survive under an offensive much less serious than that Islam
had to face Unlike others, Islam not only overcame all its
adversaries but was also successful in maintaining its original
form and punty. If, on the one hand, Assassins posed a grave
internal danger for the faith and spirit of Islam, the onslaught of
the Crusaders and the invasion of the Mongols, on the other, were
sufficient to efface it completely* Had there been any other
religion placed in such an inviable position as Islam, it would
certainly have lost its soul and today we would have had to look
for it m the pages of history* Islam, however, not only survived
m the face of all these internal and external threats to its very
existence, but was also able to gain victories in entirely new
fields. Islam was continuously called upon to resist the onslaught
of innovations, deviations and misguided interpretations of the
Qur*3n and the Sunnakt foreign traditions, heretical rites or the
worship of saints, relics and tombs, speculative thought, materialism,
epicureanism and godlessness, and, indeed, it sometimes appeared
as if Islam would not be able to weather the storm, but the
conscience of its followers always refused to strike a compromise
with the evil, and Islam emerged triumphantly on each occasion.
In every age, it produced a man of God who attacked these
innovations and deviations with the full weight of unshakable
conviction and restored the true spirit of the faith; reaffirmed the
Sunnak of the Holy Prophet against the heretical rites, customs
and foreign influences, propounded the teachings of Islam to
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ISLAMIC SPIRIT

contradict speculative thought and materialistic precepts, raised
the banner of revolt m the face of despots and emperors; con*
demned opulence, luxury and indolence of the rich and enunciated
the teachings of Islam as the sole valid source of religious, moral
and political advancement. They provided a new driving ibrce, a
new life to the Muslims of their time These scholars of impecc*
able worth and ability possessed the priceless gift of intellectual,
moral and religious capabilities and were beacons of light for
their contemporaries Each one of these was capable enough to
expose the manifestations of the Ignorance of his age and to bring into
light the correct and unalloyed teachings of Islam before the people*
This is a clear evidence of the iact that God Almighty has decided
to keep this religion alive so that it may ultimately provide guidance
to the wayworn humanity. The feet of the matter is that God has
ordained that the task entrusted earlier to the piophets and
apostles will have to be accomplished by the followers of the
last Prophet
Absence o f R evivalists in other Faiths i

We find extremely few persons who have revived and reno
vated other rdigions The abscnce of such teachcrs for hundreds
or rather thousands of yeais in othci religions is striking enough.
There has hardly been any renovatoi who could pull down the
innovations and deviations which had found their way into other
religions, restore the original purity, give a call to shed the accre
tions, decry the foreign elements, 1 itcs and customs, wage a wai
against the inroads of materialistic and pleasure-seeking ideas and
enlighten the hearts of his co-rehgiomsts by his faith, true spiritual
ism and a personal example of ennobling sacrifice for his cause
Christianity can particularly be citcd as a case in point It
deviated from its path in the middle of its first century and
deteriorated from a monotheistic faith to a polytheistic cult—such
an early retrogression is not to be found elscwhoi c It bccamc an
admixture of the Greek and Buddhist religious thoughts, and, what
is notewoithy, this happened through the hands of us gieatest
mentor and teacher, St Paul (10—65a d ), iho tiantfoiinfliion
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was really from one world to another, changing its shape and
content to such an extent that only the name and a few rites of the
former could survive in the new religion. Ernest De Bunsen
describes the mutilation undergone by Christianity in these
words :
“The doctrinal system recorded in the new Testament
is not that which Jesus Christ has solemnly preached by
word and deed* Not in Jesus} but in Paul* the Jewish and
Christian dissenter, with his hidden wisdom, with his
figurative interpretation of the Scriptures as being full of
types and prophecies of future things, lies the principal
reason for the existing dissension between Christians on the
one side, and Jews and Mahomedans on the other*
Following Stephen, the promulgator and developer of
Essemc doctrines, Paul has bi ought the author of
Christianity m connection with Buddhist tradition. Paul
has laid the foundation to that amalgamation of antagonistic
traditions which can be traced in the New TestamentScnptures, and which has presented to the World an
essentially non-historical image of Christ. Not Jesus, but
Paul and the later gnostics have framed the principal
doctrines which during eighteen centuries have been
recognised as the foundation of orthodox Christianity1.”
Dunng all these years, and even today, Christendom has
been treading the path shown by St Paul It could not produce
a man who would have revolted against the antagonistic traditions
which were made a part and parcel of Christianity by St, Paul.
No body tned for centuries to bnn? back the rdi<ri«Ti nf w
Christ to the point where the exalted teacher and his disciples
left it At last Martin Luther (1468—1546) raised the banner of
Reformation m Germany in the sixteenth century, but even his
effort was limited to certain specific issues j the movement did not
aim at bringing back the Christendom to the teachings of Jesus
Christ nor did it represent a revolt against the wrong direction
1 De Bunsen: p 128
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that Christianity had been forced to adopt Thus Christianity
could not produce any revolutionary, and, at the same time, a
successful movement for its reformation for about fifteen centunes
Christian scholars too admit the fact that no mentor or movement
could manage to accomplish a reformation of Christianity during
the first fifteen hundred years of its career
n
_i______
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Encyclopaedia Britannica *
"If, however, we endeavour to assign the causes which
prevented the Reformation from being carried even to but
partial success long prior to the 16th century, we can have
no difficulty m deciding that foremost among them must
be placed the manner m which the medieval mind was
fettered by a servile regard for precedant. To the men of
the Middle ages, whether educated or uneducated, no
measure of reform seemed defensible which appeared m the
light of innovation” *
The same writer continues at another place m the same
article
“The complete failure of these successive efforts uj
bring about any comprehensive measure of church reform
is a familiar fact in Euronean history*92
And, again
CCXT-a
. _ r _________3 _________________________LInui a lew, ana some very memorauie, euuru x«nu
been made before the 16th century to bnng about a
reformation of doctrine, but these had almost invariably
been promptly visited with the censure of the church*98
After Martin Luther, no other person raised a voice against
.
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to the hmited extent that Luther did m the sixteenth century
Christianity 'thus continued its journey uninterrupted on the path
it was forced to tread At last, the Church lost the influence i t .
weilded on the Christendom and gave place to crass materialism
/

1 E B R Vol XX, p 320
2 Ibid, p 321
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The religion of the West today is nothing but materialism, yet,
Christianity has been unable to bring forth a single individual
who could have combated the evils of materialism, brought back
the West to the fountain-head of true religion, restored faith in
true Christianity and upheld the moral and spiritual values against
utilitarian, pleasure-seeking norms of the present-day sensate
culture Instead of accepting the challenge of the modem age
and finding out solutions to the present problems within the
religious view of life and the world, the West appears to have lost
all hope in Christianity itself.
Almost the same story was repeated in the East also Hindu
ism lost its way by asundering its relation with the Creator
of the Universe, giving up its simplicity and depriving itself of the
moral and spiritual vitality. It became more an impracticable
and complicated system of speculative thought by losing the chord
of unalloyed monotheism and equality of mankind , for, these are
the two basic tenets on which any religion can flourish, with its
roots deep into the soul of man and brandies providing shade and
solace to the human beings
TJpamshadic writers tried their level best to put a stop to this
contamination by totally discarding the ntuals that had gained
a foothold into Hinduism, and replacing it by philosophical
doctrines—a conceptual interpretation of the faith These eluci
dations being grounded m pantheistic monism or attaining unity
through plurality were acclaimed m the literary and intellectual
circles but the masses, who were intellectually at a lower level and
yearned for rituals and practical manifestation of the monistic
doctrines, remained unimpressed by the idealism of the Upamshads.
The result was that Hinduism gradually lost its vitality; dis-satisfaction and incredulity gained ground and the revolt against the
Brahmamc order found expression m Buddhism m the sixth
century .
Buddha founded a new religion (if it can be so named, for
Buddhism eliminated the concepts of Divinity, Hereafter and
requital the essential ingredients for any religion) which opposed
the then prevalent caste system and Brahmamc ritual order, sought
b

c
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annihilation of human misery through suppression of all desires—
the will-to-hve and will-to-possess—and commendcd moral
behaviour, right mental attitude, non-violence* kindness and social
service. It rapidly spread to south-east Asia and a few other
countries.
Buddhism, however, soon deviated from the teachings of its
founder. Incorporating into its system the idol worship and
ritualism against which Buddhism had started its career, there
remained nothing to distinguish it from Hinduism except the
numerous categories of gods and goddesses to which the latter owed
allegiance Buddhism was ever willing to adapt itself to the
environment of local conditions where it spread, it was divided
into numerous sects, incorporated superstitions, complicated ideas
and concepts and degenerated into a cess-pool of moral corruption
A ll/ A
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“ •. the Kingdom that was established under the
patronage of Buddhism began to present a vast scene of
idolatry The atmosphere m the monasteries was changing
and heretic innovations were being introduced one after
another ***
The degeneration of Buddhism has been described thus by
Jawahar Lai Nehru in the Discovery o f India
“Brahmanism made of Buddha an avaiary a god So
did Buddhism. The Mahayana doctrine spread rapidly,
but it lost in M.
aualitv
itgained
in
# anddistinctiveness what
' ~
w
extent The monasteries became rich centres of vested
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superstition crept into popular forms of worship There was
a progressive degeneration of Buddhism in India after the
first millennium of its existence Mrs Rhys Davis points
out its diseased state during that period 'Under the over
powering influence of these sickly imaginations the moral
teachings of Gautama have been almost hid from view
The theories grew and flourished, each new step, each new
1 Dr Ishwar Tcpa , Vol X, pp 137-13B
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hypothesis demanded another, until the whole sky was
with forgeries of the brain, and the nobler and simpler
lessons of the founder of the religion were smothered
beneath the glittering mass of metaphysical subtleties1 - . There were several bright periods subsequently and many
remarkable men arose* But both Brahminism and
Buddhism deteriorated and degrading practices grew up in
them It became difficult to distinguish the two ”*
In none of the countries in which Buddhism had spread a
person was born during the long period of its rule, who could
reform the degenerated Buddhism, infuse the breath of new life
into it and bring it back to the teachings of G au tam a
Hinduism gradually absorbed Buddhism into itself and finally
Sankaracharya banished it almost totally from India m the eighth
century by reviving the old Hindu faith* Hardly any trace of
Buddhism was left in India , wherever it still survived, it was little
more than a decadent, local cult of no importance On the other
hand, Sankaracharya, endowed with intelligence, courage and
religious fervour succeeded in eliminating Buddhism from India
but he could not or perhaps never intended to revive the ancient
Hindu religion m its original and pristine punty by inculcating
faith In the unity of the Supreme Being, direct relationship between
man and God, equality and social justice As a result, both the
Indian religions, Hinduism and Buddhism, still survive with the
sickly characteristics of their decadent state viz superstitious beliefs
and rituals, idolatry and caste system. V. S Ghate, the late
Professor of Sanskrit in Elphmstone College, Bombay, writing on
Sankaracharya in the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics says
that *the greatest object of Sankara’s labours was the revival of the
system of religion and philosophy taught in the Upamsad*9.
Sankara, succeeded in putting down the hetrodox systems and
establishing the doctrine of pantheistic monism, as presented m
1 Taken from Radhaknshnan's 'Indian Philosophy'
2 N ehru, pp 141-142
3 E R E , p 166 *
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the Upantshads and the Bhagwad Gita, but he ‘did not attack or
destroy idolatory11 Sankara, condemned all ritualism and Karma
and at the same time defended the worship of popular gods, which
was to him a 'symbolism rather than idolatory’.1 Sankara consi
dered idolatory a necessity at one stage of religious growth which
is either given up or suffered lo remain from its harmlessness when
the religious spirit is mature Thus Sankara (allowed idols as
symbols of the great infinite for those who cannot nse themselves
to the comprehension of the one, changeless, non-qualified

r»
l___t a
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In this way all the efforts made from the time of Sankdr~
acharya down to Dayanand Sarswati and Mahatma Gandhi to
reform the eastern religions proved fruitless to renovate Hinduism
and Buddhism m a manner to make them compatible with revela
tion, religious urge of humanity and the requirements of changing
times. These religions have, as a result of this .stagnation,
succumbed to materialism, the vast areas of human life and
behaviour have drifted beyond their reach while they have them
selves taken shelter behind temples and shrines, soulless rituals and
traditions Any number of obscurantist movements working for
the revival of the ancient Indian languages and culture can be
seen at work in the country today but none is capable of giving a
soul-stirring call inviting people back to religion by reinterpreting
the true content of religious and moral faith in the light of current
needs
No religion can maintain its vigour for long and offer a
satisfying answer to the questions of ever-changing life unless it
can produce guides and standard-bearers who can infuse a breath
of new life into its followers through their personal example of
unflinching faith, moral and spiritual excellence, immaculate
sincerity, heroic sacrifice, self-confidence, ardent zeal, intellectual
eminence and erudite scholarship Life always poses new problems,
temptations of flesh are ever on its side, materialistic urge in man
always impels him to take the ways of self-indulgence and
1 E R 'B , p 169
2 Ibid
\
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licentiousness, and, at th©same tune, we have always had men who
were ardent and zealous supporters of the epicurean view and
affluent living, materialistic brilliance and worldly success There
fore, unless a religion also gets indefatigable defenders, renovators
and redeemers who can face the challenge of atheism and
materialism, it cannot hope to remain a living force for its
followers for long
Defence Against Heresy *
*

History bears a testimony to the fact that there has never been
a spell, however brief, during the past one and a half thousand
years when the message of Islam was eclipsed or its teachings were
engulfed by heresy, and the Islamic conscience became dormant
enough to accept a contaminated faith. Whenever an effort was
made from any quarter whatsoever to distort the tenets of Islam,
pervert or falsify its teachings, or it was attacked by sensistmaterialism, some one invariably came forward to accept the
challenge and fight it out to the grief of Islam’s adversary.
History records many a powerful movement in its day, which
posed a danger for Islam but now it is difficult to find out even
the true impact of its thought Only a few people know today
what Qadnyah (Rationalists believing in free will), Jakmiyah
(Determimsts) flti&Ll (Dissenters), creation of the Qur^an, Existen
tialist Monism, Din-4-Illihi, etc > exactly mean, although these
represented, at one time or the other, very important schools of
thought and, with the most powerful imperial powers of their
day and some extremely learned and able persons at their
back they had threatened to stifle Islam. Finally, however,
it was Islam which gained ascendancy over these contending
- forces. These powerful movements are known today as simply
different schools of thought and are to be found now m phrtoso'
phical and dialectical treatises This tradition of struggle
against un-Islam, the spirit to preserve and renovate the prestine
teachings of the faith and the effort to infuse people with a revo
lutionary spirit to re-assert the divine message are as old as
Islam itself.
~
- -
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L ost Sources o f H istory:

The responsibility for not bringing to light this memorable
chapter of Islamic History docs not exclusively rest with the
historians All those persons are equally responsible who refuse to
accord recognition to the works not formally categorised as
historical literature and catalogued as such m one or the other
library. A vast treasure of information on the social, political
and historical events of tlie bygone days is m fact to be found
in the religious works which can serve as a valuable source of
history. These are the wutmgs of the religious savants and
scholars wherein they have laid bare their innermost feelings,
given numerous accounts of the incidents they or their contem
poraries had come across, quoted their teachers and mentors
and recorded proceedings ot the profound and heartfelt reunions
of their masters and fellows There are compilations of letters
and discourses from which we can g<un access to the thoughts and
ideas, feelings and emotions of their writers There are also
monographs wntten for the refutation of innovations and devia
tions or to censure the wavwaid sections of society. If one could
extend his vision to all these writings and had had time to cull out
relevant data from these works, a complete and detailed history of
Islamic missionary effort could be wntten to show that the effort
to re-kmdle the fire of rehgious ardour and dynamic energy
into the followers of Islam lias never ceased for a moment and
that the Muslims too have never remained cold or mdifferent
to the call
Legacy o f Isla m :

This is a legacy of Islam which we have inherited But, by
legacy we do not mean lieic a ‘bequest*, for Islam is a living
religxon What we have really inherited is the treasure consisting
of the sureness of conviction, and immutable faith, Traditions of
th e P ro n h et. hierher m o ral values, canonical law s a n d th e m&glU-

ficent Islamic literature which has been bequeathed to us by every
single individual who ever worked for the establishment of the
kingdom of God, braved the dangers of ignorance and materi-
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alism, gave a call for the J5l« of Allah, revived the teachings of
Islam and filled the people with faith and enthusiasm. In truth
and reality, all those persons who have re-onented Islam through
painstaking researches into its original sources and re-inter*
pietation of its doctrines, defended Islam against philosophies and
schools of thought incompatible with i t ; saved it from discord
and turmoil , compiled the Traditions of the Prophet or presided
over different schools of Fiqah; showed to others the path of
temperance and moderation, censured the society for its way
wardness and made it turn from that path, dispelled the doubts
by examining and elucidating the fundamentals of reason and
logic »founded the new science of dialectics; carried on the work
left by prophets and apostles of Ood, filled the people with zeal
and sel£confidence in their own inherent vitality; made the most
inveterate enemies of Islam to acknowledge its truth—in short, all
those who have pressed their spiritual, moral and intellectual
capabilities to the service of the faith and, not unoften, accomp
lished what emperors and conquerors could never have achieved—
have contributed to the legacy now owned by us and deserve our
respect and approbation. Had not these defenders of Islam
worked with ardent zeal and immaculate sincerity and made
heroic sacrifices for the cause held dear by them, we would not
have inherited what has been recounted m this volume and which
still contains a reservoir of guidance and inspiration for *us. We
caq be rightly proud of these ancestors of ours and present with
confidence the story of their work and achievements before other
nations
The writer of these pages has endeavoured to depict the
picture of these eminent personalities and described what in his
judgment can rightly be ascribed as their accomplishment in the
field of Islamic revival and renovation
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CHAPTER I

UMAR IBN ABDUL AZIZ
Reform ist Endeavours o f the F irst C entury:

Soon after the Khilafat~t-RUskida (the nght-guided caliphate}
came to an end and the Ummayyad empire, which was more
Arab than Islamic, consolidated itself, the need for reformation
and renovation in Islam was felt keenly Customs, traditions
and remembrances of the pagan past, which had been discredited
and repressed under the impact of the Prophet’s teachings and the
vigilant eye of the Khilafat~i-R&shzda, began to re-assert themselves
among the new Arab converts to' Islam. The then Government
was not organised according to the dictates of the Qur32n and
the Surmah; its guiding lights were Arab diplomacy, expediency
and interest of the State. Arab racialism, tribal pnde, partisan
spirit and nepotism, regarded as unpardonable sms during the
days of the Khtlqfato-JR&shzda, became the hall-mark of the new
aristocracy. The unruly spirit of the Arabs, which had sought
asylum m the far off deserts, returned again to re-assert itself;
extravagance, pretentiousness and boastfulness took the place of
virtuous deeds and moral excdlence.1 Baibul-miil (the State
1 The then mentality u aptly demonstrated by Abul Faraj Isb’jiam m his
book 'Agfram*} m which he has related hem two Arab Chiefs of the
Ummayyad period, Haushab and 'Ifcramah, vyingly challenged each other
about the quantity of food required to feed the household and guests
of each As Haushab was likely to win in the contest, cIkramah pur
chased several hundred bags of flour, distributed it amongst his tribesmen
for kneading and asked them to pile up the dough in a pit which was
covered with grass He then managed to get Haushab*s horse pass over
the pit As the poor beast fell mto the pit, its neck and head being only
Msible above the dough, ‘Ikramah’s fame about the quantity of flour
required to feed his tribe soon spread far and wide, and many poets
>ang of his greatness {Itannftt vl-Mathahlh Vol I, pp 176-177)
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Exchequer) became personal property of the Cahphs who wasted
public money on professional poets, eulogists! jugglers and
buffoons The courtiers of the rulers began to be accoided a
preferential treatment which gave them heart to btealc the law of
the land 1 Music and singing grew almost to a craze *
The extravagant rulers, surrounded by dissolute parasites
who flocked to the capital, demoralised the society and produced
an aristocracy resemblingthe pagan Arab wastrels of the age of
Ignorance in moials and behaviour. It appeared as if the
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accounts of the past forty years with Islam
Religious Teachers of the Ummayyad p e rio d :
Although crass materialism had captured the soul of the
tMllinw rlaefiAC fltirm rv flin TTmmcitnm/1 v\nrtr\rl ll%i\ m aedae tia il still

not forsaken the moral values and the deep-seated deference for
Islamic teachings The regard for moral worth and tenets of
Islam was due mainly to those scholars of impeccable worth and
ability who weie held in high esteem by the masses for their
moral and spiritual excellence)selflessness, piety, sagacity and
beneficence Outside the governmental circles these persons
weilded tremendous influence over the people which acted as a
corrective force and saved the masses from {ailing a prey to the
pull of wordly temptations The person most respected and
loved duringw the *neriod
was cAli ibn Husain fZainul cAbdJn)*
_
In the simple, pure and saintly life led by him, cAh ibn Husaui
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came to the Kacaba for Taw^f (circumambulation) but owing to
1 The famous Christian poet Akhtal (d 59/701) oncc camc complcteI> drunl*
in the court of Gahph 'Abdul-Mahk Ibn Mai wan, wine dripping from
his beaid and the cross on hu chcst, but nobody liad the courage to
remonstrate him (Aghant, Vol VII, pp 177-178}
2 Once a famous singer of Iraq Hunain, visited Madina along with his
party Such a large crowd gathered to hear his iccital that the root oi
the house in which he was singing gave way and Hunain died at ter
receiving severe injuries ( lgkani, Vol II, pp 122-123}
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the huge gathering he could not reach the Hqjr-i-Asw&iL He,
therefore, sat down to wait till he could get a chance to kiss it.
In the meantime cAli ibn Husain arrived and the people at once
cleared the way for him to make the Tawdf and kiss Hqjr-i-Aswad.
Everyone present in the KaSiba received cAli ibn Husain with
t
the utmost deference. At last Hisham, pretending as if he did
not know cAli ibn Husain, asked who he was. The poet Farzdaq,
who happened to be present on the occasion instantaneously
composed an introductory ode for cAli ibn Husain. It is reported
that certain additions were made to this famous ode later on but
it is still regarded as a masterpiece of Arabic poetry. It opened
with the verse:
Pebbles and paths of Mecca affirm his virtue;
The House of God knows him well as the environs do.
Other highly reputed religious scholars1 of outstanding piety
during the Ummayyad period were Hasan al-Muthanna, his son
cAbdullah-al-Mahadh, Salim ibn cAbdullah ibn cUmar, Qasim ibn
Muhammad ibn Aba Bakr, Saceed ibn Musaycib and cUrwah ibn
Zubair. Complete detachment from the ruling circles of their
day, immaculate selflessness, unswerving truthfulness, readiness to
serve and make any sacrifice for the cause of religion, erudition
and moral Worth had made each of these persons an ideal of
Islamic piety.
The demoralisation that had set in owine
*
■
w to
^ the
----immoral conduct of the ruling elite was undoubtedly on the
increase but the moral influence weilded by these persons on the
masses was not without a salutary effect, their pure and simple life
was a standing reproach to the unprincipled this-wordhness of
the rulers, which made people think of reforming their intern*
perate life
*

^

Political Revolution s

Gradually the contaminating influxion of the political revolution deepened and spread out, and, at the same time, there was a
1 For a detailed description stt al-gabbt: Vol I,p p 46,77,84 and 53, and
Stfat us-Sajwah • Vol II, pp 44,47,49 and 50
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marked dccrcasc in the number of religious teachers who could
exert a strong and ennobling influence over the people like the
pious souls of the preceding period Now it became impossible to
revitalize the people and fill them with the faith and moral worth
without a revolution in the State itself
The Ummayyad power was, however, entrenched in such a
firm military strength that it was not possible to dislodge it,
nor there existed any internal or external force which could
dare to challenge it Not long before two efforts made by Husain
ibn cAli and cAbdullah ibn Zubair had proved abortive and one
could hardly expect any more armed insurrection for bringing
about a political revolution Autocratic and hereditary form of
government had produced a despondency which had left no hope
for any change in the prevailing conditions and it appeared as if
the fate of Muslims had been sealed for a fairly long time It
required a miracle alone for the Islamic precepts to find an
expression again in the political law guiding the community’s
behaviour And the miracle did happen at the most appro*
pnate time
Accession o f cUsnar ibn cAbdul cAzlz i

The miracle was the accession of cUmar ibn cAbdul cAzIz to
the throne m 99 a h (717 a d ) He was a grandson of Marwan
and his mother, Umm cAsim, was a grand-daughter of €Umar I,
the second Caliph The Ummayyad and the Farooqi families
were thus jointly represented1 m <Umar II, surnamed as
1 ‘Umar I had ordered that nobod} should adulterate milk fa> mixing water
into it Once, while wandering about at night to inquire into the condition
of the people, he heard a \\oman asking her daughter to mix water into
the milk before the day-break The girl refused by reminding her mother
of the order gi\ en by the Gahph When the mother retorted by saying
that the Caliph was not present and he would not know of it, the daughter
replied that God is Omniscient even if Caliph was not present cUmar I
was so pleased with the reply that he asked his son cSsim to marry the
girl) saying that lie hoped that she will give birth to a man uho would
rule over \rabia LUmar II was thr daughter’* son of rX*im
Abdul
Hakam pp 17-18)
,
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the pious Caliph, who brought about the much-needed
revolution.
'Umar ibn cAbdul cAzSz was bom in 61 a .h He was a
cousin of the preceding Cahph, Sulaiman ibn cAbdul Malik and
had been posted as Governor of Madina since the time of Walid
ibn cAbdui Malik, the Caliph before SulaimSta* The life led by
him as Governor was entirely different from that he adopted as a
Cahph. He was known as a polished and decorous aristocrat of
refined taste Anybody could tell from the fragrance of perfumes
he used that cUmar has passed that way. He was all the rage
for the fashionable youths of his day. Except for his integrity of
character and righteous disposition there was nothing to suggest
that he was destined to perform a memorable task in the history
of Islam.
But he proved to be a standing miracle of Islam. The very
way he ascended to the Caliphate was miraculous; for, nobody
could have predicted the dramatic turn that the events took in
bringing him to the throne He could not have hoped to be any
thing more than a viceroy under the hereditary custom of
accession to the Caliphate, but God had willed otherwise*
Sulaiman ibn cAbdul Malik fell serioudy ill and lost all hopes of
recovery. He was anxious to leave the throne to one of his sons
who were still minors. Shaken with this anxiety he got his sons
put on longer dresses, uniforms and armours so that they might
appear sizeable, but all his efforts proved fruitless. In his dread**
ful agony, he cast a pathetic glance over his sons and said: “ He
is really fortunate who has grown-up sons” * Reoa* ibn Haiwah
happened to be present at the time and he promptly proposed
cUmar ibn cAbdul cAziz as the successor to the throne* Cahph
Sulaiman accepted the suggestion and thus by his timely inter
vention Reja* rendered yeoman service for the revival of
Character of cUmar XI:

Immediately upon his accession, cTJmar dismissed provincial
governors known to be cruel or unjust to the people. All the
jewellery and valuable presents brought before
on accession
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to the throne were deposited in the State treasury He was now
a completely changed m an; he considered himself a successor to
Caliph cUmar I, son of KhattSb, rather than SulaimSn ibn cAbdid
Malik Slaves of the royal household were emancipated, the
royal court modelled after Persian and Byzantine Royal patterns
was now marked by an austere and primitive simplicity. He
returned to the State not only his ancestoral fief but even the
valuables and jewellerym his wife had received from her father and
brothers He led such a simple and ascetic hie as it would have
U ____ J i / E — 1* X .
_____ ___ i l ___ ______ 1 .. ___ J ____1____- ___ . . L 1 . M
ueea uuuuuii tu unu ainung uic uiuiuui suiu reuusea muui icsa me
kings and emperors. On several occasions he was late for Friday
prayers since he had to wait till his only shirt dried up after a
wash Before Caliph cUmar II ascended to the throne Baitul-M8ls
the public treasury, was treated as a personal property of the King
from wliicli members of royal family wsro granted cnorznous sumsy
but now they had to be content with the paltry stipends Once,
when he was talking to his daughters, he noticed that the children
cupped their mouths while talking to him. On making enquiries
he found that since only pulses and onions were available m his
A
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cupped their mouths lest its smell should offend him With tears
in his eyes, cUmar said “ My child, would you like to have
sumptuous food and your father to be consigned to Hell1
He
was the ruler of the mightiest empire of his day but he did not
have enough money to perform the
He once asked his
servant if he had saved anything so that he could go -for the Haj]
The servant informed him that he had only ten or twelve Anars
and thus he could not undertake the journey After a few days,
cUmar II received a sum sufficient to perform the Hajj from
his personal holdings The servant congratulated ‘Umar II,
and said that now he could go for the Hqjy cUmar II however,
__
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____Ca
f
-replied « ~vve nave ueeu deriving ucueui iruiu uiwc
since a long time Now Muslims have a right to enjoy its fruits
Then he got the entire proceeds deposited in the public treasury
cAbdul Hakam, p 55
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cUmar II never spent more than two dtrhants ou his mess
ing* If any official came to see him and began talking of the
Caliph's private affairs, he would promptly put off the candle
provided by the State and ask for his own candle to be brought
in. He would nevei use the hot water taken from the State
mess or even inhale the fragrance of musk belonging to the
cUmar II was careful not for his peison alone* He always
exhorted the State officials to be extremely cautious in their
dealings involving the State property Tlie Govei nor of Madina,
Abtt-Bakribn Hazm had submitted an application to SulaimSn
ibn cAbdul Malik demanding candlesticks and a lamp-glass for
the official work By the time the requisition reached the Caliph,
SulaimSn had died and it was placed before cUmar II He
wrote <cO AbS-Bakr, I remember the days when you wandered
duiing the dark nights of winter without candlesticks and light,
and, were you then m a better condition than now ? I hope you
have now enough candlesticks to spare a few foi conducting the
business of the State*2” Similarly on another request made for
supply of paper for official work, he remarked * “ Make the point
of-your pen finer, write closely and concisely, for, Muslims do not
require such detailed reports which are unnecessarily a burden
on the State exchequer*”2
Extreme cautiousness, moderations simplicity and
piety were not the only feature of cUmar’s character. He trans
formed the viewpoint of his government making the weal of the
people the sole object of administration* Before cUmar II the
State was concerned mainly with collecting revenues and spending
it, iwving notnmg to Ao with the moral guidance and religious
instruction of the people The historic dictum of cUmar II that
'Muhammad was sent as a Prophet and not as a collector*,3

1 cAbduI-Hakam, p 44
2 Ibtd , p 64
3 Abu Yusuf, p 75
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adequately illustrates the objective he had set before the State
under hint In truth and reality, during the entire period of his
Caliphate he sought to translate this idea into practice He
always preferred principles, moral dictates and demands of the
faith to political expediency and never cared a whit for pecuniary
losses suffered by the State if the policy commended by religion
entailed it During his reign the non-Muslims were embracing
Islam in ever-increasing numbers which meant a dwindling
income from the poll-tax. As the sharp fall m revenues posed a
danger to the financial stability of the State, cUmar’s attention
was drawn towards it But his reply was that the situation was
eminently in accord with the objectives underlying the prophets
hood of Muhammad To another official he wrote “I would
be too glad if all the non-Muslims embrace Islam and (owing to
the drying up of income from poll-tax) we have to take up culti
vation for earning our living 991 A fixed amount of land revenue
was to be remitted by the provincial Government of Yaman every
year whether it had a favourable crop or not cUmar II ordered
that the revenues should be assessed in accordance with the
agricultural production every year He added that he would
willingly accept it even if a handful of grain were to be received
m pursuance of his order.2 He discontinued levy of octroi
throughout the kingdom saying that it was prohibited by the
Qur5Sn
0
my people f Gtve fu ll measure and fu ll weight tnjuslxte
and wrong not people in respect o f their goods And do not evil tn
the earth, causing corruption
{Hud 85)
cUmar II used to say that people have made octroi lawful by
changing its name.8 Barring the few taxes allowed by the
Skancak) he abolished all taxes and duties levied by his

1 Manaqib, p 64
2 4Abdul Hakam, p 126
3 Ibtd p 99
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predecessors.1 All the land and sea routes were opened for
trade without any embargo whatsoever.®
Far-reaching reforms were introduced in the administration
of the kingdom. Some of the steps taken were Weights and
__ ___.i^ikkA
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entering into any business or trade,* unpaid labour was made
illegal,4 pasture-lands and game-preserves reserved for the royal
family or other dignitaries were distributed to the landless
cultivators or made a public property,5 strict measures were taken
to stop illegal gratification of state employees who were forbidden
to accept gifts,0 all officers holding responsible posts were directed
to afford adequate facilities to those who wanted to present their
complaints to them m person, a proclamation was made every
year on the occasion of pilgrimage that any one who would
bring to the notice of administration any mal-treatment by an
State official or prefer a useful suggestion, shall be rewarded 100
to 300 dinars1
Solicitude for Moral R eform ation:

After the KhdUfai^RUshida came to an end, the Caliphs began
to consider themselves simply as monarchs and administrators; they
were neither capable nor had the time to bother about the moral
and social conditions of their subjects In fact, the Caliphs were
never expected to advise people an religious affairs, take steps for
their moral, religious or spiritual advancement or assume the role
of a pulpiter. This was considered to be the domain of scholars
and religious luminaries, SftnB and traditionists. €Umar Ibn
cAbdul cAzIz did away with this dichotomy and proved himself to
1 eAbdul Hakam
2 Ibid
98
3
p 99
4 Ibtd, p 100
5 I M , p 97
6 J M , p 162
7 Ibtd , p 141
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by really a successoi of the Prophet, as his office implied No
sooner did he ascend the Caliphate, he sent out quite lengthy letters
and directives which dealt with more about religious and moral
reforms than with the so-called administrative affairs His edicts
embodied a spirit of preaching, religious and moral, rather than
the dispensation of government In his letters he would compare
the social and moral condition of people with that m the days of
the Prophet and early Caliphate and elaborate the fiscal and admi
nistrative system required to bring about an Islamic regenaration,1
impress on the governors and generals the importance of timely
performance of their prayers and presiding at these services,* ex
hort public servants to mculcatc the awe of God and meticulously
follow the regulations of the Shanca h charge his officers with the
responsibility of spreading the message of Islam in the provinces
under them, winch he considered to be the sole objective of Divine
revelation and the prophethood of Muhammad,* insist on the
enforcement of what is incumbent and on the prevention of that
which is forbidden, and warn them of the harmful effects of neg
lecting this obligation ,5 elaborate the criminal law of Islam and
instruct the magistrates to be lenient in awarding punishments/
draw attention towards the deviations and innovations, customs
and foreign traditions that had found a way into the life of the
people, forbid lamentations and put a stop to the custom requiring
women to accompany the funeral processions as well as their pub
lic appearance,7 denigrate tribal partisanship,7 and, prohibit laxity
in the use of nabidh which gradually led to drinking bouts and to
numerous other vices 8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1Abdul Hakam, p 69
Ibid, p 79
Ibid, p 92
Ibid, pp 93-94
Ibid p 167
Ibtd , pp 80-8]
Ibid , p m
Ibid , p 102
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Compilation o f Traditions t
The study and cultivation of religious sciences did not escape
attention of cUmar ibn cAbul cAzlz Drawing the attention of an
pminpnt man of letters of his time, AbQ Bdcf ibn Hazm, towards
compilation of the traditions of the Holy Prophet*he wrote •
“Reduce into writing whatever traditions of the Holy
Prophet you can collect, for I fear that after the traditionists
pass away, the knowledge will also perish/32
He made a pointed reference to the collections of cUmrah bint
cAbdur RahmSn Ansanyah and QSsim ibn Muhammad ibn AbQ
Bakr which he wanted to be recorded. The task was not simply
entrusted to AbQ Bakr ibn Hazm but circulars were issued to pro
vincial governors and other notable cuUmU commanding them to
'collect all the traditions of the Prophet of Islam wherever these
could be found* Simultaneously, cUmar II also granted stipends
to those entrusted with the task so that they could pursue the job
whole-heartedly 2
cUmai ibn cAbdul cAzlz was himself a man of learning and
he took keen interest in the interpretation of the Traditions and
cannon law In the beginning of his Caliphate he circulated an
edict which said :
“Islam has laid down certain limits, duties and obliga
tions. Whoever will follow these, shall be rewarded by a
truer content of the faith, but those who do not pursue these,
their faith shall remain imperfect* If Cod keeps
live, I
will teach you the fundamentals of the faith and will make
follow these, but if I die earlier, I won*t care^ for I
not at all eager for your company
Defender o f the Faith:

The unalloyed Islamic thought and spirit of religion that
‘Umar ibn cAbdul cA«z tried to infuse among the
1 Bukhfiri Vol I, p 20
2 »Abdul Hataxn, p 167
3 BukhSrT {Kttab<il-lman), Vol I , p 6
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and give a practical shape thiough the State he presided, can be
gauged from the letters and edicts he i&ucd fiom time to time to
the different functionaries or his government# These despatches
show what a deep undet standing of Islam he had without the least
trace or pre-Islamic Ignorance or the stamp of Ummayyad royalty.
It was once reported to him that certain tribal chiefs and
Ummayyad aristocrats had revived the pagan custom1 of entering
into alliances and were giving a call to one another m the name of
tribal solidai lty during their fights and forays This custom cut at
the very loot of Islamic concept of brotherhood and the social
order it wanted to bring into existence Earlier rulers would
have been complacent at it or even encouraged the practice as a
political expediency but cUmai ibn 'Abdul 'Aziz, being fully alive
to the pernicious implications of the practice, issued an order lo
Dhahhak ibn ^Abdur~Rahm<in Ibr cuibmg the evil forthwith In
it he writes
“Praise be to God and peace unto His Apostle. There
after you should know that Allah docs not like any religion
other than Islam, which he has chosen for Himself and His
bondsmen Allah has been pleased to honour His religion
Islam, with an Scripturei which has made Islam distinct
from un-Islam In it He says
Now hath come untoyou lightfrom Attak and aplain Scripture
Whereby AUah gutdelh him who seeketh Hts good pleasure unto
paths of peace He bnngcth them out i f darkness unlo light by Hts
decree and guidclh them unto a straight path
(Al~Mai7da : 15-16)
Allah also says
With truth We have sent 11 down3 and with truth had it
descended
And We haae sent thee as naught else saoe a bearer of good
itdtngs and a wamer
(Bam Israel: 105)
I

A pre-Mamie custom under which two tribes took an oath of feshty to
help cach other in every eventuality irrespective of the jutice or otherwise
of the cause for which their help was to be soixght
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“God Almighty endowed prophethood on Muhammad
(peace be upon him) and revealed the Scripture to himThen, O Arabs, as you know, you lived in ignorance, idolatry
and impurity, were plunged in poverty, disorder and chaos;
fights and forays baulked large m your life, you were looked
down upon by others, and, whatever little light of Divine
Guidance was available to other nations, you were deprived
even of that There was no perversion and depravity
which was not to be found amongst you. If you lived,
yours was a life of ignorance and infidelity, and, if you
died, you were consigned to the Hell. At last Allah saved
you from these evils, idolatry and anarchy, hatred and con
flicts Although many amongst you denied and decried
the Prophet of God, he remained steadfast m his endeavour
till a few poor people amongst you responded to his call
Fearing the worst, these men always ran for their lives but
God gave them asylum, sent Bis succour to them and gave
them strength through those whom He chose to enlighten
with Islam The Prophet of God was to depart from this
world and Allah had to fulfil the promise made to
messenger. The pi omlse of Allah never changes but none
save a few of the faithful believed in what God Almighty
had promised
He it is IVho hath sent His messenger with ike guidance and
the Religion of Truth9 that He may cause it to prevail over all
religion, however much the idolaters may be averse.
(Al-Taubah 33)
wIn another verse Allah has promised to the Muslims.
AUah hath promised such o f you as believe and do good
works that He will surely make them to succeed (the present riders)
tn the earth even as He caused those who were before them to
succeed (others) ; and that He will surely establish for them their
religion which He hath approvedfor them, and will give them tn
exchange safety after this fear. - They serve Me. They ascribe
nothing as partner unto Me
{An-Nor : 55)
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“Allah has fulfilled the promise made by lum to His
Prophet and the Muslims Therefore, O Muslims, rem n m lm r tlin f t v lin fn v p r
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is solely on accountof Islam , you are victorious on your
enemies inthe wot Id and will be raised as a witness unto
others in the Hercaftei But for Islam, you have no
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who seek not oppression in the earth9 noryet corruption
The sequel is for those who ward off (coil)
{Al-Qasas • 83)
“I wain you of the disaster that will befall you if you
(In not Art nrmrr1in«r in tlin fi'Mrhintr.c nT tli#» fiufifltt The
bloodshed and disorder, turmoil and affliction to which
you had been exposed as a result of disregarding the
guidance provided by the Scripture is recent history. You
should, therefore, desist fiom what has been prohibited by
Allah m His Scripture, lor, there is nothing more dreadful
than the admonition sounded by God Almighty
I have
been constrained to write this letter on account of the
reports reaching me from the countryside about those who
have been recendy sent there as stewards and administra
tors These are an ignorant and stuoid set of persons who
are not aware of God’s commandments, they have for
gotten the special favour and benevolence of Allah over
them or they have rather shown ingratitude for the
undesei ved favours besiowed on them I have been tola
that they seek the help of the people of Mudhar and Yaman,
for they think that these tnbes are their allies and partisans
ninrififfd
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inclined they are to invite death, destruction and doom !
They have no eyes to see what a despicable position they
have chosen for themselves, nor are they aware how they
have deprived themselves of peace and amity. Now I
realise that miscreants and ruffians are shaped as such by
their own intentions and also that Hell was not created in
vain Have they never heard of the commandment of God
Almighty ?
The believers are naught else than brothers. Therefore make
peace between your brethren and observe your duty to Allah tka*
haplyye map obtain mercy
(Al-HujurUt. 10).
And have they not heard this verse too 7
This rfqy have I perfectedyour religion far you and completed
My favour unto you, and have chosen for you as religion
AL-ISLAM
(AI-MaHdah 3),
“I have been told that certain tribes are entering into
alliances to help one another against their enemies as they
used to do m the bygone days of Ignorance, although the
Prophet has prohibited unconditional alliances for helping
each other. The Prophet has said cThere is no partisan
ship in Islam * In the times of Ignorance, allies expected
help from each other m every unjust cause, no matter
whether it led to oppression or wrongdoing, transgression
of the commands of God or of the Prophet
“I warn everyone who may happen to read my letter
or hear its content against taking any shelter except Islam
and seeking amity of anyone except God Almighty and His
Prophet. I again warn everyone with all the emphasis at
my command and seek to make Allah my witness against
these persons, for He has authority over every being and
He is nearer to everyone than his jugular veins
cAbdul Hakaxn, pp. 104-107
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The directives sent by rUmar ibn cAbdul cAzIz 10 the
commander of a military expedition illustrate the extent lo which
he had imbibed the Q uranic mode of thought and view-pointy
and how he differed diametrically from other rulers and emperors
of his time In one of his edicts to MansSr ibn GhSib he
m o te :
“This is a direcd\ e from the bondsman of Allah and
Commander of the Faithful to Mansur ibn GhSlib 'Whereas
the Commander of the Faithful has charged Mansur to
w age
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also instructed to inculcate awe of God; since, it constitutes
the best of provisions, tlie most effective strategy and the
real po^er. For the sm is even more dangerous thau ihe
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he should fear transgressing the limits of God. We over
come our enemies in the battlefield only because of ihdr
vices and sins, for, had it not been so. we Mould not have
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possess the equipments they have got Thus* if we equate
overselves with our enemies in misdeeds and transgressions
they would undoubtedly gain a victory over us by virtue of
their numerical superiority and strength. Behold, if we
are not able to gain ascendancy over our enemies on
account of our righteousness, we would never be in a
position to defeat them through our might. We seed net
keep an eye upon anything more than the enm ity of our
own wickedness nor do we have to hold in leash anything
more than our own viciousness You should realise the
fact that God Almighty has deputed w ardens o\ er you who
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you do in your camps and cantonments secretly or m
public Therefore, do not put yourself to Aame^ by
exceeding the limits of God ; be kind to others,
as you have left your hearths and homes for the sake oi
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God. Never consider yourselves superior to your enemies,
nor take your victory for granted because of the sinfulness
of your foes* for many a people worse than his enemy was
granted ascendancy in the past. Therefore, seek the help
of God against your own temptations in the same way as
you desire the succour of God against yotir opponent. I
would also beseech God’s blessings for myself and you.
“Commander of the Faithful also bids Mansur ibn
GhShb that he should treat his men with leniency. He
should not require his troops to undertake toilsome journeys,
nor refuse to encamp when they require rest The troops
enfeebled by exertion and long travels, should not be
required to face an enemy whose forces and the beasts of
burden are taking rest at their own place. Thus if MansUr
does not accord a humane treatment to his men, his enemy
would easily gam ascendancy over Mansur’s forces.
Verily, help can be sought from God alone
“ For giving rest to his men and the beast of burden and
also for getting his armaments repaired, the Commander of
the Faithful orders Mansur ibn GhShb to break his journey
on every Friday for the whole day and night thereof. He
is also ordered to encamp far away from the habitations
which have ^entered into treaty relations with us, and allow
i none from his troops to visit their dwellings, markets or
gatherings Only those of his men who are firm in faith
and trustworthy and who would neither be ill-disposed nor
commit a sm against the people could be allowed to visit
such habitations for collection of lawful dues You are as
much bound to guarantee their rights as they are enjoined
to fulfil the duties devolving on them z f. you have to
honour your obligations to them so long as they do theirs.
You should never try to gain an advantage over your
enemy through persecution of those who have come under
your protection, for you have already got a share (in the
shape of Jaziah or poll-tax) in their earnings and you
niether need to increase it nor they are bound to pay more.
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We have too not cut down your provisions, nor deprived
you of anything required for strengthening you You have
been given charge of our best forces and provided with
everything required for the job Now you need to pay
attention to the land of polytheists, our enemies9and need
not concern yourself with those who have come under our
protection After having made the best possible arrange*
ments for you, we have trust m God Almighty There is
no power, no might, save from Allah.
“ And the Commander of the Faithful further directs
that you shall appoint only such persons as your spies from
•Arabs
through
persons is hardly of any use Even if a treacherous fellow
passes on to you some corr ect information, he ought really
to be treated as an spy of the enemy and not yours May
God have peace on you *n
In another circular letter to the provincial chiefs he wrote
<rVerily God has entrusted the charge of admimstra*
tion to me I have not accepted this responsibility for the
sake of riches or sensual delight, feasts or attires, for God
had already favoured me with a fortune that only a few can
boast of. For I fully realise the grave responsibility of the
charge entrusted to me, I have taken upon myself this
obligation with a great deal of anxiety and heart-searchmg
I know I would be called upon to render the account m
the presence of God when claimants and defendants would
both be present to argue their cases on the Day oi
Reauital—a
Burdensome
*
------- Dav. indeed, save for those on
whom Allah showeis his mercy and whom He protects
from the grievous ordeal.
“I bid you to be cautious and God-fearing in all the
affairs of the State committed to your charge and ask you
to fulfil your obligations, perform that which has been
ordained by God and desist from the acts prohibited by the
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Shancah. You ought to keep an eye upon yourself and your actions , be cautious of the acts that unite you with
Allah, on the one hand, and your liegemen, on the other.
You are aware that the salvation and safety lies in com*
plete submission to the Almighty and the ultimate goal of
all endeavours should be, by the same token, to make
preparations for success on the Appointed Day.
“If you will, you might take a lesson from the happen
ings around you* Only then I can drive home the truth
to you through my preachings.
“May God have peace on you ” 1

Propagation o f Islam :

The efforts of cUmar ibn cAbdul cAzlz were not limited to
the enforcement of the Shancah> as the law of the land, and
reformation of the Muslims only. He also paid attention towards
spreading the message of Islam among the non-Muslims, and his
endeavours were also successful on account of his personal
example of simple life, unaffected piety, unswerving uprightness
and immaculate sincerity, BalSzuri writes m FutUh-ul-BuldUn:
“cUmar ibn cAbdul cAzIz wrote seven letters to the
rajas in India inviting them to embrace Islam. He pro
mised that if they did so, he would guarantee continued
existence of their kingdoms and their rights and obliga
tions would be the same as those of the other Muslims
“The name and fame of cUmar ibn cAbdul cAzlz had
already reached those lands and when they received O m ar’s
despatch they embraced Islam and adopted Arab names.2
“IsmacJT ibn ‘Abdullah ibn Abi al-MahSjir, Governor
of Maghrib (north-west Africa), administered the land
with flawless justice and gave a good account of his charac
ter and morals He initiated proselytising activities among
the Barber tribes Thereafter cUmar ibn cAbdul cAzlz
1 *Abdul Hakaxn, pp 92^3
2 Balfizun, pp 446-447.
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sent a letter inviting those people to embrace Islam
which was read out in huge gatherings of the natives by
Ismacll. A large number of people were converted to
Islam and at last Islam became the predominant faith of
the land1
. . cUmar ibn cAbdul cAzIz also wrote letters to the
rulers and chiefs of Trans~oxiana* and exempted new
converts to Islam in Khurasan from the payment of polltax (Jaztak) He also granted stipends and rewards to
those who embraced Islam and got constructed rest houses
for the travellers 993
Financial R eform s:

The financial reforms embarked upon by cUmar ibn cAbdul
cAzlz viz remission of numerous taxes and uthes disallowed by
the Skancak, did not result in pecuniary difficulties or deficits in
the State income On the contrary, people became so much welloff that it became difficult to find destitutes and beggars who
would accept the poor-due (£tt£3f)
Yahya ibn Saceed relates that cUmar ibn cAbdul cAziz had
appointed him to collect the poor-due m Africa When he got
the dues collected, he looked around for the needy and hard up
persons, but he could not find a single individual who could be
rendered assistance. He adds that cUmarvs economic policy had
made everybody a man of substance and, therefore, he had no
alternative but to purchase a number of slaves and then emanci*
D
4' ate them on behalf of the Muslim nonulace4
*
Another man from the Quraish reports that during the ex*
tremely short reygn of ^Umar ibn CAbdul cAzlz people used to
remit substantial amounts pertaining to the poor-due to the State
1. BalSzun, p 339
2 Countries an Central Asia to the north of river Oxus (Afa-wana-vnrtfahr
in Axabxc)
,
3 BalSzun, p 432
4 cAbdul HaJcam, p 69
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exchequer for being distributed among the poor, but these had to
be returned to them as nobody entitled to receive these charities
was to be found* He says that everyone had become so well-off
dunng HJmar’s time that nobody remained in straitened circum
stances entitled to receive the poor-due.1
Apart from the prosperity of die masses, which is invariably a
by-product of die Islamic form of government, the more
important change accomplished by the regime of cUxnar ibn
cAbdul cAzfz was the diversion in inclination and aptitude, mood
and trend of the populace. His contemporaries narrate that
whenever a few friends met during the regime of Walxd, they used
to converse about buildings and architecture for that was the rage
ofWalld; Sulaim&n was fond of women and banquets, and these
became the fad of his days; but, dunng the reign of cUmar ibn
cAbdid cAztz the prevailing demeanour and subjects for discussion
were prayers, supplicatory and benedicatory, obligatory and
supererogatory. Whenever a few people gathered, they would
ask each other about the voluntary prayers one offered for acquir
ing spiritual benefits, the portion of Qur*Stt recited or committed
to memory, fast observed every month, and so on so forth 8
The guiding light for cUmar ibn cAbdul cAzlz and the
impelling force behind his endeavours were his unflinching faith,
the love and awe of the Supreme Being and conviction of account
ability on the Day of Resurrection. Whatever he did was solely
on account of the inducement, if inducement it can be called, to
propitiate God Almighty. This was the urge and driving force
which had made the ruler of the most powerful and extensive
etppire of the day to lead a life of austerity, forbearance and
abstinence. If anybody advised him to raise his standard of
living, as his position and office demanded, he would recite the
Quranic dictum:
. . . I fear9 t f I rebel against my Lard, the retribution qf an
Awful Day*
___________
(Al-Anc8m : 15)
1 'Abdul Hafcara, p 128
2 Tabn, Vol V III, p 98
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Once *\3inat ibn cAbdul cAzlz said to this servant; “Allah
\\as {avowed me with a disposition) insatiable and ambitious; no
sooner do 1 attain an object I long for, I set my heart upon a
stdl bigber objective* Now 1 have reachcd a sublimation after
which nothing remains to be co\ eted. Now mv ambition aspires
for ¥axadue a\one.*n
Once be asked a certain sage for counsel, who said * “Of
what avail would it be to thee, if the entire mankind Urere sent
lo Heaven and ihou were consigned to Hell9 Similarly, what
would thou lose, if thou were awarded Hca\ cn and all others
sent to the Hell,n On hearing this 'Umar's qualm knew no
hounds and he wept so bitterly that the fire in the chafingdtsh in
front of him got extinguished by his tears 8 Yaztd ibn Haushab
once said that HJmar had v> great a fear of God that it seemed as
\t the Heaven and HeU had been created by God only for him
and Hasan aVBasn
span
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1 «■Atodul HaVam, p 61 and Sifal vr-$afwah9Vol lll« p 156
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3
<Abdul HaVam, p 11B, Ibn Kathir, Vol IX , pp 209-10 and -Sxntf, p 23.
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HASAN AL.BASRI
Atrophy of Faith and M oral Decadence s
After the death of cUxnar ibn cAbduI cAzffc, there was a
complete reversal of the State policy to the ways of his predeces
sors. Jahiltyah again returned with a vengeance to undo every
reform ^xnar had introduced. Yazid II, who succeeded cUmar,
and his successors too, took full advantage of the position and
power enjoyed by them to gratify the grasping demands of their
kinsmen.
Hereditary and despotic rule along with the affluence of
Ummayyads had by now begun to give birth to a nobility, hypo
crite and time-server, spendthrift and libertine, whose morals and
code of conduct were not different from the rakes of other
nations Taking after the ways of the then nobility, pursuit of
pleasure and gay abandon threatened to become the prevailing
taste of the masses Moral and spiritual transformation, temperate
and righteous living emanating from the true content of a faith,
constitutes the most valuable heritage of prophetic teachings and
a perennial source of vitality to the Ummah. But ibis-worldly
attitude of life now threatened to inundate the warmth of spirit,
faith and the awe of God thereby causing the failure of spiritual
forces and atrophy of moral excellence. It was in truth a moment
of great danger for the Ummah \ it appeared to be the beginning
of the end* The State being callously indifferent to the virtues
it ought to have upheld, blatantly nourished and encouraged its
representatives who denigrated moral propriety and rectitude* The
self-indulgent and luxurious ways of the elite were a standing
allurement for the fast spreading vices like opulence, luxury and
indolence The Prophet of Islam had flooded the heart of his
followers with reverence, awe, complete submission and a living
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relationship with the Almighty but these qualities were now on
thr wane It was a deficiency which could have never been
redeemed by brilliant conquests or expanding dimensions of the
empire, or, rather, as the history shows, the diminution of spirit is
an irretrievable loss for any people who arc once made to suffer
its impoverishment
Had this reservoir of vitality and dynamic energy been left
unattended to be crumbled and smothered by the then social and
political forces of profanation, Muslims would have soon become
a materialistic and sclf^mdulffent nconl^ dnvmd nr anv rrmrnntiriTl
of the lifc-altcr-death The Prophet of Islam had repeatedly
expressed his anxiety, towards the end of his life, that Muslims
might be swallowed by the pleasures of the world like earlier
nations A few days before his demise, the Prophet had apprised
his comnamons of this danger thus .
“ I have no apprehension From your poverty and
indigence, what I fear is that the world might shower
down its aflluence and luxuries as it did on the people
before you, and you might begin contending amongst you,
thereby exposing yourself to the danger of being annihila
ted like the nations preceding you M|
Endeavours to Combat the E v il:

The danger to which the Holy Prophet had alluded was soon
to manifest itself but its tide was stemmed by a few indefatigable
crusaders of unflinching faith and ardent zeal. Endowed with
religious devotion and enthusiasm, these pioneers and standard
bearers saved millions in the Ummah through their sermons and
exhortations, lectures and discourses, disciplines and teachings
from being swept away by the flood of coarse materialism, they
maintained the continuity of religious and spiritual traditions,
teachings and precepts, which was assuredly much more important
than the continued existence of political ascendancy Those who
spearheaded the movement to fill m the gap at this crucial
1 Salfik

Vol II (Kttab-uz-Zuhdh P 407.
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moment in the life of the Unimak and thus saved the world of
Intern from acquiescing in an utterly agnostic, characterless and
spiritually enfeebled existence, were, Saceed ibn Jubair,
Muhammad ibn Sireen, Shacbi and, the precursor of all, Hasan
al Basn* Born in 21 a.h . his father Yas£r, was an emancipated
slave of Zaid ibn ThSbit, a celebrated companion of the Prophet,
and he was himself brought up in the house of UmmruUMamitCLn,
Umm-4-Salmah
Capabilities o f Hasan al-Basri;

Hasan al-Basn had been gifted with ennobling virtues and
brilliant capabilities essential to make his exhortation for revival
and renovation of Islam effective in his times He was distin
guished for a disposition, amicable and considerate, winsome and
enchanting, on the one hand, as also for his erudite and profound
learning tempered with prudence and wisdom, on the other. In
his knowledge of the Qiu^Sn and the Traditions he excelled all
the doctors of his time* He has had the opportunity of being an
associate of the companions of the Holy Prophet. It seems that
he was also a keen observer of the contemporary events and the
transformation Islamic society was undergoing; for, he was fully
aware oi the ills, deficiencies and malpractices that had crept
m among the different sections of the society, and the measures
necessary to eradicate them. He was also an equally celebrated
orator inspired by deep ethical feeling. He held his audience
spellbound. Whenever he discoursed on Hereafter or depicted
the bygone age of the companions of the Prophet, everyone was
seen brimming with tears HajjSj ibn Ytlsuf is rightly renowned
for his eloquence but Hasan al-Basn was considered to be an
equally good elocutionist. AbU cAmr ibn al-cA13P, the famous
grammarian and lexicographer says that he had not seen orators
of greator eloquence than Hasan al-Basn and Hajjaj ibn YfSsuf
but Hasan was more elegant speaker than HajjSj1 Of his ency
clopaedic knowledge Rabi1, ibn Anas says that he has had the
1 jifrBitifffiii, Vol V II, p 44
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privilege of being closely associated with Hasan al-Ba&n for ten
years and almost everyday he found something new not heard of
earlier in the discourses of H asan1 Describing the scholarly
attainments of Hasan al~Basrx, AbG Hayy£n at-Tauhxdl quotes
Thabit ibn Qurrah
“In his learning and piety, forbearance and temp
erance, candour and large-heartedness, sagacity and
prudence he resembled a bright star He was always
surrounded by students seeking instruction in different
branches of learning. He would be teaching Hadith (Tra
ditions of the Prophet) to one, Tafilr (explanation or com
mentary on Qjur5Sn) to another, Fiqah (laws and theolo
gical rules) to a third, expounding a legal opinion to
someone else and imparting instruction in the principles of
jurisprudence to yet another while continuing his sermons
in the meantime for those who came to him for the purpose
His knowledge covered an expanse as vast as an ocean, or,
he was like a dazzling lustre illuminating every soul
around him* What is more, his heroic effoits to enjoin
the right and to forbid the wrong, his undaunted champion
ship of the righteous path before the elite, rulers and
administrators could pever be forgotten 9,2
The reason why Hasan’s words carried weight with his
audience was that he was not simply a preacher or an accom
plished orator but that he also possessed a sublimated soul.
Whatever he said was heart-stirring bccause it came from the
depth of his heart, his speeches had a magnetism which no
other scholar or mentor of Kufa and Basra could emulate
Another distinguishing feature of his sermons was their affinity
to the prophetic homilies
Al-Ghazah has written in Ihya* cUlum td-Dln that there is
a consensus of opinion that the teachings of Hasan bore a close
resemblance with prophetic discourses as did his own conduct
1 Al~Bustantt Vol VIIf p 44
2 Ibtd 9 p 5
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with that of the companions of the Prophet—a quality which was
lacked by other guides and missionaries.1
The enthusiastic devotion people paid to Hasan al~Basri and
the irresistible attraction they felt towards turn were the hall mark
of his charming personality He was rightly considered as one of
the few top-most guides of the Ummah. Thabit ibn Qurrah, a
non-Muslim philosopher of the third century ( a . h .) , was of
opinion that of the few eminent personages produced by Islam
’jyjio could rightly be envied by the followers of other faiths, one
was <Hasan al-Basri. He adds that Mecca had always been a
centre of Islamic piety and learning where accomplished scholars
in every branch of learning converged from all parts of the world
but even Meccans were dumbfounded by his scholarly attain
ments as they had never seen a man of his calibre 2
Sermons o f Hasan al-Basri t

The discourses delivered by Hasan are reminiscent of the
simplicity and moral grit of the Prophet’s companions* Speaking
of the transitory nature of the world and human life, these
sermons stress the significance of the Hereafter and final retribu
tion, develop the meanings of faith and righteousness, inculcate
awe and reverence of God and denigrate self-indulgence and
licentiousness. In an age of crass materialism, when the rank
and file and many of the elite too had taken to the gratification
of bodily and sensual desires a haranguing on these very
subjects was required Hasan has had the opportunity of being
an associate of the Prophet’s companions and, therefore, when he
compares the moral degradation of the later TJmmayyad period
with the simplicity and unflinching faith, moral and spiritual
excellence of the earlier times, his description becomes graphic
and forceful, sparkling with the fire of his own heart-fdt
sorrow at the degeneration of the Ummah; he castigates,
chastises and lashes out at the revolting change* At the same
1 lfya\ Vol I,p . 68
2 ^frBtufoiRK* Vol V II,9 n 44
* **
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time, the consummate diction, incomparable eloqucnee and
unique lucidity of style secured ibr his sermons a distinguished
place in the Arabic literature of the time Comparing the moral
condition of his own times with that of the Prophet's companions
and delineating the Islamic ethics, he observes
u Alas, people have gone to rack and ruin through
their own fond hopes and daydreams , they talk but do not
a c t; knowledge is there but without endurance , faith they
have, but no conviction, men arc here, but without
brains; a crowd here is, but not a single soul agreeable to
one’s h eart; people come here simply to go aw ay; they
acknowledge the truth, then deny it and make things
lawful and unlawful at their sweetwill Is your religion a
sensual delight ? If you are asked fDo you have faith in
the Day of Judgment?* You say : *Yes * ‘But, No, it is
not so’ I swear by the Lord of the Day of Requital that
your answer is wrong Its* only beseeming for the faithful
that he should be sound of faith and a man of conviction
His knowledge entails forbearance as moderation is an
adornment for the learned He is wise but soft-hearted,
well-dressed and restrained m order to conceal his indi
gence , never prodigal even if a man of substance , charit
able and compassionate to the destitute , large-hearted and
generous in giving to the kinsfolk their due , strenuous and
unflinching m providing justice to others; nevei crosscs
the prescribed limits in favouring his near and dear ones
nor docs he find fault or cull out the errors of those whom
lie dislikes A Muslim is indifferent to revihngs and
1_TI<«
tauntings, frolics and sports, decrials and backoitmgs n v
never runs after what is not his right nor denies what he
owes to others, never debases himself in seeking an apology
nor take* delight in the misfortune or misdeed of others ”
“Humble and submissive, devoted and enchanted, as a
faithful is in his prayers, lie is a messenger of cheer, his
endurance is owing to the awe of God ; his silencc is for
meditation and reflection; he pays attention for edification
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and instruction; he seeks company of the learned for
acquiring knowledge j keeps mum to avoid transgression |
and if he speaks, he speaks to spread the virture. A Muslim
is pleased when he acts virtuously; entreats forgiveness
from the Lord when he goes astray, complains when he is
aggrieved only to make up for the loss sustained; is patient
and prudent when an illiterate joins issue with him ; proves
enduring when ill-treated »he is never unjust and never
seeks succour or protection from anyone save God
Almighty.
“Dignified in the company of their friends, praising
God when they were left alone, content with the lawful
gams, grateful when easy of means, resigned when in
distress, remembering God Almighty among the indolent
and craving the grace of God when among the pious . such
were the companions of the Prophet, their associates and
fnends No matter what station they occupied in life, they
were held in high esteem by their compatriots and, when
they died, their spirit took flight to the blessed Companion
ship on High, as the most celebrated souls. O’ Muslims,
these were your righteous ancestors, but when you deviated
from the right path, God Almighty too withheld his
blessings from you* Lo 11 Allah ekangeth not the condition qf
afolk until they [first) change that which is in their hearts, and
i f Allah wtlleth misfortunefor afolk there is none that can repel if,
nor hate they a defender beside Htm?
On another occasion commenting on those verses of Surah
al-Furqnr? which describe the characteristics of the faithful, he
says of the companions of the Holy Prophet:
When tjjg first Muslims heard this call from their
Lord, they immediately affirmed it from the depth of their
responsive heart They surrendered themselves implicitly
1 Ar-lfrad, II
2 AVBasri, pp €6-70
3. Twenty-fifth Surah of the Qpx^Sn.
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to the Most H igh; their hearts and eyes* nay, their whole
odstenc^ lived under a constant consciousness of the
omnipotent pow er of God Almighty. By God, when Isaw
diem, I could discern fiom their faces that the unseen
realities taught by revelation were not beyond the ken of
their perception:—as if they had perceived these realities
through their senses Thev never indulged in futile discnssions or vain quibblings. They had received a message
fiom the Lord and accepted it.
“Allah has Himself depicted their character in the
Qnr3an thus: The (Jhrihfiil) slases o f ihe Benejicerit tat they
zcho zcelk tipon the earth modestly1 „ . . The word used here for
the faithful is symbolic, according to the Aiab lexico
graphers, of their humility yet full of dignity. Thereafter
the Lord says : And when the ignorant address them, they sqy :
P cgtc * I t means that they are disciplined and patient and
thev never answer the arrosant and foolish in the same
coin. I f anyone joins an issue with them, they do not lose
uieir temper or patience. They spend their days in adjim*
nag knowledge from the learned. As for their nights, God
has Himself spoken highlv of what they do after the night
fall : A~zd *tko spend the night before thnr Lord^ prostrate and
tfcrzdbig? Verily, these bondsmen of Allah used to pass
the whole night in prayers ; they stood, tears flowing fiom
their eyes, and then fell prostrate before the Lord, trembling
with His awe. There was something, afterall, ivhich kept
them in vigils throughout the nights and made them yield
to an implicit submission. The Almighty says that these
are
persons who sav z Out Lord! Avertjiom iis the doom of
hell * lo] the dosn. thereof is cnpnsh* The word signifying
the torment of Hell in this verse is taken by lexicographers
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to mean a chastisement or doom which never comes to «.
close i. e., it is an affliction which shall never end. I swear
by Allah save Whom there is no other Lord, that the com
panions of the Prophet were really faithful; they acted on
what they professed but, alas, you are after your fond hopes.
Friends, do not lean upon your airy hopes, for God has
never bestowed anything whether of this world or the
Hereafter, upon anyone simply because he had longed
for it.”1
Thereafter he satd (as he often used to remark after his dis
courses) that although his sermons lacked nothing, they were of
little utility for the people who had lost the warmth of their hearts.
Fearlessness»

Hasan al-Basri was as much distinguished for his moral
courage and unfaltered pursuit of justice as he was m the domain
of erudition and oration He opposed the then Caliph, Yazld
ibn cAbdul Malik,3 m his presence when once someone asked
Hasan to express his opinion about the two insurrectionists, Yazld
ibn al-Muhallab and Ibn al-Ashcath. Al~Hasan replied: “Don’t
be a party to the either faction” . A Synan, springing upon his
feet, repeated the question "And not even to Amlrul-MamiriinP*
Hasan replied angrily:11 Yes, not even to Anitr-uf-iWomialn” .8
The intolerable and ferocious cruelty of HajjSj ibn Yosuf4 is

1. Al-Marwazi, p 12
2 He succeded 'Umar ibn <Abdul 1Aziz and ruled from the muHle of 720 to
January, 724 A XT.
S. Tabqat, Vol. V II, pp. 118-119.
4 HajjSj, at one time governor of Hijaz, was cAbdul Malik's Viceroy over
IfM|, Syistan, Kenoin and Kbunsui Bdng one or the most ardent
supporters of the Ummayyads, he did everything to strengthen their
Caliphate His cruelty gave rise to several furious revolts During his
long rule over Iraq, he put to death nearly 1,50,000 men, many on false
chatges, and some of them were the best of Arab race At the time of his
death, 50,000 people were found rotting in his prisons*
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proverbial but Hasan did not bold his tongue from expressing
what be considered to be right and just even during the rule of
HajjSj,

The lightning success of the Muslim arms and the complete
political domination, of the Ummayyad* over an extensive area
had given rise to a class which had embraced Islam for the sake
of material gains but had not been able to translate the ethics
and precepts of Islam in its everyday life These people had
still to go a long way to enter zk I slam completely as the QuPsrn
demands of every Muslim The younger generation of the
Muslims, too, lacked education and training, who had inherited
many customs and usages of the pagan past They had accepted
Mam but not surrendered themselves implicitly to the guidance
of ihe revelation in their daily af&irs, modes of living, deeds and
morals. Quite a large portion of the Muslim society, particularly
its elite and the ruling circles had gradually adopted the ways of
Jakdifak and, since they held the keys to political domination,
riches and position of influence, they were emulated by the rabble
of Basrah Self-indulgence, vanity, jealousy and lust for wealth
and power were thus last capturing the soul of the people
Some historians are of the opinion that JiffSg (hypocrisy)
was a passing nuisance which had arisen owing to peculiar condi
tions obtaining at Madina during the time of the Prophet. They
think that the mischief came to an «nd with the domination of
Islam over paganism as the overriding ascendancy of the former
left no room for any further struggle between the two. We find
many a historian anH commentator of the Quz^Sn subscribing to
the view that after a time there was no need for anyone to join
Id ari ostensibly but remain secretly disaffected, as the conditions
had completely changed and people could openly make a choice
between Islam and heathenism.
Those who hold this view, how ever, overlook the fact that
insincerity is a human failing, as common and old as any other
moral affection. I t is not at all necessary that there should be
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two contending forces of Islam and unrlslam to produce hypo*
crites who might fellow the former whilst secretly opposing it.
Dunng a period of Islamic predominance too, there is very often
a section which is not able to follow its tenets whole-heartedly J it
claims to profess Islam but m the recesses of its mind and heart it
has a lurking doubt whether Islam is really the sole repository of
truth. Such persons do not possess enough moral courage to
forsake Islam publicly, or, perhaps, the benefits they derive from
the Muslim society or State do not allow them to renounce the
religion in which they do not have an unflinching faith. These
persons thus remain throughout their life, distracted and
irresolute Expediency is the norm of such persons; in moral
behaviour, selfishness, double-dealing, self-adornment, forgetfulness
of the Hereafter, timidity before might and authority and eager
ness to exploit the poor and the weak, they are lingering remnants
of the hypocrites of earlier days referred to m the Qur^Sn.
Indication o f Hypocrites :

It is an achievement as well as a proof of Hasan al-Basri’s
insight that he could not only apprehend that hypocrisy still
existed m the Muslim society but that it commanded considerable
influence in the public life, especially amongst the ruling elite.1
1 Among the religious scholars or the later period, Shah Wall Ullah too subs*
cnbed to the view that hypocrisy is found in every age and that the exis
tence of hypocrites is not a phenomenon peculiar to any particular
or
place He believed hypocrisy to be of two types: hypocrisy in belief and
hypocrisy w behaviour and morals The former is now not discernible or
difficult to indicate owing termination of the revelation after the final
disseminator but the hypocrisy of behaviour and morals has been rampant
ever since Speaking of his own times he says in al-Fauz-ul-Kabtr
'"Seek the company of the grandees and their associates if you want to see
what hypocrites are like You will see that they prefer their own likings
over the edicts of the la*-gwer In truth and reality, there is no difference
between these persons and the fellows who personally heard the Prophet,
practised hypocrisy All such persons act against the dictates of the
lawgiver after ha\ ing ascertained the same, so on and so forth Rationa
lists too, who harbour many doubts in their hearts but foiget the
Hereafter, belong to the same category” (a!-F«uz-til~/Ccblr, pp 13-14 )
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Someone asked Hasan if hypocrites were still to be found
amongst the Muslims of those days His reply was
“If hypocrites desert the streets of Basra, you will find
it hard to live in the city 191
Hasan al-Basn meant that the majority consisted of those
people who paid only a lip-service to Islam without allowing its
precepts to take roots in the bottom of their hearts or translating
its teachings into their moral behaviour. On another occasion
he remarked *
**Holiness be to God * What hypocrites and self-seeking
persons have come to have an upper hand m this
Ummah" *
Hasan al~Basri’s estimation of the then self-ccntcred rulers
who were least interested m Islam and the Muslims was perfectly
correct
In his correct diagnosis of the canker eating into the body*
politic of the Ummak lay the cogency of Hasan aI~Basri's sermons
and the call for reformation There were several outstanding
pedagogues among his contemporaries but none could arouse the
enthusiastic devotion of the people like Hasan His scathing
criticism and denunciation of the degenerated state of society in
fact shed light on the spirit and content of hypocrisy that had
captured the soul of a large section of the populace Hypocncy
was a malady fast taking roots in the Muslim society, Hasan
elucidated the character, morals and behaviour of the hvpocntes
who could be seen in every walk of life—m administration, armed
forces, business and tra d e

F a r th e nrevalent vires w ere the lust

for wealth and power and an utter disregard foi final Retribution,
Hasan gave himself up to the condemnation of these very evils
and made people think of the eternal life after death With his
gift of eloquence he vividly depicted the unseen realities which
every hypocrite, indolent and prodigal wanted to be buried m
oblivion
1 FarjSbi, p 68
3 Ibid , p 57
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For the call* preachings and sermons of Hasan challenged,
indicted and denounced the aims and objects, designs and ambi
tions, longings and fancies of the age, it became difficult for the
then society to ignore or remain indifferent to his haranguing*
Innumerable people returned a changed man after hearing the
sermons of Hasan and offered earnest repentance for the life of
licentioussnes and sel&indulgenjce they had led previously ; they
made solemn, affirmation of loyalty and obedience to God for the
rest of their lives Hasan would urge his listeners to imbibe
a true content of the faith and prescribe measures for the
eradication of their vices He spent full sixty years in religious
preaching and moral uplift of the people. I t is difficult, for
obvious reasons, to estimate the number of persons who were
reformed and spiritually redeemed during this period, cAwwam
ibn Haushab says that Hasan performed the same task for sixty
years which prophets used to do among the earlier peoples.1
Death o f Hasan al-B asri:

The immaculate sincerely, outstanding piety and the moral
and spiritual excellence of Hasan al-Basri had earned the affection
of everyone in Basra. 'When he died in 110 A. h., the entire
population of Basra* attended his funeral which took place on
Friday, so that for the first time in the history of Basra the
principal mosque of the city remained empty at the hour of the
afternoon (Air) prayer.3
After the demise of Hasan, his disciples and spiritual proteges
continued to disseminate the message of Hasan uninterrupted;
they invited people back to religion, to the unfjinchiiyg submission
to the Almighty and cognition of the final recompense on the Day
of Requital After twenty-two years of Hasan's death ended the

1 Al-Buttum, Vol V II, p 44.
2 After Damascus, the capital of the Ummayyads, Basra was then, the second
largest city of the Islamic empire
3, Urn KJiaUikan, Vol I, p 855*
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rale of the mighty Ummayyads, giving place to the Caliphate of
cAbb£sids who shifted the seat of the empire from Damascus to
Baghdad.
R evolts Against Tyranny:

Along with the efforts directed towards propagation of the
Faith and moral and spiritual renovation, attempts were also
made, time and again, to re-organise the Caliphate in accordance
with the political law of Islam and thus terminate the monopoly
AAlAtfAlt
U
«
V
ftlA
J
m
*
amJ
am
Ui puuuvcu cuwuuMi^jr w j v j w ujr uig vnuiioyyaujy auuj xain vu
by the cAbbSsids The Caliphate had unfortunately been organised
by that time around such racial and tribal loyalties that no call
to overthrow the established order could he effective unless it
could also lay a claim to the noble lineage and was also hacked
V
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who raised the banner of revolt against the Uxnmayyads and the
cAbb3dds belonged to Ahl-ul-bait—people of the House of Muham
mad—who could fire the much needed enthusiaxn for over
throwing the hated administration. Since they represented the
religious urge lor reform and renovation and
ex^Joyed the
sympathy and support of the religious-minded people, they stood
a fair chance to succeed in their enterprise.
After the massacre of Karbala1 a number of descendants of
the Prophet tried to bring about a revolution Husain’s grandson,
Zaid ibn cAli. attenuated a nsin? aeainst HishSm ibn cAbdul Malik
TLhich failed and Zaid was killed in 122 a . a. ImSm AbQ Hanlfa,
*■*______ i ______ r* *i__ t t ____ _______l ___ i _ r ___ s ____ i ____
m
zounaer oi we £xamnte scuooi oi Jurisprudence* apviugiacu w
Zaid ibn cAli for not being able to join in his expedition but contri
buted ten thousand dirhams for the army of Zaid 2 Thereafter
1. Husain, the grandson of Prophet Muhammad and son of Gdiph cAh, m s
massacred along with his followers on October 20, 680 A D. a t Karim*
b) an Ummayyad detachment for not
the oath of fealty to Y arn
3m Mut-awiyah The butcher) caused a thrill of horror in the utarla oi

Mayn
2. Al-Kurdn, Vol I p 55
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another descendant of Hasan, Muhammad Zun-Nafs-azZakiyah (b.cAbdullah al-Mahz b al-Hasan al-Muthanna b. Hasan
b. cAli) raised the banner of revolt in Madina while his brother
IbrShlm ibn cAbdullah rose against MansGr in Basra. ImSm
Abtl Hanlfa and ImSm MSlik,1 both founders of the schools of
canon law, pronounced fatwUs in favour of the validity of
Ibr£hlm*s daim to the cahphate and the former even extended
financial assistance to him ImSm AbU Hantfa even dissuaded
Hasan ibn Qahtaba, a general of Mansfir, from fighting against
Ibr Shim * These efforts were, however, also doomed to failure
and Muhammad met with a heroic death at Madina on the
15th of Ramadkan 145 a h while Ibr Shim was killed dunng the
same year at Kufa on the 24th of
All these efforts
turned out to be a dead failure owing to the armed strength and
well established rule of the Ummayyads and the cAbbSsids, yet,
they set an example for the later generations to rise in revolt
against tyranny and injustice. Despite their failures, the strenuous
and uninterrupted efforts made by these heroes of Islam who,
instead of submitting to the inducements of wealth and power,
preferred to shed the last drop of their blood for the cause of
Ju stice and righteousness, have handed on a torch to the posterity
that will ever keep its glowing spirit bright*
Of the beltever* are men who are true to that which they cove*
nenltd with Allah
(al-Afo&b • 23)

1 ImSm MSUk advised the people of Madina to help Ibrahim even if they
had taken the oath of fealty to Mansfir. (Al-Kanul, Vol V, p 214).
Some historians are of the opunon that the action taken by MansHr against
'ia5 001 owning to the tatter’s refusal to accept the post of
Ae"
* 1 because of h“ talcing sides with IbrShTm (AbU Hanlfa „
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THE TRADITION!STS AND JURISTS
OF ISLAM
The cAbbasids t

The cAbbasids were succcssors of the Ummayyads, not m
political powei alone, but also 111 the "this-worldly” attitude of
life, hereditary and autocratic system of government, misuse of
public funds for pcisonal ends and rqoicmg zn the rounds of
pleasure and dissipation If there was any difference between the
two, it lay in the Aiabian monopoly of high offices of the State
under the iormei whilst under the later non~Arabs came to have
an upper hand in the administration The vices peculiar to the
Arabs undct the Ummayyads had thus given place to the failings
of the oilier nations The writ of the cAbbasid rule ran over
such an extensive as ca that once HarEin al-Rashld remarked when
he saw a cloud
**Whereinsoever thou may ram, but a poi tion of the (
produce of thy shower will come back to me49
The annual income of the cAbbasid Caliphate, as estimated
by Ibn Klialdiin, was more than 7,500 kintars (7,01,50,000 dinars
or 31,50,00,000 tupecs) during die reign of HaiUn al-Rashld and
it had m u eased manifold by the time ofMamtin T h e wealth
and pi ospcnty of the empne caused an influx into the capital,
fi om the most distant parts, of the servile classes like musicians
and singers, poets and jesters, in pursuit of their vocation oi
providing reci cation to the soveteign, princes and grandees as
did all &oits of raanufactuies and artistic cieations to please the
m
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marriage ol Mam tin which illustrates Iho wealth and opulenco,
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pomp and pageantry, fascination and pleasure, surrounding the
cAbb£sid sovereigns:
“ MamUn along with his family, courtiers, nobles,
army and crvil chiefs, personal attendants, bodyguards and
the entue army remained as a guest of his Prime Minister,
Hasan ibn Sahl, to whose daughter he was betrothed
Hasan entertained the whole company for seventeen days
on such a lavish and gorgeous scale that even the meanest
of the king’s party lived like an aristocrat during the period
Upon the members of the King’s household and chief
officers of the State were showered balls of musk and
ambergns, each of which was wrapped in a paper on which
was inscribed the name of an estate, or a slave, or a team
of horses, or robes of honour, or some other gift, the
recipient then took it to the treasurer who delivered to him
the property which had fallen to his lot A carpet of
surpassing beauty, made of gold thread and inlaid with
pearls and rubies was unrolled for Mamun. As soon as'he
was seated on it, precious pearls of unique size and splen
dour were again showered on his feet which presented a
fascinating scene on the resplendent carpet”.1
Some Preachers of Baghdad s
Amidst this life of dissipation and gay abandon there were a.
few inspired souls who, having detached themselves from all
fascinations and immoral demeanours of the then society, had
given themselves up to the propagation of the faith, self-purifica
tion, education and edification of the religious sciences The life
long object of these mentors was to protect and fortify the spiritual
content of the community’s faith, to forge a l»n|g between the
Creator and the created and to expound and elucidate the
teachings of the Qur32n and the Sunnck. They upheld steadfastly
the traditions of detachment, fearlessness and undaunted cham
pionship of the truth, for, the powers that be could neithdt
l

*1l-Afinn«r, pp 155-^7 also set Ibn KhaUikun Vol I pp 258-59
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purchase them nor force them lo give up the task they had taken
upon themselves. Their seminaries were indeed heavens of
shelter and safety in a tumultuous ocean of blasphemous materia
lism, domains of peace and tranquility were these, no less
extensive or effective than the temporal kingdoms of the day If
the kings and sovereigns had control over the body and flesh of
their subjects, the writ of these mentors put the souls of the people
into their hands There are not «i few instances when these men
of God were able to hold their own against the most powerful
emperors. Cahph HarDn al-Rashld was once on an official visit
to Raqqa when the celebrated traditionistcAbdullah ibn Mubarak
happened to go there The entire population of the city came
out to receive him and no body remained to attend the king
The multitude was so great that a large number of persons lost
their shoes in the throng A maid servant of the Caliph who
happened to watch the procession from the balcony, enquired
who the celebrity w as7 When she was told that he was a
religious doctor, cAbdullah ibn Mubarak, from Khurasan, she
remarked “Verily, kingship is his and not of HarOn who dares
not go anywhere without guards and orderlies1”
Baghdad of the cAbbffsid period manifested both the cross
currents , if on the one hand people of every calling and trade,
desirous of fortunes and nches, amusement and gratification, had
gathered in the city, there was also, on the other, a great influx
of religious teachers and the taught from all over the world
Baghdad had become such a great centre of the saints and the
learned that the monographs and annals of the period give an
impression as if none save the divines and pious souls lived m
Baghdad and its environs resounded with the recollection and
praise of Allah This atmosphere of piety and catholicity was due
mainly to Sufysn Thaun*, Fudhayl ibn cAy£dh’, Junaid

1 Ibn Khalbkan, Vol II, p 238
2 d, 161/778
3 di 187/803
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Baghdadi1, MfiSrfif Karkhi2, and Bishr HSfi* who had dedicated themselves to the propagation of the faith The moral rectitude
and integrity of these masters, their kind-heartedness and sincerity,
detachment and contentment, benevolence and readiness to make
sacrifice for others had endeared them to all, Muslims and nonMuslims alike. They upheld and gave a practical demonstration
of the Islamic morality with the result that countless Jews,
Christians, Magians and Sabians who came into their contact
embraced Islam 4
The Two Urgent Problem s:

It was imperative, truly at this juncture of Islamic history, to
formulate and strengthen the norms of communal, social and
political behaviour of the Ummah, in the same way as its moral and
spiritual heritage had been protected and nounshed m the past so
as to ensure that Islam would ever continue to be the guiding
light for coming generations, By that time the Muslim empire
had become the most powerful and extensive kingdom of the day
extending over almost the whole of Asia and parts of Africa and
Spam in Europe New exigencies were arising as Muslims came
into contact with the peoples in different lands; problems relating
to business and cultivation, poll-tax and land revenue, customs
and rites of their vassals and liegemen were awaiting to be solved
in accordance with the Sha^ah and its jurisprudence. It was
simply not possible to set aside or defer anyone of these questions
since the Islamic State stood urgently in need of a detailed and
satisfactory answer to each of these issues, else it would have
adopted Roman or Byzantine laws, codes and regulations for the
conduct of its administrative business. Any complacency on the
part of the then culema would have produced the same confusion
and waywardness as can be witnessed today under the so-called
1
2
3
4

d 297(910
a 200/815
d.227/84L
For details see Ibn KhalhkSn: Vol I, pp 247-51 pp 323-24, Vol II,
pp. 127-28 %Vol. I ll, pp 215-17 and Vol IV, pp 319-20.
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present-day Islamic States The result might have been even
more disastrous since the diffidence or negligence on the part of
exegetists and traditionists at that crucial stage would have
deprived the Ummah of its raison d’etre for thousands of years if
not for all times to come. As a poet has said
“A moment’s negligence makes the way a hundred
years longer ”
One of the two important problems requiring immediate
attention was the collection and compilation of the Traditions of
the Holy Prophet which had by then been taken down or com**
nutted to memory by a large number of traditionists spread all
over the Islamic realm 1 The Tradition or the Sunnak was a
maior source of legislation as the details of the law were onlv
hinted at or sometimes not e*plicity mentioned m the Qui’an,
and thus these constituted the only means of regulating the rules
of conduct and safeguarding the Islamic character of the Muslim
sociely In fapt, the Sunnal comprises
years
panions, relatives and friends—the eye-and ear-witnesses. It is
also a distinction not enjoyed by any other prophet “ Apart from
its educational and doctrinal value, the Sunnah is a reservoir of
guidance for moral rectitude and spiritual uplift, of reverence
1 The collection and compilation of the Tradition had actually been taken
up by the successors of the companions of Holy Prophet The active
interest taken by cUmar ibn cAbdul cAzTz has already been referred to in
these pages In the second centur) A H there existed numerous compi
lations ofwhich those of Ibn ShahSb Zuhn (d 124 A H ), Ibn Juraih
Makki (d 150 A H ), Ibn Is’haq (d 151 A H ), Sa<eed Ibn Abi cAraba
Madm (d 156 A H ) , Mucmar Yamaiu (d 153 A H ) and Rabtlibn
Sahih (d, 160 A H ) were more celebrated It was then necessary to sutgect
to most minute scrutiny, classify and mterptet the Traditions in accordance
with the carefully determined norms of ciiticism
„ 2 In so (hr as the Prophet enjoyed Divine guidance to give authoritative
declarations on questions, moral, social or doctrinal, his Traditions really
constitute a record of inspired sayings, and consequently occupy a totally
different position to what is commonly understood by tradiuons m the
Christian Church
"
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and awe of God, of infusing people with a dynamic energy to
fight the evil; and, it shall ever be producing standard-bearers
who will fill the people with the true content of faith, enthusiasm
and self-confidence, bring the people back to the fountainhead of
Divine guidance and enable them to erase the accretions, devia
tions and innovations to their beliefs and practices
The other need of the hour was to collect, systematise and
make analogical deductions in consonance with the teachings of
the Qur*5n and the Sunnah, to answer all possible questions of a
sacred or secular natuie The Qur^an and the Sunnak provide, un
doubtedly, guiding pi inciples which can be applied to every stage of
social and intellectual development of human beings, but, life bemg
ever on the move, change is indispensable for human progress
And this is why IjiihUd or analogical deduction or legal opinions
under the inspiration of the Qur^Sn and the Sunnah had become
unavoidable to meet the new situations and necessities of the then
expanding Islamic community
Compilation of Hadith (Traditions):

A mention must here be made of the Divine arrangements
made for safeguarding the Traditions for God Almighty had
selected Ibr it a nation reputed for its memory, veracity and
fidelity, whatever the companions of the Piophet saw or heard from
him, they preserved the same with utmost care and transmitted
it to the succeeding generations The memory of the prophets
born amongst other peoples was preserved by the latter through
sculpture and portraits but the companions of the Prophet of
Islam, for whom representation m pictures and engravings had
been prohibited, ha\e left such a vivid and lively description of
the appearance and deportment of the Prophet which not only
dispenses v, ith the need of pictunsation but is also free from all
its vices
Assiduity of the Traditionists ;

Again, God Almighty provided Islam V'lth hundreds
of earnest scholars, peerless m prodigious memory and
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intelligence, industry and enthusiasm, erudition and scholarly
attainments, for the cultivation and development of the science of
Tradition A large number of these, belonging to the non-Arab
stock and coming from distant lands, set off on extensive travels
all over the Islamic world m quest of the Traditions Indifferent
to everything else, they devoted themselves to attending the
lectures of the great doctors of theology and planning their work
for collecting the Prophet’s sayings and traditions about his acts
and doings No other science, nor yet a people can claim to
have had savants as devoted and zealous, and, at the same time,
as meticulous and trustworthy as weie the traditionists They
moved heaven and earth to hunt for the Traditions from every
corner of the Islamic world al-Bukhari set off on his errand at
the age of 13 and went all the way from Bukhara to Egypt, AbU
Hatim R£zl says that he traversed 3000 farsankk (9000 miles)
on fool and thereafter left counting the mileage; Ibn Haivan of
Andalusia (Spam) attended lectures of the doctors of Tradition
at Andalusia, Iraq, Hijaz and Yaman wading through the whole
of North Africa from Tanja to Suez and then across the Red Sea
to Yaman A large numbei of traditionists have left accounts of
their travels covering Asia, Africa and Europe (Spam).1 As a
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Andalusia in Europe to Khurasan in Central Asia for the sake of
acquiring knowledge from the reputed doctors of theology in
different cities
Dictionary o f Biography:

These savants did not simply collect and compile the TradiJ
tions but they also made researches in regard to the narrators othe Traditions, 1their integnty, truthfulness, moral and spiritual
excellence In this way an account of the lives of all those trans
mitters of the sayings or doings of the Prophet, who had had the
promise of "an exalted fame’4 by the L dj d, came to light All
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1 Ulma-t-Sataf, pp 20/22
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posterity since they had handed down a Tradition or pait thereof,
thereby bringing into existence another science known as AsmcPurn fil This hianch of knowledge is a living monument of the
deep erudition and scholaily attainment, bent foi research and
the sense of responsibility, intellectual acumen and lofty idealism
of the people inventing it In truth and iea\ity, the Ummak can
nghtly feel proud of then achievement In his introduction to
Hafiz Ibn Haj a rt al-I$nbali-fl-TanifZris-SahUbak Di. A Sprenger
has paid a glowing tribute to the savants of the Traditions *
“The gkuy of the Uteratm o of the Mohammadans is its
literary biography Thcie is no nation, nor has there been
any which like them has dm mg twelve centuries recorded
the life of every man of letters If the biographical
records of the Musalmans weie collected, we should pro
bably have accounts of the lives of half a million of distin
guished persons, and it would be found that there is not a
decenmum of their history, nor a place of impoitance
which has not its representatives
Trustworthiness of die Traditionists:

The traditionists did not simply natiate the biographical
accounts of the transmitters of Traditions, they took every con
ceivable care to record absolutely authentic memoirs in regard to
the chaiacter and disposition, integrity and prudence, knowledge
and retentive memory of the narrators They gleaned all available
information about the nairators gathered from their contemporai xes, without any partiality, fear or favour, no matter whether the
narrator was a pious and illuminated soul or a ruler One of the
annalists says
*The matchless courage exhibited by the ti aditiomsts
m subjecting the narrators of Traditions to an impartial
and close scrutiny can justly claim a pride of place
m the annals of Islamic peoples There were numer
ous caliphs and commanders noted for their despotism,
l

Sptonger: Vo\ I, p I
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among the narratois, but the Tiaditionists assigned them
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was to De found
Such a conscientious and cautious lot
were these Tiaditiomscs ”*
Mascttdl was a Trad momst He was paid a \isit in 154 a h
by anothci tradition*si, Macadh ibn MacXdh, but as the formci
took the help of his memoirs, Mac«idh rcjcctod his Traditions on
the gz ouna of his u oak mcmoi v 7 Mac«tdh was once offered
ten thousand dtnars simply for remaining silent m regard to the
reliability or otherwise of a witness He i cfused the offer contemp
tuously saying that he could not suppioss an evidence1
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Retentive Memory o f the T rad ition ists:

Most of the tiaditioni&ts wcic the elite of Iranian and Turko
man stock a robust, vigorous and resolute people with a strong
retentive memoiv in whom an ardent desuc Tor acquiring know
ledge had been kindled by Islam Like any other human faculty
which grows stiong or weak v uh its use or disuse, retentive memory
too can be stiengthened piodigiously Memorv is losing its letentivc powei these days aw mg to the easy access to printed material,
and now-a-days many people would find it difficult to believe the
wonderful feats
retentive -----memoiv
------ of stroncr
--------- Q ----------------’ / *oerformcd m the
bygone days History beats witness to many an instance of un
impeachable veracity of prodigious retentive memory which is,
however, by no means beyond human experience or unintelligible
The fact is that an aptitude for the subject of study combined
with continued application and profound interest m it produces
1
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such a proficiency as appeals to be prodigious or rather an
intellectual marvel to the un-initiated
When al-BukhSri1-anived at Baghdad; the (iciioisihctcthought
ora novel device to lest his memory They selected ten scholars
who were assigned ten Tiaditions each and told to relate these to
al-Bukh an after affixing the mtioductoiy portion ol one Tradition
to the text of anothei 2 Eat h ofthese persons nauatcd the Tiaditions
as decided eaihei and asked al-Bukh£rI to give his opinion
about then authenticity Al-BukhSri*s i eply about every Tradi
tion nai rated before him wa^ that he had no knowledge of it
Those who knew the teason got a cue while unawares smiled at
him After cvet yonc had nai rated the Traditions appoi tinned to
him* al~Bukhaii addtessed the fli si enquire* and icheaised all the
Traditions nanated by him seriatim with the collect mtioductoiy
portions and then adjunct texts Thereafter he turned to each
questioner and lecounted his Tiaditions one by one Evervone
was dumbfounded at his wit and prodigious memory**
Popular Enthusiasm ;

The selfless devotion and caie with which the traditionists
addicssed themselves to the stndy oCthe Prophet’s Sunnah, aroused a
general awaieness and enthusiasm among the masses in legard to
1 Aba 'Abdullah Muhminwd ibn Uma'il .•UBukhrtii (810-B70) was bom at
ISukhau Wnni still a youth In* uirlettotik the pilgrimage and icmamed
f*n loimnuiein Mecca attending the lectin ts ofgieat doctots of theology
Thra he «uo!f on extenwe travels winch tliipughoui 16 >eare took him
nil o\ei Islamic Asia O f a large number of Tiaditions lit had collected,
ha finally selected 7 275 texts applying the most nuiiute aciutiny H a
collection, which is di\ ided mto 160 books is entitled
e aUSahlh
(The Genuine Collection) and considired as tht. first and mmt authoritatue of the SiliSh Sittah (Six Genuine Books) Al-RukhSn died m a
ullage near Samarkand when bn Tomb is a imirli visitrd place of
pilgrimage
2 The introductory^portion of a Tradition consists of the chair of narrators
who saw or heard any saying attributed to ihe Prophet, while the u \ t
comprises the quotation of the Prophet’s words
^

K r t o A - ir f - B n n , p

487
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this branch of religious suencc People flocked lo tlie lerutrc of
the traditionists in thousands with an avid desire to benefit from
these stud\ circles JTtis related by the snnnhsts that despite the huge
crowds attending the lectures ol the traditionists these meetings
were more disciplined and tid\ than the courts of the so/creigns
It jsreported that the number of persons attending the lectures
of Yazld ion HarGn in Baghdad exceeded 5e\cniv thousand
persons Caliph Muctasi*n b’lH?Th once deputed «i trusted councilor
to report the number of person* attending the discourse of cAsim
ibn Aft. a tradition**! who !ectured in a grove m the outskirts
of Baghdad His estimate of the attend?ncc was one hundred and
iHentt'four thousand people Another annalist Ahmad xbn J cafar
saxs that when Murlim' came to Baghdad he con\ f ncd a meeting
at Rahbah G’lassan for dictating the Traditions Seven persons
were appointed to repeal whrt Muslim dictated Apart from the
persons v ho came to listen the discourse a large number took down
the Traditions from Muslim The inkpots counted ?fter the dictation
was oier exceeded foi ts thousand Anoihcr doctor of repute.
Faryaw had lo emplov three hundred ard sixteen persons to
repeat his discourses to the crowd attending his lectures It is
estimated thai about thirt" thousand person* attended his lertures
of winch ten thousard took dot n the notes of h;s dissertations3
Al-Fanhn reports that ninet% thousand persons heard al-J?mce
al-Sahlh personam from al-BnLhSrl3
SHtab Sittah *
Unprecedented populai enthusiasm, devotion and ardent
desire for the cultivation or religious sciences was helpful in securing
an authentic and trustwoitny collection of the Traditions
i.hich is undoubtedl) a valuable asset and a storehouse of guidance
1

2
3

Muslm ibn al-Hajpj (8J9-C74) was comp’Itr of am of the si'- canroiiral
collections o f Heitih ealfed cl-Sctiih Mvsltm s SrCh and al-3f<l h5rirs wwi
o f the saTie title are the two mret generally used of
most sdlhwiic
collections of Traditions
*Wra-i-Sa/q/L p 68*
Fat»chmiJmBerti p 492
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for the Ummak Among the compilations of Sunnah, Sahih ul-BukkUfi
of al-BukhSri and Sahik Muslim by Muslim are held to be of
undisputed authority, and the Traditions accepted by both are
known as the “agreed ones” signifying a high degree of reli
ability 1 Other works, held m high esteem but taking their place
after die collections of al-Bukh 3rl and Muslim, are Muwatta of
Imam Malik (d. 179 a h ), Jamce of Imam Tirmizi, Sunan-i-AbU~
DaiPd of AbE-DaS*d SijistanI (d 275 a h ) and the collections of
Abu cAbdur-Rahm£n an-Nasa5t (d 303 a h } and AbQ cAbdullah
Muhammad ibn Majali (d 273 a h ) All the later movements
for reformation and regeneration in Islam owe their existence to
the endeavours made by the traditionists as no effort can succeed
even now without drawing inspiration from these beacons of
light
Compilation o f Jurisprudence:

Like the Traditions, the codification of canons regulating the
public and private life, amplification of the corpus juris and deduc
tion of the rules for giving decisions m legal matters were
the problems to be tackled immediately Islam had set foot on far
off lands of Syria, Iraq* Egypt, Iran and other countries where its
impact on local habits, customs and usages had given rise to many
complicated problems Now, m order to solve these problems in
consonance with the spirit of Islam, it required a deep knowledge
of the conditions obtaining in these countries, customs and tradi
tions of the diffeient sections of society, patterns of human
behaviour, a penetrating intellect and prudence along with a
command ovei the Islamic lore, the Qjura’n and the Sunnah%history
and lexicon of the Arabs
I Shah Wats Ullah tonics in Hujlat-Allah-il-Bahgka **Traditionists agree
that all the connected Traditions reported to have been related or performed
by the Piophu himself and reported tn these tivo collections are undispu
tedly com ct for the chains of narrators given m these books arc complete
Anyone who denigrates iht*se compilations is an apostate and a dissenter”
(J&Ufft, Vol I , p IS*)
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The Four Jurists o f Islam :

Islam was fbi tunate to have been favoured again by God
with patagons of intelligence and knowledge, earnestness and
tiustwoithmess, who came forwaid foi the service of Ummah in
this field Among thcso men of mark, the four founders of
juiistic schools, Nctiman ibn ThSbit Abu Hanlfo (d 150 a h.)
Abti cAbdullah Malik ibn Anas (d 179 a ii ) Muhammad
ibn Ids ib al-Shafe0! (d 204 A n ) and Ahmad ibn Hanbal
(d 241 a ii ), weir highly esteemed scholais noted for their
m ifS fA n rllllfr n t p f t
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und ci standing of legal mattet& These savants dedicated then
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forty-five thousand to transactions, rights and duties owed by one
Muslim to another Another authority, al-Kurdan, writes that
the total number of AbQ Hanif S’s legal opinions was six lakhs1
AlrMudemwanah, the collection of religious and judicial sentences
of M?lik ibn Anas, contains ihirty-six thousand decisions1
The collection of writings and lectures of al-ShSfecl known
under the title of Kitnb al-Um?n, runs into seven bulky volumes
The decisions of Ahmad zbn Hanbal weie compiled by Abu Bakr
Khali 51 (d 311 a h ) m forty volumes s
Disciples of the Four J u is t s :

The founders of Juristic schools luckily got successors and
disciples who not only compiled and edited the compositions of
their masters but also made improvements and additions to them
Among the alumni of AbQ Hanifa was Abtl Yusuf, an eminent
legal bram and Chief Justicc of Hai tin al-Rashld, who produced
a treatise of great erudition like Kttab ul-Kkif&j on the principles
of Islamic economy. His other disciples included illustrious
writers and jurists of Muhammad and Zufai’s fame who firmly
established and popularised the Hanafite school of jui isprudence
cAbdu11ah ibn Wahab,cAbdur-Rahman ibn al-QSsim, Ash’hab ibn
cAbdul cAzIz, *Abdullah ibn Abd al-Hakam, Yahiya ibn Yahiya
al-Laithl were disciples of Malik ibn Anas, who propagated the
MSliki system in Egypt and North Africa. Al-Shafecl was fortunate
to have Buwaiti, Muzani and Rabcl as compilers, editors and
codifiers of his legal decisions Ibn Qud&nah, a research scholar
and accomplished writer, was the principal pupil of Ahmad ibn
Hanbal He wrote a celebrated book entitled al-Mughm vthich
occupies a pride of placc m the Islamic juristic works
Advantages of Fiqah s

\

The fact that jurists of redoubtable scholaiship weie born m
the first few centuries of Islamic era bespeaks of the \italitv and
1 Al-Kurdun, p 144
2 Zvhal Islam \ ol IX, p 215
1 Sha7r5l, Yol TX,pp 261-62
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inherent capability of the Unimak The endeavours of the jurists
supplied a frame-work for manifestation of ihe Islamic ideals of
ethical precepts an day-to-day affairs of the people and protected
them from intellectual confusion and social anarchy which has
brought many nations to wrack and rum in their initial stages
The lunsts founded the Islamic lecral svstcm on a firm around and
formulated its canons m such a way that it could always solve
new problems confronting the Ummah in future and provide a
pattern of behaviour in consonance with the spirit of Islam
--------------- v

w
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CHAPTER IV

AHMAD IBN HANBAL
Metaphysics :

Muslims became conversant with the Greek intellectual patri
mony in the beginning of the second century a h . The philosophi
cal thought of the Greeks was nothing more than an intellectual
sophistry and a play upon words devoid of any content of reality
The concepts and ideas of man, limited as they are, find expres
sion in lus language which is wholly inadequate to delineate the
nature and attributes of the Limitless Being The nature of God,
His attributes, His creativeness, and similar other questions do
not admit of an analysis and experimentation similar to those of
tangible objects nor yet of a rational explanation, if only, because
man does not possess the rudimentary knowledge or the basic
precepts and experiences m regard to these matters, while the
entire structure of his thoughts, ideas and imagination rests on
sensory perceptions. Divine revelation through His apostles is, in
reality, the only means of acquiring knowledge with certitude in
this respect, for it can alone provide mankind with the gnosis of
Supreme Being and IBs attributes Trust m the prophets, there
fore, bespeaks of prudence and sound intellect. Muslims possessed
the Qjir3an and the Smnak which provided an answer to all intellec
tual and spiritual questions and left no excuse for plunging into
philosphical speculations. The companions of the Prophet, their
successors, jurists and traditionists had all taken the same stand
Also, Muslims were m the beginning too much occupied with the
dissemination of their iaith, the conquests that had brought to the
fore numerous problems relating to afikus of private and social
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life v hich had to be patterned m accordance with the ethical
norms of Islam, and the compilation of religious sciences.
Houe'ter* with the translation or Greek and Syriac works and a
close contact with the scholastics, philosophers and scholars of
other peoples, a section of the Muslims began to tike interest in
the so-called rational and intellectual interpretation of the revealed
truth These people, not content with a realistic and direct
answer a\ailable m the Scriptures to the spiritual question*, winch
was m fact more satining to an intellect, deep and well-grounded,
were attracted b) the sophism of philosophical speculation And
the result of their cndca\ ours was that futile controversies per
taining to the nature and attributes of God, eternal or accidental
nature of His word, \ lsion of God through corporeal eyes predes
tination and free-will were started, although these were neither
necessary for theological purposes nor had an\ utxlin for cultural
or social advancement These discussions had definite!} a
dissohmg influence on the solidarity of the Vvush and were
injurious to its grit and tenacitv.

M a'tazilaisro i
The Muctazilites, at the head of this group of religious
philosophers, were regarded as rationalists and dnlecticians since
they had made philosophical speculation a touchstone of faith and
apostasy. Tiiev endea\oured, with all the wits at their command,
to reconcile religion with philosophy, faith with the so-called
reason, while jurists and traditionists, on the other hand adhered
to doctrinal tenets of their predecessors and considered these
quibbhngs not only futile but harmful for die Utt'irfh
did
not take root till the reign of HarQn al-Rashtd but m the time of
Mamun, who was very much impressed with th e G reek thought
and its rationalism ou mg to his upbringing and for certain other
reasons, the star of the Muctazilites rose on the horizon Ibn Abi
Duw ad an ardent propigator or ‘Jhcff/ and die Chief Justice of
the cAbbSstd Empire, exterted his influence to make it a state
religion MamOn, who was himself a zeilous exponent of the
Mu^azilite school, had the impatience of a jonth and the
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obstinacy of an autocrat sovereignx He made it possible for
the MuHazibtes to exercise undue influence over the whole
empire
The doctrine of the creation of the QjuPan2 was held as the
basic tenet of the Muctazslite school which was sought to be
enforced by invoking the power and influence of the state, and
was made a cntenon'for determining one’s apostasy or adherence
to the true faith This brought forth a vehement opposition from
the traditionists with Ahmad ibn Hanbal spearheading the
opposition movement
Ahmad ibn Hanbal 2

Ahmad ibn Hanbal was born at Baghdad in the month of
of Stab*! u\-Awwal, 164 a . h He came of an Arab tribe,
‘Shaiban,’ which was renowned for its courage and endurance,
grit and vigour3 His grandfather, Hanbal ibn Hil2l had
1 A few examples of his rashness are furnished by his declaration of the
preference of <-Ali over the first three Caliphs and of the validity of
marriages contracted for a limited penod which caused considerable resent
ment among the masses He had afterwards to retrace his steps on the
intmention of Yahya ibn Aktham (jgnfal /slam, Vol III, p 165 and
/fau Tm/ur, p 45)
2 The controversy in a regard to the creation of Qur35n-~its being created
or being eternal-^was entirely a philosophical speculation^ which; even
according to the Mtf-tazilite historians, served only to shake the faith in
the divine origin of the Qjir^Sn Traditionists^ holding die interpreta
tions of the Mu'tazilite school to be wrong and harmful for the Ummah,
opposed them The Mu^tazilites ate commonly regarded as rationalists
and progressive but they proved to be the most turbulent sectarians since
they endeavoured to stifle all opposition to their creed They filled the
entire world of Islam with a rancour and fanned the flame of hatred
between different sections of the populace The manner in which they
dealt with their opponents is reminiscent of the courts of Inquisition set
up hj the Christian Church dunng the Medieval Ages for the repression of
the liberal thinkers, and which ultimately gave a death blow to tltizSL
3 The famous Commander or G&hph AhuBakr, Muthanna ihn Hiritha
belonged to the same tnbe
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migrated from Basra to Khurasan and was appointed as Governor
or Sarakhsh under the Ummayyads but he was sympathetic to the
cAbbasid propaganda to supplant Bam Hashim, the descendants
of the Prophet, m place of the Ummayyads. After his father's
death, his mother migrated to Baghdad where Ahmad was born
Although placed m straitened circumstances, his mother took
pains to provide him with the best possible education. Ahmad
too, being at the end of his tether, learnt to be industrious and
patient, resolute and self-restrained He committed the Qtir’Sn to
memory when still young, studied literature for some time and
then enlisted in an office to gain proficiency m the penmanship
Ahmad was virtuous and of clear conscience from his very
childhood His uncle held the Dost
of an official rcoorter
at
a
*
Baghdad and used to send despatches to his superiors about the
affairs of the city Once he handed over a bundle of his
despatches to Ahmad for being delivered to a courier, but Ahmad
threw these away m the river as he thought that these would be
containing secret reports about certain persons While he was
working as an apprentice m the correspondence-office, many
house-wives whose husbands were out on military duty came to
get their letters read out to them and replies written on their
behalf Ahmad would oblige them but he would never write
anything which he considered to be undignified or against the
Shanah It was on account of these distinctive qualities that a
foreseeing individual (Haitham ibn Jamil) had predicted that if
“the youngman remained alive, he would be a model for his
compatriots M|
In religious sciences, Ahmad paid special attention to the
Traditions In the beginning he took notes of the Traditions
from Abtt YOsuf2 and then studied for four years under a famous
traditionist of Baghdad, Haitham ibn Bashir3 (d 182 A . h .) .
^

1
2
3

Tarjumaiul ImSm, p 16
Manaqtb Imam Ahamd, p 23
Ibid ,p 23
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During this penod he also received education from cAbdflr
Rahman ibn Mahdi, Abu Bakr ibn cAlyyash and a few other
reputed teachers of haditk He was such an industrious and avid
student that often he wanted to leave the home foi his studies so
early m the morning that his mother had to beg him to wait till
the call for the morning prayer was heard and the darkness had
at least faded away.
After completing his education at Baghdad he set out for
Basra, Hijaz* Yaman, Syria and al-Jazirah for attending the
lectures of the reputed doctors of Tradition m these placcs
Ahmad ibn Hanbal met Muhammad ibn Idris al-Sh£fecs
m 187 a h while on his first visit to Hijaz1 He again met
al-Sh£feci afterwards m Baghdad when the latter had elaborated
the science ofjurisprudence mto a regular system and developed
the doctrine of
Ahmad had too acquired such a
proficiency by then that al-Shafec2 used to depend on him in
regard to the authenticity of the Traditions and often asked
Ahmad to enlighten him m this regard
Ahmad wanted to set off for Ray m Iran for attending the
lectures of a reputed traditionist, Jarir ibn cAbdul HamSd but
could not go because ofthe paucity of funds He often regretted
that if he had even ninety dirhams he would have left for Ray
Another incident indicating his high-spintedness in acquiring
the knowledge of Traditions has been related by the annalists.
In 198 a h he decided to repair to Hijaz and then, after perform*
mg the Hajj, to Sanc£ in Yaman for listening the Traditions
from cAbdur Razzaq ibn Humam One of his class-mates, YahyS
ibn Maceen»also promised to accompany him However, when
they were encompassing the Kacbah, they happend to meet cAbdur
Razzaq ibn HumSm. Ibn Maceen paid his respects to cAbdur
Razzaq and introduced Ahmad to him' He also made a request
to give them some time for learning the Traditions for him
When cAbdur Razzaq had left, Ahmad told Ibn Maceen that it
was not befitting foi them to take advantage of the Sheikh’s
Ibn Hambal, p 33
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presence m Mecca to listen the Traditions from him. Although
Ibn Maccen pleaded that it was a boon from God that the Sheikh's
presence in Mecca had saved them from a lengthy journey of two
months and the attendant hardships and cxpendituie, Ahmad
refused to listen the Traditions from cAbdm Rarzaq without
having undertaken the journey to SancSf. He said * “I would Teel
ashamed before God, if I break the joui ney undertaken with the
intention of learningD the Traditions I would Oeo to Sanc*r
' " and1
attend the Sheikh’s lectures there” After the Hsuj was over, he
r_
repaired to san~5 ana ustenca tnc iraciitions nanoea flown
through al-Zuhrl and ibn al~Mussayyib from cAbdur Rarraq.1
In due c o u is p of time he acquned a high reputation for his
profound knowledge, particularly for his erudition with icsnect
to the prccepis, actions and sayings of the Prophet, of which he
could repeat over a million. Despite lus vast knowledge and
prodigious memory, he had a high regai d for al-ShafeVs intelli
gence, grasp and deductive method of reasoning He used to say
of al-Shafecl “I have not seen anyone like him”. Ahmad learnt
the rules of jurisprudence from al-Shafecl and later developed his
own doctrine of uncompromising adherence to the text of the
Traditions as a source of law Ultimately he rose to be an
eminent theologian and jurisprudent, and the foundei of one of
the four schools or Islamic jurisprudence, which still has adherents
m many parts of the Islamic world. Al-ShafecI too held Ahmad
ibn Hanbal m high esteem While leaving Baghdad al-Shafe l
had remarked “I am leaving Baghdad when there is none
more pious and a greater jurist than Ahmad ibn Hanbal .J
Ahmad ibn Hanbal began his discouises on Traditions m
204 a«h , at the age of fortya This was perhaps God ordained or
a re-echo of the Prophet’s call to Islam since he had been
graced with the prophethood at that age Quite a large number of
persons used to attend his lectures Annalists report that five
w

1 Ibn-Kathlr, Vol X. pp 326-27 and Manaqib Imam Ahmad, pp M

2 Tarjumatut ImSm, p 16
3

Ibn Hanbal, pp 33
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thousand or more persons attended his lectures out of which
about five hundred used to take down his discourses People
listened to Ahmad ibn Hanbal m pin drop silence for no body
could dare to talk or do anything unseemly of the respect of
Traditions The poor were given preference over the rich in his
lectures Al~Zahabi quotes Maiwazi, a contemporary of Ahmad
ibn Hanbal) as follows
“I have not seen the poor and lowly being shown
more deference anywhere than in the lectures of Ahmad,
who used to be attentive to the poor and indifferent to the
affluent He was a man of towering dignity, of simple
habits yet grave and never hasty, his countenance
signified a weightiness and sublimity, He used to arrive
for his lectures after Asr prayers, but remained quiet till he
was requested to speak ”x
Ahmad ibn Hanbal was extermely simple m his habits and
led an almost ascetic hfe like the mentors of the old He never
accepted any gift or present offered by the Caliphs or the
grandees If his sons ever asked the reason for refusing these
presents, he explained that the offerings were perfectly lawful and
even Hajj could be performed from that money He refused to
accept these not because of it being prohibited but owing to the
dictates of prudence He managed to meet his expenses from the
income of his ancestral fief or from his own earnings but despite
his being financially hard-pressed he was very large-hearted and
generous He often said that if the entire world became a morsel
in the hands of any Muslim who fed another Muslim with it, this
would not be lavishness He was not charitable in respect of
wealth alone but exhibited the same virtue even when his ownself was involved Once a man abused and denounced
but
came back to repent and offer hts apology Ahmad replied
that he had already ibrgiven him before leaving the place where
the incident had occurre^ After enduring the tortures in con
nexion with his stand on the eternity of the Qur*Sn, he forgave
1. TaQtmahd Imam, p 35, and HUyatul Auhja, Vol IX, p 165
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all those who were involved in his suffenngs including the Caliph
under whose orders he had been seveiely scourged He used to
say “I cannot pardon the innovator m icligion but excepting
him eveiyonc who took part in my victimisation has been
pardoned b> me1* Often he said, “What advantage would
anyone derive if a Muslim was a sc oitrgcd m Hell because of
him
An incident illustrating the o\ cr-flowing chanty and kindly
disposition of Ahmad ibn Hanbal has been related by Ahmad
Qattan al-BaghdsTdl who says that long aftci the wounds inflicted
by the flogging had been healed, Ahmad ibn Hanbal often had a
shooting pain m his back which was caused by a grow*th developed
as a result of the severe scourging The phvsician who had
treated Ahmad ibn Hanbal told al-Baghdadl that wlule examining
Ahmad when he pressed the spot where the latter had pain,
Ahmad simply said “I seek the refuge of God from it”
Similarly, when the physician opened the spot to remove the
concussion, Ahmad continued to seek forgiveness for Mu^asim
till the operation was over After dressing the wound the
physician asked Ahmad ibn Hanbal "AbU cAbdulIah» w’hen
people have to facc a calamity on account of someone else, the}
normally accur&e him but you were invoking divine blessings ibr
Muctasim?” “I too thought of it", replied Ahmad, "but
Muctasim is a descendant of the Prophet's unde and I do not want
to chensh a feud with one of the relatives of the Prophet when I
face him on the Day of Judgement I, therefore, decided to
forgo my claim against him” 1
Despite his high reputation and profound knowledgej never a
word of self-praise was heard from him One of his associate,
YahyS ibn Ma€een says
“I have not seen a man like Ahmad I had been
associated with him for fifty years but he never showed off
his erudition”2
1 Randhartul’* Uqh*">3 pp 156-57
2 Hilyalid Awlypa, Vol IX p 181
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Modest as he was, Ahmad never liked to mention his hneagfe
although he descended from a celebrated Arab tribe, and that was
considered to be a great honour m those days Al-Zahabi has
recorded an incident related by one of Ahmad's compatriots
which throws light on his singular humility
“ cXrim AbG-Nocam3n says . Ahmad ibn Hanbal had
asked me to keep some funds in deposit out of which he
used to draw amounts m accordance with his needs. Once
I said : cAbU *Abdullah, I know you are an Arab*9 To
this he replied * 'W hat1 we are destitutes.' I insisted on
a reply but he evaded the answex3”.1
After the persecution Ahmad ibn Hanbal had to undergo foi
his stand on the question of the ci eation of Qux*3n, he obtained so
high a reputation for his sanctity that countless people offered
prayers for divine blessings on him Ahmad ibn Hanbal, however,
felt terribly worried and uncertain* Once Marwazi, one of his
disciples, told him: “A large number of people solemnly invoke the
divine blessings on you.”
“How do you say so
Ahmad exclaimed, “I actually fear
punishment m the shape of divine benefits that are sometimes
conferred on ungrateful sinners”.
Marwazi replied, a A man has come fiom Tarsus who says
that he was present on a battle-field m Rtlm3 when he heard
suddenly cries raised from every nook and comer of the place
imploring benediction m your favour. He further relates that
the soldiers fired bailistas as if on your behalf and once it so
happened that when a balhsta was thus fired, the missile hit an
enemy taking position behind a cover on the wall of the fort,
cleanly blowing away both the cover and the head of the enemy”.
Horrified on hearing this, Ahmad exclaimed, “O God, let
this not be a delusive favour from Thee.”,*

1* Taijmatul Imam, p 22.
2 The land of the Byzantians.
3 Terfmatol IniSm, p 21
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Very often non-Muslims came to meet him from distant
places A Christian physician once visited him in connexion with
w
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You are a blessing not for the Muslims alone but for all the
human beings All of our fnends and co-religionists have similar
feelings for you”
When the physician had left, Marwazi said, “I hope that
the entire Muslim world would be beseeching divine blessings
for you” .
Ahmad, however, replied, “When a man happens co know
his worth, no adulation can deceive him M|
Notwithstanding his profound humility, Ahmad ibn Hanbal
had been endowed with a personality so solemn and overbearing
that even the state officials, administrators and soldiers felt
* •
over-awea in nis prsssnce and could not Help paying respect co
him An eye-witness reports that he had been to the Governor
of Baghdad Is’haq ibn IbrShlm, and several other high-ranking
officers but he did not find anyone so domineering as Ahmad ibn
Hanbal. He says that he wanted to seek certain clarifications
A
J
Li
J
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knocking in his temples, he was unable to speak in the presence
of Ahmad. A reputed traditionist Ibrahim al-Harbi (d. 2 8 5 a h .)
says:
“I have seen Ahmad ibn Hanbal. It seemed as if his
heart was a repository of all the knowledge vouchsafed to
human beings, past and present; he brought forth whatever
he wanted and held back what he did not desire to
divulge.9*2
Ahmad ibn Hanbal led a life so simple and frugal that it was
envied even by the ascetics* The reign of the first three cAbbasid
sovereigns of his time, MamQn, Mu( tasim and Wathiq, constituted
a trial ibr Ahmad since each one of these w*as bent on putting
A

-----

1 Tarjumatid ImSm, pp 21/22
2. Ib id , p (6, and Manaqib ImSm Ahmad%p 15
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him to harm Wathiq was succeeded by Mutawakkil m 232
a h who held Ahmad in high esteem, but Ahmad was far more
afraid of him since he took the favours of the Caliph as a tempta
tion to evil Often he said that he was able to withstand the
sufferings inflicted by the earlier Caliphs, but m his old age, he
had to face another trial which was far more severe The respect
and deference, favours and gifts of Mutawakkil could not, however,
make any inroad into the contentedness and resignation of Ahmad
just as the threats and sufferings at the hands of earliei Caliphs
had failed to deter him from the path enjoined by the Sunnah of
the Prophet Once Mutawakkil sent him a donkey-load of goldpieces but he refused to accept the same The man who had
brought the present insisted on his accepting the money and
implored that the Cahph would take ill if the present Was refused
At last Ahmad consented to let the bag being placed in a corner
Ahmad, however, called on his uncle late m the night and asked
him to advise as to what he should do with the money since he
deeply regretted that he had accepted the present, and could not
sleep on account of it. His uncle advised him to wait at least till
the day-break and then to dispose it of in the manner he liked
best Early next morning Ahmad collected his trusted disciples
and associates and asked them to prepare a list of the poor and
indigent persons He distributed the entire amount and then
gave away the bag to a destitute1
Ahmad ibn Hanbal remained a royal guest, on the insistence
of Cahph Mutawakkil, for a few days During this period he was
served with sumptuous dishes, which were estimated to cost one
hundred and twenty dirhams per'day Ahmad, however, did not
touch the food and kept fasting continuously for eight days He
became too weak, and, as it is reported, if the Caliph had not sent
him back soon thereafter, he would have probably died2
cAbdullah, Ahmad's son, says that his father remained with the
Caliph for sixteen days During this period he took only a little
m

1 TaqvmntoAImam, p GO
2 Ibid, p 61.
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pitched grain rcduccd into piste Mutaw akkil had sanctioned
stipends for the sons or Alunid* One of his sons report* that prior
to their being stipendiaries* Ahmnd hid no objection to accepting
am thing from them but he comp]ctel\ discontinued the practice
thereafter. Once, when Ahmad was ill* a ph\sirian preenbed
water extracted from pitched pumpkin for him. Ahmid was
advised bv someone to get the pumpkin pirched m the oxen of
his son Saleh which happened to be burning At the time, but
Ahmad refused to do so.1 Although lie was extremely cautious
for his own self, he still felt uneasy m regard to the stipends
receded b\ his sons, and ulumiteh he told Snlch ; " I want that
you should foresikc the allowance for \oti n o getting it on
account of me*
Ahmad fell seriously ill at the age of 77* The number of
people who daih came to see him was so large according to the
chroniclers of his time that all the streets oftheB isar no?r his
house were overcrowded and police had to be posted there to control
the traffic 3 Ahmad was suffering from haematuria and the reison
attributed to his illness by tlie physicians was thit grief and
anxiety had produced an ulcer in his stomach9 Marwasi says
that Ahmad’s condition deteriorated ou Tlnnsdaw Although he
had unbearable pain. Ahmad asked Marw*azi to help him perform
tlie ablution. He was so particulir about it that he instructed
Marwazi to pa*s his fingers between the toes On Fridiy night
Ahmad’s malady grew still >vorse and he died the next day* on
Friday* the 12tli of Rab^-uI-Awwal, 241 a h 4
Dispute regarding the Nature o f the Qixr^an s

Gahph al-Mamun applied himself vigorously to the task of
spread mg the doctrine of the Muctazilites about the nature of the
1 Tarjsnatal lxiZn pp 63/64.
2 J M . p 77.
3 J h i p 77.
4 TenUt-t-Kefir. Vol II, Part I, p 6 ; r«nU -& ct7r ,p 244 ; and TenrariHmw w + m

Bfl*T
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^
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Qur’an, who held it to be a creature rather than an eternal word
of God In MamBn’s judgment, any deviation from this doctrine
was worse than treason, and therefore, he issued a detailed
mandate to the Governor of Baghdad m 218 a h severely criti
cising the dogmatism of the populace, particularly traditionists.
He described them as noisy and turbulent sectarians lacking in
true faith, unreliable witnesses and reactionaries of the Ummak
He ordered that all those officials who did not subsciibe to the
tenets expounded by him should be dismissed under intimation to
him1
The royal edict was issued four months prior to the death of
Mamun Its copies were despatched to the governors of all
dominions who were instructed to summon the leading doctors
and jurists, under the employ of the State, and to test them m the
fundamentals of the doctrine and to dismiss those who did not
accept the Mcutazilue viewpoint
Thereafter MamGn issued another order to the Governor of
Baghdad asking him to present before him seven reputed tradi
tionists of the city who were opposed to the doctrine4 When they
came, MamGn questioned them about his dogma regarding the
crfeation of the Qur’Sn Bach one of them, either from conviction
or as a matter of expediency, expressed his agreement with the
views of the Cahph and was allowed to go back. They were also
asked to express their views m public meetings convened for the
purpose but the masses remained unaffected, holding the orthodox
view
A few days before his death, Mamttn issued a third rescript
to; Is’haq ibn Ibrahim, expounding the doctrine m still greater
detail, and enlarging its scope to test all the doctors of religion
along with the officials of the State He made it compulsory for
everyone to subscribe to the tenet Is’haq convened a meeting of
all the reputed doctors, asked their views about the royal dogma
and reported back their answers to the Caliph. Mamtin was m
1 Tabu j Vol X pp 284/93 and Ibn T&ifOt pp 181/86
2 Ibn Taifttr, p 183
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taken a. vow that he would not execute him but have him most
severely scourged and confined m a dungeon where the Sun never
arose Ahmad, however, did not yield and ultimately he was
brought before Muctasim The Caliph ordeied Ahmad to be
given thirtyfour lashes A fresh executioner was brought after
every two strokes but Ahmad said after getting each whip *“I will
accept if you can bring anything from the QurcSn or the Sunnah
m your support”
Ahmad’s Account of H is Sufferings :

Ahmad ibn Hanbal has himself given an account of his
sufferings in these words *
“When 1 reached the place known as Bab-ul-Bustin, a
horse was brought before me and I was asked to get
upon it Nobody helped me m mounting the horseback
and with heavy chains fastened to my legs, I had to make
many attempts I just managed somehow to save myself
from falling down m these attempts When I reached the
castle of Muctasun, I was thrown in a small room which
was then bolted There was no lamp in the room and
after midnight when 1 stretched my hands to touch the
dust for purification before the prayers I intended to offer,
I found a tumbler full of water and a basin I performed
ablution and offered the prayers On the next day a page
took me before the Caliph The Chief Justice, Ibn Abi
Duwad, and a number of his courtieis along with Abu
cAbdur Rahman al~Shafec&were present there Just before
I was presented before the Caliph, two persons had been
beheaded I asked Abu cAbdur Rahman al-Shafecl if he
remembered hat ImSm ai-Shafecl had said about Masah.1
Ibn Abi Dmvad remarked on this * ‘Look here ! This
man is to be beheaded and he is making enquiries about
the canons’ In the meantime Mu'tasim asked me to come
I Ritual purification with dust m place or water, when the latter is not
available or n harmful for health, for offering prayer*
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why do you want to get nd of your life. God knows that
I have a great regard for you'.1
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a n d exclaimed: ‘You want to carry all before you1
Another man remarked, ‘Don’t you se e that the Amlr-ulMomiriln is S ta n d in g before you9, while a third ejaculated,
‘Oh, Amir-ul-Momtriln, you a re k e e p in g fa s t a n d standing in
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acknowledge his dogma but every time, I repeated my
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down on my face and then trampled upon However, I do
not know what they had done to me” J

Ahmad ibn Hanbal was thereafter sent back to his house He
spent 28 months in imprisonment and got 34 lashes Ibrahim ibn
X J t
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says that he had not seen anyone more courageous and brave than
Ahmad, for he treated his guards no more than insects Another
person, Mohammad ibn Ismacll, says that he had heard from
certain eye-witnesses who said that Ahmad ibn Hanbal was
e----m u v0V
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elephant cry out An eye-witness of Ahmad’s scourging says that
since the latter was keeping fast on the day, he said to him
“The Shan^ah permits you to acknowledge the tenet of the Caliph
in order to save your life But Ahmad did not pay any attention
to me When he became too thirsty, he asked for some water A
1 The chroniclers of the umc report that Mu'tosim wanted lo set Ahmad
free, bui Ibn Abi DuwSd exhorted him and said that if the Caliph forgave
Ahmad i his acuon will be construed as going back on the policy laid auw»
by his brother
2 Sumnuirj'ed front Tflritmuitiil Imam, pp 41-49
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tumbler of ic&*cooled water was brought which he took in his
hand but returned.1’1
One of the sons of Ahmad relates that his father had the
marks of scourging on his body when he died- Abul cAbbas
ar*Raqqi describes how certain people who wanted to save Ahmad
of his sufferings, went to the prison where he was confined and
recited the Tradition which allowed one placed m similar
circumstances to save his life Ahmad replied, “But what do you
say of the Tradition handed down by KhabbEb which says that
there were people of the old who were sawed into two but they
did not renounce their faith”. Those people got disappointed
with the reply of Ahmad for they knew that he would go through
every trial and tribulation for the sake of his faith
Achievements of Ahmad ibn. Hanbal ;

The undaunted courage and steadfastness of Ahmad ibn
Hanbal gave a death-blow to a sacrilege which had exposed the
faith to a great danger. AH those who had expressed their
agreement, either from fear or expediency, with the views of the
Caliphate, were exposed. All such savants were despised and held
in contempt despite their erudition and learning On the other
hand, Ahmad ibn Hanbal was received by the people with the
most honourable marks of distinction, and affection for him
became a mark and symbol of the orthodox school of Islam One
of his compatriots, Ibn Qtitaibah says:
“When you find anybody setting his affections on
Ahmad ibn Hanbal, you should know that he is a follower
of the Sunncth ”a
Another doctor, Ahmad ibn Ibrahim ad^Dauraat held
that
“Be suspicious of the Faith of one whom you find
irreverent to Ahmad” 3
1 Tflrjimwjuf /mom, p U2
2 Ib id , p 16
S Tmfh~i-ftttt*kdad Vol IV p 420
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CHAPTER V

ABUL HASAN AL.ASHAR1
Tlie Crisis of cI tis S I :

The Muctazilites suffered a severe
set-back after the death of MuHssun and Wathiq> both of
whom were ardent supporters of their school Mut&wakkil9the
tenth cAbbasid Caliph, succeeded his brother Wathiq m 232 a . h .
He was agains* the Muctazilites and keen for the restoration
of the true faith He declared as heretic the allegedly freethinking Mu'tazilites, expelled them from public offices and
interdicted discussions on dogmatic questions by them. Yet,
hlu&l had taken roots m the circles of the learned and the
philosophers, all over the Islamic world Although the doctrine
in regard to the creation of the Qur3Sn had died-out, the
Mu'tazihte thought still exercised considerable influence. The
Muctazilites continued to be vigorous owing to the eminent
exponents of HttzHl who were well-versed in literature, dialectics,
jurisprudence and other sciences, and held high offices under the
State They gamed ascendancy by the middle of the third
century a h when it was commonly held that they possessed
rationalistic tendencies, yjere progressive thinkers and seekers
after the Truth* This became the prevailing taste which was
taken after by the youngmen, students and others who wanted to
cut a figure. The Hanbalite school could not produce another
savant of Ahmad ibn Hanbal’s erudition while the traditionists
and the teachers of orthodox school came to regard secular
sciences as undesirable intruders into the domain of religion.
The ignorance of orthodox theologians in dialectics and other
secular sciences began to be regarded as their weakness with the
result that the SkzHI acquired a predominance such as it frad
never gained before or after that period. It is true that all those
Ascctidnticy of
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Aba cAli al-JubbaDi was a successful teacher and writer but not a
good debator while Abul Hasan cAIi al-Ashcan was celebrated
both for his wit and eloquence. During the debates on the
doctnnes of
al-Jubba’x used to ask him to contend with the
opponents of his school Thus he soon earned a name for his
mastxy over the science of disputation and was recognised as
a teacher of the Muctazilite school of thought1 It was expected
that he would succeed his god-father and mentor and prove a still
more vigorous and eminent exponent of die MuHazilite doctrines*
God had, however, willed otherwise.
Notwithstanding the fact that al-Ashcari had spent his life in
the advocacy of the MuHazilite school whose leadership was
about to fall in his lap, Providence had selected him to vindicate
the Sunnah. He began to see through the intellectual sophistry of
the Mu^azihte school, its quibblings and hairsplitting* and ulti
mately realised that the specious reasoning of the rationalists was
nothing more than an intricate yet well argued spell of words,
ideas and thoughts but really inconsequential in so far as the
search for Truth was concerned. It dawned upon him that the
source of truth lay only m revelation; the way of the teachers of
tftfe old and companions of the Prophet was the only Right Path,
and that there was no reason why intellect should not submit to
it Thus getting disenchanted from the Mucta2ilite doctrines at
the age of forty, he developed an intense dislike for the so-called
rationalist school. He did not come out of his house for fifteen
days. \jtl the sixteenth day he went from his house to the
principal mosque of the city. It was Fnday and al-Ashcan
elbowed his way through the thronging crowd of the faithful.
Going straight to the pulpit and ascending its steps he started to
proclaim:
“Many of you know me. I want to tell those who do
not know me that I am Abul Hasan cAli al-Ashcari. I was
a Muctaaulite and believed in their doctrines. Now I seek
repentance from God and turn away from my earlier
1.

117
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beliefs, henceforth, I shall endeavour to refute the
doctrines of the Muctazihtes and lay bare their mistakes
and weaknesses991
And from that day on al-Ashcari devoted himself whole*
heartedly to the repudiation of the Muctazilites and began
propounding the tenets of the orthodox school With his profound
knowledge, penetrating intellects eloquence, mastry over dialecties
and a facile pen, he was able to over-shadow his disputants and
uphold the doctrines of the conformist school.
M issionary Zeal of al«Ashca r i:

For he considered it an obligation and a mission enjoined
by God Almighty, al-Ashcan performed the task he had taken
upon himself with an untiring zeal He used to attend the
meetings of the Mu'tazihtes and search out rationalists to set at
rest then doubts about the doctrines of the orthodox school If
anyone raised the objection as to why he met the sceptics and
dissenters, who ought to be shunned, he would reply that he could
not do otherwise He explained that the Mu'tazihtes were all
well-placed in life, held the offices of administrators, judges, and
cfher venerable positions, and, therefore, they could not be expected
to come to him If he too were to sit with folded hands, how
would they come to know the Truth, and also that there was
someone who could defend the faith with reason and arguments 3
Achievements o f al-AshSiri:

Al-AshSri was a pastmaster of debates and polemics He
had an aptitude and facility which he used with consumate skill
in contending for the religion No one was better qualified than
he for the task as m his knowledge of secular sciences like logic
and dialectics he excelled all the Muctazdite doctors and could
rebut their otyections like a teacher answering the questions of

1 7a6r«n, pp 39-40 and Ibn KhallikSn, Vol II, pp 446*447
2 TalFeejii p 116
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his students One of his disciples, Abu cAbdullah ibn Khaflf has
left an account of his first meeting with al-Ashcari in these words:
“I came from Shiraz to Basra Being too keen to
meet al~Ashcan, I enquired of his address I went to his
place at a time when he was attending a debate A band
of the Muctazihtes was then blurting out questions one
after anothei Aftei they had all finished their haranguing,
al-Ashcan began lits speech He took the objections raised
by each, one by one, and bet al lesi all of then doubts
When al-Ashcan lose from the meeting, I followed him.
He asked, ‘What do you want?1 I replied, ‘I want to see
how many eyes, eais and tongues have you got * He
smiled on hearing my answer5,1
The same nairaior adds
(CI could*nt see why you kept quiet m the beginning9
said 1, ‘and allowed the Muctazihte& to present their
objections It behoved you to dclivci (mutes and meet
their objection' theicin, instead of asking them to speak
out first * AI~Aslicau icplicd, *1 do not considci it lawful
even to zepcat their doclimes and beliefs, but once some
one lias expressed these, it becomes an obligation for ihe
i ighteous to refute then tenets9991
Abul Hasan cAli al-AshSiri was the lounder of Islamic
scholasticism (kalam) All the dialecticians of the later ages have
acknowledged al-Ashcau’&God-gifted intelligence and sagacity,
discernment and profundity Cadi Abu Baki Baqillam was
known to his compatnots by the name of Lisan-ul~Unimdh (Tongue
of the Nation), on account of his eloquence and penmanship
Once, when somebody remaiked that his writings appear to excel
those of al-Ashcan, Baqillam replied that he considered it an
honour to be able to understand al-Ashcan9s works1

1 T # rd i, p 95
2 ibtd , pp *>1-96
3 Ibid p 12b
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way unauthorised by God Almighty* Their interpretation
is neither supported by reason nor by the Traditions
handed down from the Prophet, his companions or their
successors.9’1
Thereafter, throwing light on the canons of his own school
of thought, he says *
“We have a faith in the Qur’sn and the Traditions
and, therefore, hold the opinion that these have to be
followed ungrudgingly. What has been handed down
by the companions, their successors and traditionists has to
be accepted completely and with unquestioning submission,
for this is the way of Ahmad ibn Hanbal (may God bless
him and give him a goodly reward by raising him to
higher and sublime regions). We shun those who do not
follow the path of Ahmad, for, he was the ImUm3 pious and
erudite, whom God Almighty enabled to show the path of
righteousness and efface the deviations and innovations,
doubts of the sceptics and interpretations of the misguided.
May God glorify the adorable and venerable /mam.”2
The achievement of al-Ashcari, however, did not consist
merely of his defence of the orthodox school, for the Hanbalites
and other traditionists had already been seized with the task
The most valuable accomplishment of al~Ashcan was the formula
tion of principles which enabled the tenets of the orthodox school
to be accepted in the light of reason, i. e. on the basis of logical
arguments. He examined the doctrines of the Muctazilites and
other sects in accordance with the principles of logic and the
philosophical terminology evolved by these sects, and brought out
their mistakes so as to uphold the beliefs and tenets of the
orthodox school.
Al-Ashcan earned the displeasure of the Muctazilites and
other misguided sects, natural and inevitable as it was; but he
was also criticised by those rigid Hanbalites and traditionists who
^ KMoIhxI-UaRoA, p 5
2 JTffirSKf lbanakyp. 8
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considered it a sin to discuss the issues raised by the rationalists
or to use the philosophical terms for elucidating the tenets of the
faith in the light of reason
Al-Ashcari maintained that the ultimate source of faith and
the key to metaphysical realities were revelation and the teachings
of the Prophet rather than human reason, speculation or Grecian
mythology. At the same timev he disagreed with the rigid
dogmatism of the conformists who thought it prudent to keep
quiet about the issues raised by the misguided sects simply
because the Traditions handed down from the Prophet did noi
mention their terminology. Al-Ashcari held the view that this
attitude would be reckoned as a weakness of the orthodox school
and would ultimately be harmful to it Al-Ashcari abo main
tained that the attitude of the rigid dogmatists would enable the
Muctazilites and other misguided sects, through their apparent
endeavour to reconcile faith with reason and religion with
philosophy, to attract the young and intelligent who were not
content to be driven in a common groove. He agreed with the
orthodox view that revelation and prophethood were the only
sources to be depended upon in so far as the faith was concerned-^
a view diametrically opposed to the Mu*taz ilites and the philosphers—but it was not only lawful but absolutely necessary or even
obligatory to take recourse to the logical deduction and prevalent
philosophical terminology for evincing the religious tenets. He
maintained that it was not at all necessary to avoid the issues
pertaining to perception or intellect, which were ultimately
grounded in human experience but had unnecessarily been made
a part of religious doctrines by the rationalists, in order to prove
or disprove the latter with the help of a clever play upon words
At the same tim e, he considered it essenti al for the expounders of
religion to face those issues and refute the claims of die
Muctazilite«J and other philosophers with the help of logic and
reason. He did not subscribe to the view that the Prophet of Islam
made no mention of the issues raised by the rationalists of later
times, either on account of his ignorance or because the Prophet
did not consider it lawful to do so It was so simply owing to
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the fact that these questions and the rationalistic modes of thought
had not come into existence during the life time of the Prophet.
Al-Ashcan maintained that like the new problems of sacred and
secular laws which were brought to the fore by exigencies of
changing times, new questions m the realm of faith and
metaphysics were also being raised Therefore, like the jurispru
dents who had grappled with the legal problems and solved them
through analogical deduction and amplification of canon-laws,
the doctors of religion and the scholastics were duty-bound to
explain and elucidate the canons or faith in regard to these new
questions* Al-Ashcan wrote atieatise entided IslehsUn-ul-Khaudh
jil-kalUm to explain his view-point m this regard.
Thus, ignoring the approbation or opposition of the either
sect, ai-Ashcan went ahead with the task of defending religion
according to his own light This undoubtedly required gieat
courage and intelligence, and, as it were, al-Ashcan proved
himself equal to the task. With his lectures and writings he was
able to stem the rising tide of the 1 ationalism, ciHz&l and
philosophy, and save many souls from being swept away by die
wave of scepticism He inculcated faith and enthusiasm* zeal and
self-confidence among the followers of orthodox school through
his well-aigued and forceful vindication of the faith Al-Ashcan’s
defence was, however, not the least apologetic On the contrary,
he was able to eradicate the inferiority complex that had
unconsciously seized the followers of the orthodox creed, and
was insidiously undermining their self-confidencc Al-Ashcan
soon turned the tables on the Muctazilites who, far from main
taining the force of their onslaught on the orthodox school, found
it difficult to withstand the offensive of al-Ashcan which was made
with the full \\ eight of an unshakable conviction Abfi Bakr ibn
as-Sairfi says that the Muctazdite$ had caused a crisis for Islam
but God brought forth Abul Hasan cAli al-Ashcan to take up the
cudgels against them. He was able to overcome them with his
intelligence and dialectics He, thciefore, soon came to be
regarded as one of the foremost expounders and reno\ators of the
auhi while ceuam persons like Abu Bakr Ismaclli hold him as *
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second only to Ahmad ibn Hanbal lot lus endeavours to uphold
and defend the true Faith 1
Al-Ashcari’s W orks:

AI-Ashcari defended the oi thodox school not merely with lus
sei mens, debates and polemics, but also wrote valuable treatises
to expose the weaknesses of heretical sects Al~Zahabi reports that
the commentary on the Qur’an written by al-Ashcan ran into
thirty volumes Al~Ashcan is said to have written some 250 to 300
works; a laige numbci of which ti avcrses the main positions of
the Mu'ta/ihtes ox othei non-conformist sects and heictical creeds *
One or the voluminous books wiitten by al-Ashcau is Kttab-ul~Fusfil9
compt ising twelve volumes, which confutes the docti mes of a number
of sects including so-called lationahsts, atheists and natuiahsts as
well as other cieeds like those of the Hindus, Jews, Christians
and Magians 1 Ibn Khallikan has also mentioned some of his
othei woiks entitled htlab al-LomcZ9 KilUb al-Adujaz, Id/uPkul*
Burhan.# Al-Tabccen zAn Usual td-Dln*w and Kit3b us-Sfiarah w&tTqfsil Besides these woiks on dialectics, al-Aslicari wrote
several books like hilab «/-Qiy3j. htldb ul'ljhhUd and hhabar*ul11’S/hi/ on other i ehgious sciences He wrote a ti act to 1cfute the
docti me of the negation ofTiaditions icportcd through moie than
onesouicc, which was expounded by Ibn ui-Rawandi In one
of lus books entitled al^Amad al-Ashcari has given a list of
(?8 books wi uten bv# him till 920 \ n i e tom years before his
death A iiumbui ol these woik% mu mioteii or twelve volumes
The books uiutenby him duung his JasL f o u r years areahoby
no means inconsidetablc His Maqalilbttl-lslanufln shows that
al-Ashcan was not merely a dialectician but also a lehahle
chronicler of diJTcient faiths In this book he has iccoidcd the
docti mes of a number oJ setts with a sense of i esponsilnhty

1
2 Ibid
3 ib td

p 53
p Mb
i> 128
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behoving an eminent historian, {or, his explanation of their
dogmas agrees with the exposition of these faiths by their own
followers.1
Profound Knowledge and Piety i

Al-Ashcan was not simply a prolific writer but one profound
in knowledge also Like all other mentors of the old he wq$
unrivalled m moral and spiritual excellence too. A jurist, Ahmad
ibn cAli, says that he had been with al-Ashcan for twenty years
but he did not see anyone more reverent and godly, shy and
modest in his worldly affairs but, at the same time, zestful where
the performance of religious dudes was concerned.* Abul Husain
al-Harwi, a dialectician, relates that for years together al-Ashcan
spent whole nights in vigils and performed morning prayers with
the ablution taken at the nightfall** The personal servant of
al-Ashcari, Bindar ibn al~Husam, is on record that the only
source of livelihood of al-Ashcan consisted of a fief with an
income of seventeen dirhams per day, which he had inherited
from his grandfather Bilal ibn Abi Burdah ibn Abi M&sS
al-Ashcari.4
Al-Ashcari died in 324 A* h
was buried in Baghdad*8
An announcement was made over has funeral that the ‘‘Defender
of the Traditions” had passed away.
Aba Mansur al-M aturldt:

During the same period another theologian, Abti MansUr
al-Maturldl (d. 332 a h ) emeiged in Samarkand to defend the

1 Wensiak in his book “ Muslim Greed11 (p 88) and Orethnerin his intro
duction to Afaqalal uf-Zrtarmym, have acknowledged this fact, (Al-Asfrart,
P 64)
2
p 141.
3 J6uf,p 141
4
p 142 and Urn KhsdhkSn, Vol II, p 447
5 Ibn Khallifcfin,Vol II, p 447
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i

faith against the attacks of the heretical sects1 Owing to the
continuous wrangling with the Muftazilites, al-Ashcari had
become a bit extremist in some of his views which were stretched
further by his followers. Al-Maturidl*s thought is, however*
marked by its moderation He rejected all such accretions to the
Ashcarite thought which had become a part of it in due course of
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unansu ered. Al-Maturidi perfected the Ashcarite system and gave
it an intellectually irreproachable form The differences between
the Ashcarztes and the Maturldltes Mere simply marginal and
limited to 30 to 40 issues of comparatively lesser importance.9
Imam Abu Mansur al-Maturidl, belonging to the Hanafite
school of jurisprudence, had a majority of his followers amongst
the theologians and dialecticians of that school just as most of the
Shafe'ite dilecticians followed al-Ashcan Al-Maturxdl was also a
man of letters who has left many valuable works refuting the
doctrines of the Muctazihtes, ShiacItes and Qarmatians One of
his books, Taimlnt-t-Quttn is an outstanding example of his keen
infolVoAf
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However, since al-Ashcari had to confront the Mu^azilites m the
centre of Islamic world, which also happened to be a seat of the
Muctazilite school, he came to exert a far greater influence o\ er
the intellectual circles Also, al-Ash^ri mas a great original mind
who \\ ould always be remembered for laying the foundation of
Islamic scholasticism
Later Ashcar£tes :
_

-

*

j

A number of reputed savants of profound knowledge ana
1 Thu
the period \then as a reacuon to the MQCtazilitcs attack on
ortIiodo\ creed, several sa\ ants >\ ere gning attention to e\ oluuon of an
Islamic scholastism for the defence of Islam TahKwi (d 331 A H ) n
Egjpt and il-Maturidi (d 332 A H ) m Samarkand took up the defence
of religion but m due course of time both these schools of thought ere
absorbed in the Ashcarite school
2 SheiLh Muhammad 'Abdahn uhohas gono into t h e matter in greater detail
say* that the disputed a n a n m not more than thirty (Ihi T ^n ffd t b)
Mohammad Abu Zuhra p 184).
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unequalled agility of mind were produced by the Ashcai ite
school. They contributed to the development of the school and
exerted an immense influence on the minds of the intellectuals
and the educated youth with the result that the orthodox school
was enabled agam to gam supremacy in. the Islamic world. In
the fourth century of the Muslim era were bom such luminanes
as Cadi AbU Bakr Baqillani (p 403 a k .) and Abu Is*haq Isfrai’m
(d 418 a h ) and after them came Abtl Is’haq Shirazi (d 476 a .h )
and ImSm ul-Harmayn Abul Macali cAbd al-Malik al-Juwaim
(d. 478 a h ) in the fifth century who were held in high esteem
owing to their profound knowledge. AbU Is’haq Shirazi was the
Rector of the Nizamiah University at Baghdad. He was sent by
Caliph Muqtadi-bTllah as his ambassadar to the Court of the
Saljukid king Malik Shah He was held in such a high esteem by
the populace that m whichever town he happened to pass dunng
his journey from Baghdad to Nishapur, the entire population
came out to greet him, people showered over him whatever
valuables they could afford and took the dust underneath his
feet out of reverence When Shirazi arrived at Nishapur, the
entire population came out of the city to greet him and Imam ulHarmayn carried the saddle-cloth of Shirazi on his shoulder as a
porter's burden while escorting him Imam ul-Hannayn took a
pride ever thereafter on the honour of being able to serve ShirSy?1
Imam ul-Hamayn was accorded the highest place of respect
by Nizam ul-Mulk, the Prime Minister of the Saljuqid King Alap
Arslan. He held the charge of Preacher of the principal mosque
of Nishapur, Director of the Religious trusts and Rector of the
s Nizlmiyah University at Nishapur, Ibn Khallikan writes of him :
“For thirty years he remained without a peer in the
fields of learning and piety He was the chief mentor
<
preacher, exempler and a man of God
f
An annalist has related an incident which shows the respect
/ accorded to Imam ul-Harmayn. Once Malik Shah, the Sa^ukid
i

f 1 Tabqat ul-Sfcq/teiA, Vol III, pp. 91-92
i2 Ibn KhalhUn, Vol II, p 342
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King announced the appearance of the new moon at tlie end of
Ramadhan Imam ul*Harmayn, not satisfied with the evidence
produced in this regard, got another announcement made which
said •
“Abul MaHili (name of Imam ul-Harmayn) is satisfied
that the month of Ramadhan will continue till tomorrow.
All those who want to act on his decision should keep fast
tomonow also IS
When the king questioned Imam ul-Harmajn about his
announcement he said.
“I am bound to obey tlie King in matters Jailing m
the sphere of the State but m questions pertaining to
religion, the king ought to have asked for my decision,
since under tlie ShancaA, a religious decree carries as much
authority as the edict of the king. And the matters pertain
ing to fast and eiirf are ecclesiastical issues with which the
king has nothing to do.”
The king had at last to get another declaration made saying
that his earlier announcement was wrong and that the people
should therefore follow the decision of Imam ul-Harmayn 1
When Imam ul-Harmayn died m 478 a h , the markets of
Nishapur were closed, the pulpit of the principal mosque wa*
dismantled and four hundred or lus disciples destroyed then pens
and ink-pots as a mark of respect to him. The inhabitants ot
Nishapur received condolences and expressed their grfcl on the
demise of Imam ul-Haimayn with one another ibr full one %car
Nizam ul-Mulk TQsi, tlie P!rime Minister of the then stiongot
Islamic kingdom of Sa\]ukids was himself an Ashcarite He ga' e
great impetus to the Ashcante school by providing it with the
official backing The two renowned educational institutions, 11
Nizfimiyah Universities of Nishapur and Baghdad pro> ed to be ■*
turning point in the Ashcarite bid for victory ovei other intcllectun
movements m the then Islamic world.
1 Albhq-ijAlSlij pp 115-119
2

Ibn Khaliikfin, Vol II, p 243
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DECLINE OF DIALECTICS
Philosophic and Esoteric {Schools :

Although the AshSuites had gamed ascendancy over other
schools of thought by capturing the educational institutions*
religious and intellectual circles, they began to lose their grip in
due course of tune. A man of al-Ashcari*s dominating stature,
of original and agile mind had overcome the Muctazihte school
and re-established the supremacy of the SkmPak and the Tradi
tions. His achievement can be attributed to his principles of
scholasticism as much as to his own qualities of mind and heart,
intelligence and learning. His school could continue to have its
hold over the people by giving birth to similar illuminating
personalities but unfortunately his followers, specially after the
fifth century, developed a sense of complacency and were content
simply with transmitting what they had learnt from their mentors
They lost all originality which made them generally retrogressive.
And those who were not content with treading the beaten path
introduced philosophic concepts and terms into dialectics. They
were enamoured by the philosophical method of reasoning
although it neither piovided any conclusive evidence to prove
the issues they debated nor it employed an approach so natural
and direct as die QjirSwi did. The method employed was, by its
v#ry nature, inconclusive and made their doctrines liable to be
refuted** Thus, the dialecticians who borrowed the philosophical
terminology, concepts and approach did neither render any help
to the orthodox school whom they claimed to represent, nor could
they gain the respect of the rationalists and philosophers
1 For a detailed discussion on the subject set Iba TaymiyaVs Ar~Radd
ol-Mantaqtjiln
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Popularity o f Philosophy s

Owing to the patronage and keen interest of Gahph MamUn
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Hellenistic philosophy had been translated into Arabic. A large
number of these were treatises pertaining to the Aristotelian school
which were, on the whole, proving harmful to the intelligent yet
imprudent youth These translations also comprised works on
logic, ohvsics. chemistry, mathematics, etc. which could have been
studied with profit but more interest was shown m metaphysical
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mythology cleverly presented as an intricate yet well-argued
philosophy It was a spell of words, ideas and thoughts based on
certain assumptions and conjectures, non-existant and unvenfiable {
it had the genealogy of Heavens and Agent Intellect and
Logos and Nous For a people endowed with the revealed truth
and the knowledge of the nature and attributes of the Supreme
Being, the Alpha and Omega of the Universe, and of creation
and puzpose of human existence, it was hardly necessary to waste
its time on a mythology passed on as ohilosoohv. Nevertheless, the
philosophers who were great admirers of Greek logic, physics and
nkJt4*lt
n
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------terms as if it were a revealed truth. It is rather amusing to see
. __ j
how these people venerating Greek sciences as the jouniain-iicau
of classical wisdom also accepted their metaphysical persuits so
avidly. Perhaps they thought themselves to be standing in need
of Greek metaphysics and philosophy just as they needed the
Grecian empirical sciences.
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Arab Philosophers s

The Grecian Philosophy was destined to get in the world of
Islam such foremost exponents as YaqOb al-Kmdi (d. 258 A. n.)>
AbG Nasr al-Farabi* "(d. 339 A h .) and Abfl eAli ibn Sina*
1, Known as Alpharabius in the Latin West
2. Galled Avicenna in Europe.
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(d. 428 a . h.J, as were not to be found amongst the Greeks
themselves In piety and moral excellence, knowledge and
wisdom they assigned such an infallible place to Aristotle w hich
cannot perhaps be claimed even for the Primal Cause. It was
really a misfortune of the Islamic world that the major portion of
its Hellenistic inheritance comprised the works of Aristotle who,
being a free thinker, differed from rather than agreed with the
prophetic teachings. It was another misfortune that amongst the
Arab philosophers, none was conversant with the languages in
ip u n h iln e n n l
works were originally written. They
had, therefore, to depend on the translations and commentaries
which were either incorrect or presented m a different colour by
their translators and inteipreters Aristotle had thus come to
wield such an influence over th^ Arab philosophers that they made
hss system the basis of their philosophical speculations without
any evaluation or criticism of his thought
Brethren of Purity *

By the end of the fourth century a . h , the speculations of
Greek and Hellenistic philosophers had generally been adopted by
the rationalist schools amongst the Muslims It became a craze
for every educated youngman who wanted to pose as an intellec
tual and a progressive elite. IkkwUn us*Sqfa or Brethren of
Purity, a kind of sectret fraternity like Freemasons, had come
into existence in the second half of the fourth century with its
seat in Basra. It was an eclectic, philosophical-cum-scientific
school of thought which strove to reconcile religious and ethical
doctrines with the standpoint of Greek philosophy. The charter
of their aims and objects ran thus:
“The Shancah of Islam has been polluted by ignorance
and perversion of the truth, and it can now be purified only
through philosophy, for, the latter comprises religious tenets
and knowledge, wisdom and analogical methods of rea
soning Now, only a synthesis of Greek philosophy and the
Shancch of the Prophet can achieve the desired objectives ” *
1 Lutfi JumCah, p 253
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but to seek sympathisers amongst the vouth who were prone to
accept new ideas3
The HharSn summed up the philosophical and scientific
learning of the time in an encyclopaedic collection of 55 Epistles5.
(/I&ftu/ Tkhi Sr w-Su/fi) dealing with every branch of science, scch
as physics mathematics, metaphysics* philosophy, etc. The
Mutabilities and other rationalists who \\ ere sympathetic to the
ideas formulated in these treatises gave widest circulation to these
Epistles which found their way into the system of Hfepano*
Arabic philosophy too within a hundred years.*
The M atSudlites and Philosophers s
In their effort to rationalise the tenets of fiiih and to find oat
a confirmation of metaphysical doctrines such as the nature and
attributes of God and the divine origin of the QurSn with the
aid of hunnn reason which w*as regarded bv them as infpQible*
the Muctabilites hid consciou«lv or uneonsdondv done a sreat
disservice to Mam. Nevertheless, they were religious persons
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followed the religious obligation*, enjoined the Hwfcl and pro
hibited the w'rong * This was so because they were seriw* aoout
their religion and their rationalistic tendencies did not ®vne thwr
origin to any extexml influence5 In view of these features o.
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Philosophy was, however, quite different from
In. so
far as philosophy claims to be an infallible source through which
one can attain the knowledge of God in the fulness of His essence,
it is a rival of revelation; it builds up a system of thought and
approach which is opposed to the faith and tenets of a revealed
religion Obviously, therefore, as the philosophy caught the
imagination of the people, the respect for religion and the prophets
dwindled in their estimation. Not simply the faith, in revelation
but the ethical norms and injunctions laid down by it for the
practical conduct of life began to be viewed from an entirdy
different angle. Philosophy gave birth to a section among the
Muslims who were openly antagonistic to religion and took pride
in rejecting the Islamic dogma There were also philosophers
who were not courageous enough to forsake Islam openly.
They were content with paying a lip service to it but they had
actually lost all faith in the religion.
Batinites;

Philosophy also gave birth to a new schism in Islam which
was even more fatal to the spirit of religion and the teachings of
the Prophet than the philosophy itself. These were Batinites or
the adherents of a theological school of thought so named after
Bfitin (inner, esoteric), whose precursors and exponents were
mostly drawn from the people who had lost their national kingdoms
tc the irresistible arms of Islam. They could not hope "to regain
iheir lost power and prestige in any open contest against the
might of the Muslim people. There were also self-indulgent people
or those desirous of commanding a position of power sitid influence
but who found the injunctions laid down by Islam for the piacti*
cal conduct of life as obstacles in their way. All these persons
gathered under the banner of the Batinites for they knew that they
could neither gain a victory over Islam in the battlefield nor
invite Muslims to renounce their faith. They were aware that- any
attempt to follow cither of these two courses would fire a frenzy
or enthusiasm amongst the Muslims for the defence of Islam
The’/ chose therefore an entirely new path to checkmate Islam
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The Scripture has dearly laid down the tenets cFbdief«ac
code of conduct, if only "because these are meant to be understoad
and acted upon by eveiy human bang :
And lie nss^ sad e n sssr #sr sesc scith xhr Icrp^gr t f
hisfolk, ihct he ra fti tEfifcr (the mejssre) rZrcrjfc1-Jim,
(IVJfcra:
The meaning of this verse is manifestly dear* The Prophet
of Islam too had explained the import of divine revelations and
lived up to these precepts 50 that his follroers might sot Tenain in
any doubt. The vocabulary of the Q u r^ i and its meanings
have thus been handed down, from ihe Srcohei, without arv■*
breaL, and have ever afterwards been recognised and ampSed by
everyone as authentic and genuine, and to which no one raised
any objection. The terms* prophethood (Bshcccr) and apasSeship
(mJ&f), angels (r'&W'foj, requital {ruicz£}^ Paradise lja x a )s HeQ
{Dozekh\ the law [sbaPch)* obligatory (fird k \ necessan (aZpJX
la^vful (Wc/), unlawful (f^ercn\ poor-due (cfteO* prayer [sfiS/J,
fast {rozch)? pilgrimage fagj) and similar other word* convex a
concise and definite purport of the doctrines, rites, ceremonies
and teachings of Islam In truth and reality* these teachings and
artides of iaith have been handed down without any divexgence
whatsoever and so has been the vocabulary and tenaindcgr
e\olved to signify the former* The two have become so inter
dependent that one cannot suffer any mutation without a vraa&m
m the other.
Whenever the words *pn>phet\ *apostle\ *mes$engsr% 'prayer1,
or *poor-dues are used, these denote the same exposition as taught
by the Prophet and understood by his companions and successors:
ill of whom acted upon these in a parnczQar manner and
Transm itted the import of these words which have been handed
iown by one generation to another- The Biiinites hnevr that fire
'nterdependence of Q uranic vocabulary and its meanings fora
,he I f to *he exposition of the doctrines of Muslim Tahh; th»e
ro^w ute th? rr;vnv\gs of intellectual and practical life of
{?
connecting th e later generations "with the fountainhe&d tC
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Divine guidance which lay m the past If they could only drive
a wedge between the past and the present, asunder the connecting
link by lendeting the import of Qur^antc vocabulary ambiguous
and oraculai, undefined and obscure, then the Unimak could be
made to give credence to any innovation or deviation* agnos
ticism or infidelity
These elements, thci efoi e, began a vigorous campaign to
popularise a new type of Qur’amc exegesis and the SunnaA’s inter
pretation which invested the vocabulary used therein with a
hidden 01 mystic sense apai t from their open or manifest meanings.
It was claimed that the allegouc or enigmatic sense, beyond the
lange of ordinal y undei standing and accessible only to the
initiate, guided unto a purci knowledge than did the meanings of
the Qur*Enic terms understood commonly by the scholars The
masses clinging to the literal sense could never attain the
hidden but true content of the revelation They maintained that
the detailed titual enjoined by the Shancak was a cold formality
meant for safeguaidmg the spnitual existence of the laity In
other words, the Qur’amc terminology, like a veil, hid the deep
and occult meaning,1 but when an initiate attains the purer and
sublimer knowledge he is set free from the legal obligations of
the Shancah * They basrd then claim on this verse of the
Q urtin .
and he wilt rettm them of their burden and the
fetters that they used to wear
{A l-fcrtf . 157)
After accepting the docti me or obvious and hidden meanings
m principle, it presented no difficulty to explain away the
meaning of the terms like ‘prophet*, ‘revelation’, ‘angels*, or
1 Tctbls* Ibfist p 102

2 The Batimtc* also bebetcd m the Mispcroion of ihe obligations enjoined b>
ihe Shm^h San idna Idris, a Batinuc exponent sa>s “Allah conferred
prophethood on Isma'i! *ho abrogated the Sharfiek of the Prophet
Muhammad' Similar %tow* held bv Mmy tid-din-illah Tatum, have also
been i cportrd
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^Hereafter* is whatever manner one desired.

Hene is an

c*Prophet is a person illuminated by the Haly Spirit of
the Divine Being. Gabriel is not an angel but an allegorical
name ibr ;Divine grace............Sjequital signifies coming
bade o f a thing towards its origin. Pollution coosstsof
giving oat a secret; bathing, renewal of a pledge;
fornication, transmission of the secret and occult knowledge
to one not initiated ; purity, disavowal of all tenets save the
Batiznte cult; ablution, acquirement of knowledge from an
illuminated teacher; prayer, a call to obey the leader;
poor-due, gradual initiation of the fefthfitl to the bidden
knowledge; last, taking precaution to guard the secret;
and Agf, seeking the knowledge of true wisdom which is an
end unto itself- The knowledge of the occult is Heaven;
literal sense, the H ell; and KSabah, the person of the
apostle. cAli is the gate of K^ahah while the Koah’s flood
described in the Qjxr^an m a m 2 . deluge of knowledge
in T\hich the
were drowned. The bonfire of
Xanarood alludes to his wrath and not fire; Abraham was
asked not 20 ofier his son far sacrifice but to obtain a pledge
from him ; the literalists are Gog and Magogs and the
staff of Moses really means the argument and proof
furnished by him.***
T lie T raitors o f Islam s

The Batinite ’dew in regard to the latent and deeper appli
cation of God’s ‘word or the Prophet's teachings and repudiation
of the manifest sense
always been successfully adopted by the
traitors and hypocrites. The so-called deeper sense, inter-woven
with mystical and philosophical ideas borrowed from a variety of
sources* can be made equally adaptable to the requirement of a
learned elite as Viell as the uncritical mind in order to undermine
2, / iUbzevxated iro a

(itjittefl by Miuhznunsd 2 o H*s*a

s5-JDzi22a3YarcSidia 707A. H-J, pp 16-23.
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the intellectual, moral, social and religious structure of the
Muslim society. It can be employed to secure a split within the
body-politic of Islam as, indeed, all the later rebels against the
prophethood of Muhammad have taken advantage of this heretical
view. All those impostors who have subsequently elevated
themselves to the position of a lake prophethood, have first
rendered ambiguous the terminology employed by the QwPan
and the Sunnah The two cases in point are Babyism of Iran
and Qadianism1 of India.
The so-called hidden or mystic interpretation of Quranic
vocabulary, an example of which has been given above, could
have been hardly acceptable to a person not devoid of commonI. The QadiSnfe loo, like the Batinites, have denied the commonly understood

meaning? of such terms as the 'seal of prophethood/ 'Maslh and hfe
second coming, 'miracles’, DajjSi, etc The Qpr’Snic vocabulary has
been retained but the import of these terms has been drastically nfraigw*!
as could be seen from the writing* of Mirza Ghiihnt Ahmad and the
commentary of the Q,ur *3n by Muhammad <A1k
Bah£tits on the other hand) have even produced a new Sharpeh on the
basis oFtheir choleric mlurprrtaimn Their Sharfrah enjoins fast for one
month in a year, but the mont't is of only 19 di&ys Instead of beginning
th* fast from early morning, they begin it from Sunrise, The faithful »
required to follow the dictates of the Sharfah from the age of H to 42* and
thrrcaftrr he ft freed from its obligations Ablution is not obligatory but
limply recommendatory Purdah is not necessary It ii obligatory to
usit the home in which B£b, founder of the sect, was born. Congrega
tional praver h to be offered only for a funeral Nothing remains polluted
after on*, accepts the faith of Bah&ites and everything attains purity the
moment a faithful touches it. Water w nevrr polhftcd TV law of
inheritance difTm from that of Islam (Shakxh Arslan, Vol IV, p 315,
reproduced from the French Encyclopaedia or Islam)*
M Huart has rightly written in his article on Bahaism xn the Encyclf**
psrdia of Islam that in the garb of Islamic reformation, Bib founded an
entirely new religion whore fundamentals and belief* art qurtc difTctmt
from tint of Islam and thrs? hate in fact bent also presented as surh in
ord*r f«. reronstrurt a new social order. The same u the rase with
Oadidnn Each has a prophet and a now religious ordrr, lito* thrir prrdercf<orf th^ Batinites
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sense; but, the dialectical quibblings had already produced an
atmosphere of intellectual nnai chy in the world of Islam, wherein
people unnecessai ily longed foi hau splitting and philosophical
mi
1 he Batinites were, therefore, successful m misleading
those sections of the people who} under the influence of Greek
philosophy and mythology, were fiecly applying the terminology
like 'Nous* and ‘Logos*, ‘Umveisal Spmt’ and the ‘First Cause' to
Islamic doctrines, rites, etc They also gathered round them
some who were dissatisfied with the extremism of the orthodox
school, while others, in the hope of helping the AM-v-Bml ((he
house of the Pi ophet) or opposing the i uhng dynasty lent them a
helping hand With the help of an elaborate occult ritual for
initiation of then adherents the Batinies had created a secret yet
highly efficient instrument of power which was a cause of concern
foi the then powerful Islamic kingdoms Some of the most reputed
and ablest personages like Nizam ul-Mulk Tflsi and Fakhr ulMulk fell to the teiiousm and muidcious assaults of the Batinites1
Destruction of the ichgious oi political opponents of the
Batinites by tei i oi ism and murdei had become such a common
featuie that nobody—not even the kings oi highest officials—
could be sure that he would icmain alive till (he next day
Ibn al-Jawzi reports that if anyone did not ictum to his house m
Isfahan befoi e the night fall, it was piesumod that lieu ould have
been killed by the Batinites Apail fiom the lawlessness, the
Batinites had also helped, as explained eaiher, the giowch of
occult and heietical mtoipretation of the Qui^anic text and
perveision of the accepted tenets of the Jaifh
In an atmospheie suicliaiged with the anti-Islamic influences
of Batinites and philosophical ideas bonowed fiom vaiied souiccs,
a richly endowed tlimker was i equu ed to save the situation He
had to be a man of outstanding knowledge and intellectual guts,
well-versed m Dhilosonhv as mell as religious loi o, and capable of

1
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drawing upon the findings of his predecessors with a greater
clarity and perspicacity In order to bring about a synthesis
between philosophical objectivity and the religious faith, he had
atso to De a man oi unequauea piety ana moral excellence
endowed with an unflinching faith, and backed by a mystical
illumination m regard to the Supreme Reality, one who possessed
a burning zeal for renovation of the faith and who could give a
call to uphold the tenets of the Shm^ah and the Sunnah Such a
man appeared on the scene in the middle of the fifth century A h .,
ft J U
a tu o ft
A w n e a n u u i i t u i u u M 'U l M W i l l L

b iiu
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This was the most coveted academic position of the time although
al*Gazali was then not more than 34 years of age- His renown
as a savant^ teacher and an eloquent speaker spread so rapidly
that his lectures began to be over-crowded by an ever larger
number of students and scholars. Sometimes in addition to as
manv# as 300 students, hundreds
of
nobles
and
chiefs
attended
9
his lectures. Al-Ghazah soon came to occupy, on account of his
scholarships intelligence and forceful personality, such a position
of eminence in Baghdad that he was regarded a compeer of the
grandees and chiefs of the State. In prestige and solemnity,
according to a chronicler of his time, al~Ghazali surpassed the
nobility of Baghdad including even the Caliphate.1 In 485 a .h .
the cAbbSsid Caliph Mttqtadi b’llRh, appointed him as his
ambassador in the court of TurkhSn Khatoon, who then headed
the SaQukid empire. Another 'Abbasid Caliph, Mustazhir b’llISh,
held al-Ghazali in high esteem and it was on his behest that he
wrote a treads? to refute the cult of Batinites. He named the
Book al*Mustazhri after the Cahph*s name.
Al-Ghazali’s intellectual C risis s

During this period of prosperity, worldly feme and brilliant
achievement for which a scholar can aspire* it was only natural
that al-Ghazah should have led a life of contentment, as most of
the scholars usually do. But for a man of lofty ideals, creative
genius and intellectual gnt, as al-Ghazali was, it was unthinkable
that he should rest satisfied merely with position and prestige.
There can be no denying the fact that this very internal conflict
and disquietude, the Promethean quest, made hip* & renovator
®fthe faith. However, history can ofier but a few such striking
example where one naa abandoned a brilliant career, fenv* and
position for the satisfaction of his soul. Al-Ghazali has himself
described the deep inner struggle which forced
to give up all
the worldly possessions including his teaching vocation, and to

1. Talgat

Vol. IV, p 107.
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search after Truth* These were Dialecticians, who claimed
to possess insight and wisdom, Batinites, who insisted on a
hidden, true and deeper knowledge vouchsafed to them
through impeccable ImSm j Philosophers, who arrogated '
themselves as masters of logic and reason; and. Mystics,
who laid a claim to be illuminated and favoured with
beatific vision I proceeded to explore the ideas, thoughts
and writings of each of these groups but was not satisfied
with anyone of them I studied the writings of the
reputed dialecticians and authorities on this science, and
myself penned a few treatises I reached the conclusion
that although this branch of learning fulfilled its object, it
was not sufficient (or my purpose as it argued on the
premises put forth by its opponents. The dialecticians
have to rely upon a number of premises and propositions,
which they accept m common with the philosophers, or,
they are obliged to accept the authority of the Quc*Sn or the
Stmnaht or the consensus But these could not be of much
avail to one who has no faith in anything except iA the
necessary principles of reason, as was the case with me.
“In regard to philosophy, I thought it necessary to
make a detailed and critical study of the science before
forming my own opinion of it* I had little time to spare
from my pre-occupations of teaching and writing since, I
had as many as 300 students who attended my lectures.
However, I somehow managed to find time for it and after
having finished the entire literature on the subject within
two years, I devoted one year to reflection on the premises
of philosophy. I reached the conclusion that the secular
sciences can be divided into six branches. Mathematics.*
Logic, Physics, Politics, Ethics and Metaphysics. Of these,
the first five do not either deny or affirm religion, nor, is
it necessary to regect them for the affirmation of religion.
The precepts of Physics sometimes do -come into conflict
m
with the religious (loctrinei but these u s only few.
In this regard one ought tp ^ ie v e that the natural
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phenomenon is not self-propelled but dependent on God
Almighty. It 15 true that all those who come across the
agility and mcisiveness of the intellect of philosophers in
these sciences, are generally overawed by them and are
led to the conclusion that this would be true of them in
every branch of learning. It is, however, not necessary
that anyone skilled in one branch should be an adept In
another science as well Anyway, vihen people see the
philosophers denying faith and convictions they too walk
into their shoes On the other hand, some brainless
exponents of Islam consider it their bounden duty to refute
whatever the philosophers say and sometimes even go to
the extent of denying their researches m the field of
Physics as well A harmful effect of it is that all those
who accept the verarfty of intellect’s search of truth and
uphold the necessary principles of reason, begin to have
doubts in Islam itself and become sceptics. The only
branch of knowledge which comes into conflict with
religion is Metaphysics, and it is in this science that the
philosophers have generally been misled. As a matter of
fact, the philosophers have themselves not been able to
follow satisfactorily, m this branch of science, the laws of
rigorous argumentation they had evolved for logical
reasoning, and that is why there are wide differences
amongst them m regard to it I have, therefore! arrived
at the conclusion that philosophy would not be able to
satisfy me, for, the int&Uect cannot by itself cover the
entire field of objects and events nor unravel all die
mystries.
“As for the Batmites, I have had an opportunity to
make a detailed study of their cult for writing aLMtutazhu*
I had found that the veracity of their tenets and doctrines
ultimately depends on the teachings o f a n impeccable and
illuminated teacher, the ImUm; but the existence of such a
teacher stands to be verified, and, in truth and reahtyj
both , are* extremely dubious. Now, only Mysticism
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remained to be examined and, therefore* 1 turned my
attention to it. Mysticism, too, is of two kinds, intellectual
and intuitional* It was easy for me to look into the first
and I went through Qpot uUQySlb of AbU Talib Makki and
the tracts of Harith al-Muhasibi, Junaid, Shibli, Ba Yazid
al-Bustami and other mystics I gathered whatever
knowledge of mysticism could be had from the books but,
I found that the knowledge of the essence of reality could
be obtained not through study of mysticism but through
intuition, transport and ecstasy brought about by purifica
tion of the heart. I had already attained an unflinching
faith, through the speculative branches of knowledge
and religious and secular sciences I had mastered, on the
existence of Supreme Reality, Prophethood and Resurrec
tion. This conviction was, however, not attained through
an experience or argument which could be analysed. It
had been firmly implanted in my heart that the eternal
bliss could be had only through inculcating the awe of God,
renunciation of the material world, whole-hearted attention
to the eternal life in the Hereafter and an earnest devotion
to God All this was, however, not possible so long as one
did not sever the attachments of position and riches, fame
and worldly life
“I pondered over my own condition. 1 realised that
I was wholly immersed in worldly temptations, its ties and
attachments. The vocation of teaching appeared to be a
noble pursuit but, as further reflection revealed, I was
paying my entire attention to those sciences which were
neither important nor beneficial for the Hereafter* I
probed into the motives of my work as a teacher, and
found that, instead of any sincere desire to propitiate God,
I was after honour and fame* I was convinced that I was
on the edge of an abyss, and if I did not take immediate
steps to retrieve the situation, I should be doomed to
eternal fire. Still undecided, one day, I resolved to
abandon everything and leave Baghdad; the next day I
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gave up my resolution Six months passed away in this
state of uncertainty On the one hand the pull of temp
tations asked me to remain where I was, on the other, the
Faith gave a call to get up It cried to me, “Up1up1 Thy
life is short and thou hast a long journey to make All thy
pretended knowledge is nougat but falsehood and fantasy9
Often my carnal thoughts whimpered to me, ‘This is a
temporary yearning God has favoured thee with respect
and honour If thou giveth it up and then tries to retrace
thy steps and come back, thou wilt not be able to get it
back again* Thus, I remained, torn asunder by earthly
passions and religious aspirations, for about six months,
until 11 became impossible to postpone my decision any
longer,. Then, God Himself caused an impediment He
chained my tongue and prevented me from lecturing
Vainly I desired to teach my pupils who came to me, but my
mouth became dumb The silence to which I was
condemned cast me into a violent despair •
I lost all
appetite, I could neither swallow a morsel of bread, nor
drink a drop of water Gradually I became too weak and
at last the physicians under whose treatment I was, gave up
all hope of my recovery They said that my heart was so
seveiely afflicted that no treatment would be of an) avail
till this affliction was remo\ed Finally, conscious of my
weakness and of the prostration of my soul, I took refuge
in God like a man who has exhausted himself and is denied
all means I piayed to Him fife enswenth the wronged one
when he crteih unto Htm,1and He made easy for me to sacrifice
honour, wealth and family
UI intended to go to Syria but told the people that I
would go to Mecte When the people around me came to
knowkjoF'.xny decision, they deprecated it deeply for they
could not even think of any laudable reason behind my
resolve In then opinion, I enjoyed a coveted place *tthich
]

An-ffamal, 62
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enabled me to preach and disseminate knowledge. The
people also began to spread numerous rumours about me.
Those who were far away thought that 1 was giving up my
'profession at the instance of the administration. On the
other hand, those who knew how much government was
keen on retaining my services considered it a misfortune
that I was leaving the premier academy of Islamic learning.
Finally, I left Baghdad, having given away all my fortune
and preserving only as much as was necessary for my
support and that of my children. I went to Syria from
Baghdad and remained there for two years. During this
period, I engaged myself m meditation and penance. I
practised whatever I had learnt of the ways of mystics and
endeavoured to purify my soul, rectify my morals and
occupied myself with the recollection of God. For a time
I retired to the principal mosque of Damascus Often, I
went into one of the minarets of the mosque and remained
there m seclusion for days together. From Damascus, I
went to Jerusalem, There too I used to retire into the
Sakharah After having visited the tomb of Abraham, I
felt a desire to go for the Hajj and visit the Mosque of the
Prophet I, theiefore, embarked upon my journey to
Hejaz After the Hqu was over, I went to my home town
although I had earlier no longing to visit my family I
took care to spend my tune in secluded meditation, purifi
cation of the heart and recollection of God at my house
but the events and happenings, care of dependants and
their needs constantly intervened in securing a perfect
state of peace and bliss I was, however, not denied of it
entirely and, from time to time, was favoured with the
illumination and ecstatic transpoi ts. I spent ten years in
this manner. What revelations were made to me during
this period of meditation could not be described but, I
must sav for the benefit of my readers that I came to"know
that the mystics were most truly godly, their life most beau*
tiful, their i iiles of conduct most perfect, and their morality
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practices if they could find a, way to save themselves
from the harm which non-performance of religious
wnnld V»nvp. entailed I realised that I could
easily remove their doubts
As a matter of fact, I found
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themselves fell a victim to the same disease The bondsmen
of God have reached the brink of destruction*. But, then,
I also thought whether it would be possible for me to
accomplish such a huge task. I said to myself- ‘The
guidance of the Prophet was available in the days of yore,
but now if thou invitest men to Truth and the way of God,
the world wilt turn thy enemy. How wilt thou, single*
handed, struggle against them all, and endure the
hardships 9 This could have been possible under the reign
of a pious king determined to assist and promote religion*.
*
* wjiiraacu luy UC1]I1C59(1V5S UCIUre VJOO, SHU dGClQeO
to spend the rest of my life in seclusion. But, it seems,
God had willed otherwise. The king implored me to
proceed to Nishapur and fight the growing heretical
tendencies The king had appealed to me so earnestly
mat my rejection, of his order would have certainly made
him angry Then I said to myself • ‘One of the reasons
for thy resolve having fallen apart, it cannot be right now
t n r d t n a i n «n d a a 1 i* 0S a ik
________ 1 j
•
. . .
w
*“ aw.iuaiuu iui mis woma simpsy mean avoiding
discomforts and hardships’. Has not God said:
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say . We beheife, and will not be tested with ajflictton ?
Lo 9 We tested those who were befoie you, Thus Allah knowetk
those who are smeeret and knoweth those whofeign.1
And God has addieased Ins Pi ophct tints although he
was the most exalted amongst His bondsmen
Messengers indeed have been dented before thee and tkey were
pattenl under the dental and the persecution Ull Our succom reached
them There ts none to altei the d<aswns of Allah Already
there hath reached thee (somewhat) of the ttdmqs of the messengers
(IIV sent before) *
“ I also sought the advice of a few fnendb who were
illuminated and have had beatific visions They advised
me to give up seclusion Few ol them related the dreams
some pious pet sons had seen which indicated that the step
I proposed to take \\ould have fai-i caching effects for the
levival of Faith They hinted that m the fifth century
which was to begin attei a month something temaikable
was to happen which would lenovate the Faith It has
been foictold in the Tiaditions that m the beginning of
every centui y God bi ings forth a man who i e*tores and
reanimates the faith of the people. All these tiding* gave
hope to me God made it easy fbi me 10 vet off loi Nishaput
and I finally made up my mind lo i enounce the seclusion
m 499 a u I had left Baghdad in 488 a h and thus I
lemaincd in seclusion foi eleven years God had ordained it
to happen thus, howevci* I could not have dreamt of
giving up honoui and fame befoie I left Baghdad but God
had made that easy foi me Similaily, I could never have
thought of renouncing my letiiemcnt and g o i n g back to
teach again, but it too was made easy by God” 3
Al-Ghazali sot ofT for Nishapur m 499 to resume his teaching
vocation m the Nizamiyah University Theie w a s , however, a

1 AfaAnkabuti 2-3
t Al-Atr Urn, 34
H ANuovmtotl fi om
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world of difference between his taking up the teaching profession
earlier and for the second time. Earlier he taught to secure
honour, wealth and position, but now he considered himself
commissioned to exhort people to purify their morals and soul. He
explains the difference thus*
“I know that 1 have come back to my vocation of
teaching but it would not be correct to call it a resumption
of my earlier occupation* There is a world of difference
between the two Earlier, I used to teach the sciences
which were calculated to bring honour, wealth and position,
and by my words and actions, I led my students to that
direction, but now, I want to teach them the knowledge
that helps to renounce wealth and position. God is fully
aware that this is my intention, and my only desire is that
my present efforts should lead to the purification of my soul
and the souk of other people I do not know whether I
would reach my destination or would pass away before the
completion of my task. However, I believe, and have an
unflinching conviction, on account of the knowledge of
certitude which has been revealed unto me, that the real
power rests m God alone. It is only He who can save one
from evil and profanity and lead unto the path of sanctity
and grace I did not come here of my own accord, it was
God who moved me on to this place, I did not begin my
work, but God made me to begin it I beseech God *hat
he may first cleanse and elevate my soul before he causes
me to reform and purify the souls of others May He
reveal unto me righteousness which I may follow; and
disclose the evil which I may forsake.”1
Achievements of al*Ghazali;

Endeavours of al-Ghazali for the revivification of Islam were
two-fold, as follows .
( ) He stemmed the tide of philosophy and of the Batanite
1

— .............. —%
1

< Abbreviated from al-Munqidh, prtt
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evil and began a counter-attack on these men ements os
behalf of Islam.
(2) He made a critical evaluation o f the religious and moral
state of the then Islamic society and proposed measures
to reform it.

The efforts made dll the time of al-Ghazali to counteract
the atheistic influence of Greek philosophy consisted merely of an
apologetic vindication of Islamic tenets. Philosophers *11676 then
taking the offensive and the scholastics of Islam, the dialecridans,
irere content *«rith parrying the attack. Philosophy -was under
mining the very foundations of Islam while Dialectics tried to
shield it hnt none amongst the dialecticians and doctors ofreligion
had the courage to strike at the roots of philosophy* In fact no
savant of Islam had tried to make anv critical evaluation of the
philosophic premises and to beleaguer the aggressor in its o ra
citadeL The tone of the dialecticians* save only that of Abul
Hasan al-Ashcari who did not have, how ever, to iace the philo
sophers, was apologetic, or. at best, defensive. Al-Ghazali was
ihe first man, irho, along with a profound knowledge of religious
sciences* made a derailed and deep study of philosophy as well
He then wrote AZcgcsid cl-FalZsjfch (The a™ of the Philosophers)
in which he summed up the salient issues of Logic, Metaphysics
and Physics In
book he condensed the philosophical
premises dispassionately in an explicit manner. He made it
dear in the introduction to this book that Mathematics is a
science which does not admit of any difference of opinion hut it
nothing to do with the religion, other in
affirmation or
negation o f the latter. Religion, however, comes into conflict
"with Metaphysics. The logical syllogisms are sometimes wrong
while there may also be differences of opinion in regard to the
terminology employed in this branch of knowledge* Physics is
sometimes mfr«*n up with facts, uncertain or dubious, for Meta
physics is also included in Its scope. Logic merely subserves
these sciences by lending its terminology to them.
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Al-Ghazali then wrote another book entitled Tahnfot clFalJUqfak (Incoherence of the Philosophers) In this book he
criticises, from an Islamic point of view, rnysics ano Metapnysics
of the philosophical school and bnngs out their weaknesses and
contradictions in a lucid and forceful language* We find alGhazah expressing himself self-confidently, in an elegant and
incisive style. At places he Employs a satirical diction which was
not only effective but perhaps necessary to bring back the selfconfidence of those who had been overawed by Philosophy. We
find the author self-reliant and indomitable, attempting to
demolish the reputation of the teachers of philosophy, he speaks
of the Greek philosophers and guides as his equals and points out
their mistakes in a manner none had dared before him In order
to save the situation for Islam it was imperative that someone
should be able to stnke at the foundations of Dhilosonhv
*
* * instead
of merely defending the faith. Al-Ghazali rose to the occasion
and this book bpspe&ks of his endeavour from cover to cover In
the introduction to TahUfut ttl-Falflsqfak he writes
"Now-a-days we see people who appear to arrogate
themselves as intellectually superior to the populace. These
people look disdainfully on religious practices ibr they
have learned the awe-inspiring names of some of the Greek
Philosophers like Aristotle, Socrates and Plato. They have
learnt from the eulogistic writings of their admirers that the
Greek doctors of the old had made* far-reaching discoveries
in the fields of Mathematics, Logic, Physics and Meta*
physics, and that these teachers were peerless m qualities of
heart and heart, but that they had rejected the faith
and its doctrines. The: Greek masters regarded religion
as a man-made dogma without any content of truth. Now,
following in the footsteps of their mentors these elements
have too rejected religion so that they may be taken as an
intelligent, liberal and smart set of fellows. Simply to
feign themselves as ehte and intellectuals, these persons
denigrate religion, and it is why I thought of bringing to
light the mistakes committed by the Greek philosophers in
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their writings on Metaphysics I also intend to demons
trate how the premises and principles, notion and observan
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play or, indeed, a laughing-stock551
After giving a detailed description of the genealogy and
horoscope of the Greek philosophic-cum-metaphysicai concepts
like Logos, Nous, the First Cause or the intermediate agents
between the Primal Cause and His creation, al-Ghazah becomes
more trenchant and lively m his criticism of the philosophers
He w rites.
“Your doctrines and details thereof are simply assump
tions and conjectures, or, to be truthful, obscure reflections
overcast with darkness. Nobodvw would doubt the insanitym
of a man who even dreams of such nonsensical things993
Agsiinj he says9
“I really wonder how even a brainless fellow can
swallow such inconsistencies, much less those philosophers
who are ever inclined to hairsplitting in logical dispu
tations.”8
TTa VII|naHWV
Amsmris fhia
nlarp whamw #*V
fin writes
W W Mao Hh ann^liop
BIUWHAVA ^MHVV
“In venerating the Agent Intellect, these persons have
completdy overlooked to accord the reverence and awe
due to God Almighty. They have made Him an ineffective
diety, a simple essence, dealing with the universals and
havinir
He bears a
'W no knowledge
■
v _ of the *oarticulars
distinction from a lifeless entity only m so far as He
tfiat
tlie
piflstaaca nra unru uiiuuousiuaB ^cuiu wuv auwir. ------------lifeless olyects are devoid of all consciousness). Verity, God
misguides "those *who forsake the path of Divine guidance
and deny His revelation.
I made them net to witness the creation qf the heavens mid the•
earth* nor their own creation • .
, «*

1.
2.
3.
4.

Takajut dJfi&tisqfah, pp. 2-8
Ibtd, pp 29-30
Ibtd, p 33
ALKehfi p 51
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“Those who have misgivings about the omnipotence
of God Almighty think that divine things can be subjected
to their thought and imagination Being presumptuous of
their intellect they hold that it is not necessary to follow
the prophets of God. That these persons should propagate,
under the cover of philosophy, such ludicrous presumptions
which others would be ashamed to dream of, is indeed
natural and reasonable9,1
Effect of the Incoherence of Philosophers:

The courageous criticism and, to an extent, the denigration
of Philosophy by al-Ghazah began a new chapter m the history of
Islamic scholasticism which was later brought to a successful
completion by Ibn Taymiyah
Tak&fut al-Falfisafah caused an stir in the ranks of philoso
phers who had to suffer an irreparable loss on account of it.
However, after al-Ghazah there arose no philosopher worthy of
note for one hundred years. At last, Ibn Rushd,* a great admirer
of Aristode and a spirited defender of philosophy wrote Tahnful
al-TahUfut (Incoherence of Incoherence) by way of rejoinder to
Tahnful aUFalasafah by the close of the sixth century. Many
scholars are of the view that if Ibn Rushd had not put up the
defence on behalf of philosophy, it would have been crippled by
the hostile criticism of al-Ghazah. Philosophy was granted a
fresh lease of life through the efforts of Ibn Rushd for another one
hundred years 3
Attack on Batinites r

Besides philosophy, the crisis caused by the Batinites move
ment haa received attention of al-Ghazah dunng his first stay in
Baghdad when he wrote al-Mustaz*htn at the instance of the then
Cahph Al-Ghazali has made a mention of this book m his
1 Tahajiil at-figHasajaht p 31
2 Known as Avcrroes m the West
3 L u t l i p 72
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auto Dsograpmcai account oz tne search tor truth entitled alMunqidh nan ad-DhafaL Al-Ghazali perhaps wrote three other
treatises entitled Hnjjat ul-Haqy MufsaM-Khifaf and QjLsim «/BtUimyah1 Two more books on the subject Fadhqyah al-IbHhijah
and Mawefam ul-B&lxntjak have been mentioned in the list of
-.1
____ * •___*
w
. _____ . i . .
____ u
i_____
___ j
oruua&au a wnuugs nu ujuc cue cuuiu nave encountered
Batinites so successfully as al-Ghazah did, for, he was fully aware
of the ways of mystics besides being a savant of both the secular
and religious sciences. Taking shelter behind the terminology
drawn from philosophy, theii cult of “esoteric meanings41 was a
combination of sophism and conspiracy For a man like al-Ghazah
it was comparatively easy to smash this snare of Batinites His
effective answer to the challenge of Batinites made it a discredited
sect ever after him
Al-Ghazali’s evaluation o f Social C onditions:

The second remarkable achievement of al-Ghazah was his
evaluation of the religious and moral state of the society from an
Islamic viewpoint whidi awakened the spirit for re-lslamisation
in the community IkflP cUtvm id-Dln (The Revival of Religous
Sciences) was the result of his endeavours in this regard
l&yS? cUlum id-D£n s
IhytP cUlEm id-Dln occupies a distinguished place among the
few literary works which have had a lasting effect in moulding
the moral and spiritual life of the Islamic world Hafiz Zam
ud-dln al-Iraqi (author of Alfyah), who brought out a collection of
the Traditions quoted m the fyhlP9 is of opinion that it is the
foremost literary composition of Islamic peoples * cAbdul GhSfir
Farsi, a contemporary of Al-Ghazah and a disciple of ImSm ulHarmayn, says that no book like it had been written before.1
ai ftL .—

1 . 1

__ iiL
. ----------------------(Vma
UmiIm tn
tiK another boo*
OICDUVDCB UIC IBUIIO W
» UKVG w
w
w
—
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Jawdhtr ul-Q)ir*anf p 26
T H 1I't
1
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n
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X
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Jbidt p 15
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Another reputed scholar, Sheikh Muhammad GazrEni, remarked
that if all the sciences were effaced completely} he could revive
them with the help of the IftyBV Hafiz Ibn al-Jawzi differed
from al-Ghazah on many issues, but he has acknowledged the
popularity and matchless sincerety of the lhy& and has written
a summary of it under the caption MtnhUj ul^Qjtsidln The IhylP
was written at a time when al-Ghazah had returned home after
more than ten years of seclusion and meditation in search of the
truth. He now wanted to disseminate his message of reform and
rectitude. In reflecting the tremendous sincerity and heroic
sacrifice, heart-felt certitude and ardent zeal of the author to
revivify the true faith the
presents an striking example.
Shibli Nacomani writes in Al-Ghazali.
“In Baghdad he felt an irresistible urge to embark
upon the quest for truth. He proceeded to study each
religion but still remained dissatisfied. At last he turned
to mysticism but it was something to be experienced in the
recesses of one’s heart rather than to be studied, and the
first step towards it was purification of the heart and
transformation of the self* The preoccupations of alGhazali, however, left no room for it. ‘What honour and
feme, sermons and debates, had to do with the purification
of heart and soul? Obviously, it was a path, that lead to
wilderness.
“At last, donning a mendicant’s habit [he left Baghdad
and took to wandering. After a long period spent alter
nately in complete seclusion and meditation^ he had an
access to divine manifestation. He would have spent the
rest of his life lost in beatific visions, but witnessing the
contamination of religion and morals all around him-—a
malady from which the laity and the elite, the savant and
the illiterate were suffering alike—he began to give
expression to his experiences and convictions. He could
not bear with equanimity the degeneration of the mexitors
1- T * n f li-JfcjrF,Vol I f p 15.
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of faith into a ccss-pool of crass materialism. He wrote the
book in these circumstances. As he hzmself writes in its
preface*
“I found every one hankering after the material gams.
People had become forgetful of the eternal salvation, while
the doctors of religion, who were guides to the right path,
were not to be found any longer There remained only
those who had lost their soul to worldly temptations.
These people had led every one lo suppose that knowledge
consists simply in the debates and arguments by which they
spread their fame, or else ornate sermons, by which they
held the people spellbound, 01 else legal opinion, by which
they sat in judgement to settle the disputes of others. The
knowledge that was required to illumuiatc the path
leading to the world-to-come had thus completely dis
appeared. I could not endure this state of affairs and had
ultimately to sound the alatm*” 1
Al-Ghazali’s critique o f tlie Society i

Al-Ghazali’s object was to bring about a moral and spiritual
transformation of the people of his tim e, he wanted to create for
the purpose an awareness of the ills and weaknesses the Muslims
as well as their religious and intellectual loaders were suffering
from; to tell them how the devil of earthly passions had taken
hold of the different sections of society, and, to let them realise
what factors were responsible ibr diverting their attention from
the true content of laith to its outer forms, rituals and customs,
thus making them oblivious of the eternal life and the will and
pleasure of God In order, therefore, to achieve the end he had
in view, al-Ghazali undertook a detailed analysis of the mtellec*
tual and moral approach of the then society towards life and the
world; highlighted the vices of diiferent sections; defined the
aims ,and the methods necessary to achieve those objectives;
delineated the individual and communal obligations of the people j
............ i t

1

>

Al-Ghazalr, pp. 48*49.
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brought out the distinguishing features and differences between
secular and religious sciences; invited the attention of the affluent
and ruling classes towards their shortcomings^ criticised, the
unjust laws and rules promulgated by the state; and exhorted
them to give up their im-lslamic ways, customs and usages. It
was thus the first detailed sociological study in Islam which
brought out courageously and poignantly the social and moral ills
of the society and suggested measures for its reform and trans
formation into a healthy community.
The Religious Preceptors s

Al-Ghazah held the religious doctors, the ^Ulma^ responsible
for the all round religious and moral degeneration of the Muslim
peoples To him, religious doctors were the salt of the earth; if
they went astray, nothing could keep the people on the right path.
An Arab poet has expressed the same idea m these words.
“O 1 teachers of Faith, you are the salt of the earth.
If the salt gets contaminated, what is there to purify
it again,”1
Complaining that the prevailing widespread vices were
accountable to the negligence of religious teachers, al-Ghazali
writes;
“The third reason, which really constitutes an incurable
disease, is that the patients there are but no physicians are
available for their treatment. cVlma are the physicians
but these days they are themselves confined to the sick-
bed and unable to cure others **2
The same reason has been attributed by al-Ghazah for the
waywardness of the rulers and kings.
He writes:
In short, the debasement of the people proceeds from
the corruption of their rulers, who get perverted on
of the demoralization of the doctors of religion. Had
1 Ujj>8>,Vol I,p 54
2 /ttf.V o l I,p 54
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rulers would not have become so depraved, for, in that
case, they would have had to be mindful of the warning*
of the cU lm a”i
The neglect of the then cUtema to etqoin the right and forbid
tko urmnrr ac tna savanfe nf tVib olrl IlClul £** jIa tim* AAfttJkHjkYBB
criticised by al-Ghazah. He deplored the timidness of the
religious teachers of his time who were not courageous enough to
uphold what was right m the face of kings because they had been
infected by the love of wealth, power and honour. After citing
numerous instances where the cUlema had fearlessly stood against
the injustice of powerful despots and tyrannical rulers, he says in
me inya~:
"This is how the learned enjoined the nght
forbade the wrong. They did not care at all for the pomp
and elorv
out their trust in
W
V of the kings
W for they
* used to A
God alone and were confident that He would protect them
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of a righteous cause, if God so desired. Whatever they said
was taken to heart, for, their intentions were pure, their
immaculate sincerity moulded even the hard-hearted
brutes; but, now, the earthly temptations have made them
rfumVt }. anrl vmran
if thmr cnoaV nut it ftcw Tin effect because
*********
tvm
----they lack sincerity. They can be effective even now if
they cultivate selflessness, detachment and earnestness
People have become depraved because of their rulersj and,
the rulers, because ofthe€J7fcma, who have been demoralised
on account1of their love for wealth, power and honour
One who has been infected by worldly temptations cannot
admonish even the lowly and the poor much less the elites
and kings ”*
*
Most of the religious scholars of Ins day, as Ghazali pointer
out, had given themselves up to the hair-splitting of juristic issues
........I

1
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2

lh d ., Vol II, p 312.
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and cavilling of real or imaginary problems In social gatherings
and religious meetings, royal courts and scholarly seminars
specious contentions of a juristic nature had come to be regarded
as an inevitable intellectual diversion. It had become such a
rage m those times that m their craze to arm themselves for a
knock-out victory in the debates and disputations, the scholars
were neglecting all other branches of learning including even the
religious sciences—the knowledge necessary for spiritual and
moral rectitude or for the preparation of the life in the Hereafter.
Al-Ghazah protests against this state of affairs in the Ihyti* m
these words *
“If any scholar-jurist is asked about the virtues and
vices like patience and thankfulness, fear and awe, envy
and malice, hypocrisy and deception, contentment and
earnestness or how to avoid hankering after the praise and
respect by others, he would not be able to give any answer
although he ought to know these as the preparation for life
in the world-to-come depends on them On the other
hand, if you ask him about &B*«, &hUr9sabaq or ram, he will
give out a detailed description of each although one
seldom comes across these issues, and, if anybody does
need a juristic opinion on these matters, he can easily
obtain it m every town* These scholars thus devote their
entire time and energy in learning and teaching the details
of similar insignificant issues but remain oblivious of the
knowledge essential for a religious teacher. If these
scholars are ever asked about it, their reply is that they are
engaged in acquiring a religious knowledge which consti
tutes a communal obligation {Fardhri-KafZyah) enjoined by
the Skan^ak They are really keeping {heir own-selves in
dark and deceiving others, for, as everybody knows, he who
Uants to acquit himself of a communal obligation should
first discharge the obligations eiyoined on him personally.
Also, there are many other communal obligations which
claim a preference, as, for example, we have many nonMuslim physicians in the dty whose evidence is not
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medical opinion. But we do not find any scholar turning
to the study of medicine. Students overcrowd the class*
rooms of the sciences pertaining to jurisprudence, logic and
dialectics although there are hundreds of jurisconsults who
Ate ever willing to let one have their legal opinions I Jail
to understand how these scholars can defend their
engagement m a communal obligation which is being
already performed by numerous cUlma, while disregarding
another obligation which is not being attended by anyone*
Is there any reason for it except that the study of medicine
cannot help them to secure trusteeship of the charitable
irusts,

_
_r ___*,_____*
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orphans and management of their property, appoint
ment to the posts of judges and official jurists, respect
and honour in governmental circles or a precedence over
their compatriots, friends and foes ?IV1
At atinfliAV
in fha
Via
*
“There is not a town in which several matters do not
assume the position oi joint or communal obligations, om
there is none to look after these nor any scholar pays any
heed to them. Take, for instance, the study of medicine
There are a number of towns m which there is no practis
ing physician whose evidence is admissible in law, but the
_1
_1__1__1
_j..__
j
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case with the obligation incumbent on all Muslims to
enjoin the nght and forbid the wrong (but it is oemg
overlooked by everybody) ”*
Al-Ghazah laments over the general lack of interest m and
apathy of the people towards the tenets of faith and calls atten
tion towards the need of spreading literacy and disseminating th*
•
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and spreading the knowledge of the faith* which
is also a joint obligation, is such a serious occupation that
it would not permit him to go into unnecessary juristic
details and waste his time in any scholastic hair*sphtdng or
similar other trivialities ”A
Al-Ghazali explained why the wrangling over disputed issues
had come to assume such an importance among the pedagogues of
his time who, in due course, had began to devote their time and
energy to those fruitless quibbhngs* Tracing the history of these
vain disputations he writes:
“The Caliphs succeeding the Prophet of Islam, were
scholars and jurists, competent to give juristic opinions in
all matters and they seldom required the help of other
companions of the Prophet in this task. The learned
among the companions, therefore, occupied themselves
with the studies and orisons leading to salvation in the
world-to-come If they were ever asked for any legal
opinion, they would refer the question to another jurist and
remain absorbed in the recollection of God* Numerous
instances of this kind have been preserved by the annalists.
Thereafter, undeserving and incompetent persons came to
preside over the Islamic commonwealth. They were also
incompetent to give legal opinions or settle the disputes of
the people and, therefore, they had of necessity to depend
upon the jurisconsults in the administration ofjustice. The
scnolars among the descendants of the companions of the
Holy Prophet generally followed in the footsteps of the
scholars of the old; they were aware of the true content of
the faith, were selfless and detached, and hence they avoid
ed the company of the rulers and kings. The Ummayyad
and the cAbbSsid Caliphs had to look round for them
and implore them to accept the offices of jurists and
judges. The plebeian masses of the time, who witnessed
I.

VoL I, pp. 3 7 .8 8 .
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the solicitations of the kings and disdainful indifference of
the devout scholar*jurists, thought that the study ofjuristic
sciences was the easiest way to acquire riches and honour
as well as to gam an access into the entourage of the
nobility# These elements, therefore, themselves applied
for the governmental offices and manoeuvred to win the
favour of rulers and administrators m the hope of achieving
worldly success. Some of them gained their end while
others licked the dust but even those who did succeed had
to humble themselves by applying for these offices They
had to come down from the exalted place of scholars to
that o f plebeians Another result of it was that the scholar*
who were earlier implored to accept these offices began to
offer themselves as candidates t earlier they were honoured
for their selfless detachment from the ruling circles but
now they lost their respect by becoming the henchmen of
the kings and rulers. A few scholars were, however, an
exception to it m every age.
“The analogical deductions drawn,|n no le^al or theo*
logical questions in accordance with the principles of juris
prudence and the teaching of the Skancahj were needed
primardy to meet the requirements of administration and
justice during the earlier times. In due course, however, the
nobles and administrators too cultivated an interest m these
matters and they began to encourage the scholars to discuss
theseissues in their presence. In view of the interest taken
by the nobility in these discussions, people began to devote
themselves to the study of dialectics, numerous treatises
came to be "Written on the
science
of
disputation;
rules
t
were evolved for these debates and gradually the wrangiings
were turned into an art of logical syllogism These persons
tried to justify their endeavours on the ground that their
aim was to protect the scripture and the Sunnak and to
oppose the innovations and deviations Those who were
earlier engaged in giving legal opinions had also made a
similar daim that they intended to serve the faith and the
.
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people by helping them to settle their disputes.
,CA few rulers and administrators of the later
tunes, undoubtedly, looked upon the dialectics and dispu
tations with disfavour for they thought that these polemics
gave rise to academic orthodoxy and quarrelsome disputes,
and not unoften even lo violent strife and blood-shed. On
the other hand, there were also nobles and chiefs desirous
of finding out which of the two schools of Islamic jurist
prudence, Hanafite or Shafecite, was nearer to the right
path. These elements encouraged discussions and debates
on juristic issues. The scholars belonging to their
entourage, accordingly, put aside all the dialectical quibbltngs on other issues and took up the controversies between
these two juristic schools, overlooking the differences of
oDinion between other Jurists such as Mshk ibn Anas.
Ahmad ibn Hanbal
ainerences
Laying a claim to the refinement and amplification the corpus
Jim s of Islamic law, and to formulation of the principles of
analogical deduction, these scholars compiled innumerable
dissertations on the subject, cultivated logical syllogism
and developed it into a science of ratiocination They are
still preoccupied with this vocation and only God knows
to what extent they would go. Thus, the reason for undue
interest taken by the scholars in these controversies and
contentious reasonings is what we have stated above If
the nobility or the powers that be were to take interest in
the juristical differences of the schools other than
or
Abo Hanifa and al-Shsfeci, these people would immediately
start quibbling over the questions relating to those schools.
And, they would still claim that their aim is simply to
_ acquire knowledge and to seek the pleasure of God
After tracing the origin of contentious debates, al-Ghazah
sets forth in some detail the ill-nffVvt.
___
r.
__
..._
...
usg 11 urn uiese
1 /Ajr«\ Vol I, p 38
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wranghngs. He also describes his own experiences since he had
himself earlier taken a keen interest m such polemics.1
The vocabulary employed to denote the new sciences then
being cultivated was also creating a misunderstanding Words
or phrases occurring in the QurcanaTraditions of the Prophet or
the sayings or works of his companions were being widely used
for the new sciences being evolved in those times To give a few
examples, the word Jiqah (legal theology) was being commonly
used for the intricate and hypothetical details of legal questions as
well as for the differences in legal opinions m regard to such
issues, ctlm (knowledge) was a common term employed to des
cribe all sorts of learning, religious or secular The scholasticism
or logical syllogibm was known as tawhld (Unity of Godhead)
tazktr (recollection or act of devotion to God) was the name
assigned for all sorts of lectures replete with fantastic tales while
htkmat (wisdom) denoted occult and uncommon practices With
their indiscriminate use the peculiai sense conveyed by these
terms m the context of the Qur’amc text and the Snnnah had
come to be associated with these new sciences as well Thus, the
Qur’Smc verse so that they may understand rchgton and the Tradition
God grants understanding o f religion to those who intend to be virtuous
weie applied to the unforeseeable legal quibblings, the Divine
tidings that those granted wisdom {in religion) have been bestowed a
greatfavour was appnopi latcd to philosophy and scholasticims of the
fifth century, and the verse of the Qur^fin remember God, for ye
may be one o f the devoted was employed for the vdc seimons of the
ignoiant and misguided preachers Al-Ghazali explained how
these words wci c being used out of thetr context to mean some
thing which these teims weie never intended to convey He
traced the ougmal meanings of these words and phrases which
had not only been lost owing 10 their misuse but M’hich also
differed widely fiom the sense convened during his times 2 The
analysis made by al-Ghazah uas
much instructive as it was
1 %ir>, Vol I, pp 40-43
2 Ibid , Vol I, pp 28-34
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helpful in removing the misconceived notions created by the
careless and indiscriminate use of religious terminology which
was being employed as a vehicle ibr the furtherance of the new
sciences.
Critique of the Rulers and K ings:

Al-Ghazah held that alongwith the religious scholars, kings
and rulers, administrators and nobles were also responsible for
the widespread moral and spiritual degeneration of the people
cAbdullah ibn MubSrak had also expressed the same feeling in
regard to the kings and nobles two hundred years before al-Ghazali
m his famous verse saying
“And who pollutes religion excepting the kings, nobles
and the priestly order ?”
Unmindful of his personal safety al-Ghazali stood up against
the unjust ways of the powerful despots and autocratic rulers who
considered themsdves above everym law It was a. common prao
Ji
tice amongst the scholars m those days to accept donations or
stipends granted by the then kings Al-Ghazali was, however,
courageous enough to denounce these awards as unlawful He
declared that these grants were, at best, doubtful and at ’worst,
prohibited He writes
"The revenues acciumg to the kings these days are
mostly prohibited, for they seldom have a lawful income,
or, if they have any, it is only paltry ”l
Again he says
“The income of the kings m our times is either
entirely prohibited or its major portion comes under this
category. There is nothing surprising m it because we
find mm-a-days no trace of the lawful sources like the poor*
due, spoils of war, etc. No income from these sources
generally reaches the king. Among the lawful sources^
only poll-tax remains now, but numerous unjust means are
employed in the recovery of these dues, which are not
1. Ifyfr, Vol n 9pt 120
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allowed by the Shancak The officials of the State exceed
the prescribed limits both in regard to the amounts to be
recovered and the persons to be assessed for the poll-tax
The conditions laid down for assessment of this tax are also
disregarded. Apart from these sources of income, the coffers
of the state are also filled with riches extracted from the
Muslims far m excess of the tributes of the lands held by
them, confiscations, illegal giatifications and similar other
taxes which arc collected even more mercilessly than the
noll-tax nl
Al-Ghazah maintained that since the riches amassed by the
kings was either unlawful or at least of a doubtful nature from the
view-pomt of the Shartcah, it was advisable that no grants or
donations out of it should be accepted by a scholar Such an
income, he held, was not conducive to the spiritual advancement
of the recipient He further atgued that instances of scholars
ft
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that was a world altogether different from that of his own times
In this connection he writes
“The despotic ruleis of the past, because of being
nearer in time to the right-guided Caliphs, were at least
conscious of their tyrannical
wavs
w
m and hence they were
ever eager to win the favour of the companions of the
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rulers of the old were anxious that their favours should
be accepted by the devout scholars, they made these pre
sentations of their own accord and without any strings
attached to their donations They even expressed gratitude
for the acceptance of their grants The religious savants,
on the other hand, accepted these presentations only to
distribute these among the poor and the needy At the
same time, these mentors of the old nevei sided with the
fT L .r
rulers in the furtherance of their political enos xney
never paid visits to kings and chicftain s nor did they ever
1 Ihva\
^ * Vol II.i iD
' . 122
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encourage the latter to call upon them It was not unoften
that they warned the kings for their irreligiouSv actions or
even cursed them for their tyrannical ways. Thus, these
scholars accepted the presentations of the then rulers
because there was no danger of any harmful effect to the
faith on account of it *
“The kings now-a-days have, however, only such
scholars on their pay-rolls whom they hope to win over to
their side for certain ulterior motives or those who would
be willing to act as their entourages and sing their praises
The vices flowing out of the acceptance of such favour are
many: first, the recipient has to endure humiliation;
secondly, he has to pay visits to the donor; thirdly, he has
to be lavish in his praise for the grantor, fourthly, he is
required to help the donor in i ealising his ends; fifthly, he has
to dance attendance on the ruler like other courtiers; sixthly,
he has always to express gratitude and assure the donor of
his help* and, seventhly, he has to hold his tongue over the
tyrannies and misdeeds of the kings. The rulers now-a-days
would not extend their help to anybody who is not willing
to accept even one of these conditions, no matter whether
he be an erudite scholar of al*Shafecits fame. It is because of
these reasons that it is not lawful now for anyone to accept
donations from the kings, even if one knows that the latter
have derived their income through lawful means There
is thus absolutely no justification for accepting grants
out of the revenues which have been mobilised through
prohibited or even doubtful means. Now, if anybody still
unashamedly accepts the donations from these rulers and
quotes the companions of the Prophet and their successors
as a precedent, he perhaps considers the angels to be peers
or blacksmiths, for, he cannot avoid waiting upon the rulers
or even their chiefs and officials and playing second fiddle
to them And, these are all «in$r
“I have now explained the sources of lawful
unlawful income accruing to the kings* If, however, anybody
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still deems it practicable to obtain a grant drawn out of
lawful revenues, and he also deserves the same or gets it
without in any way asking for the same or having to please
the king or his chieftains, or else the donation does not
depend on any service to be rendered in return thereof,
then it may be lawful to accept the same, but I would still
advise that it is preferable to refuse it if only on account
of the evils likely to follow in the wake of its acceptance*9**
Al-Ghazah did not merely advice to forsake the donations
and grants from the kings, he went even further to stress that
one ought completely to disassociate oneself with them and hate
their tyrannical and despotic ways. He writes m the IhytP :
**Secondly, one should be so completely cut off from
the kings that he may never come arross them* It is obligatory ana, maeea, saiety ties m it tnat one snouia roue
them for their tyranny* He should never entreat God’s
blessings for them nor praise them, nor else seek acquintance
of their courtiers One should not even desire to know
anything about them.”2
We are living m a democratic age when freedom of
speech and expression is more or less assured in almost every
country of the world. It is rather difficult to visualise the
unount of courage al-Ghazah had had to muster, and the
{rave danger to which he exposed himself by openly preachng disassociation with the rulers or advising refusal of their
{rants, and criticising them for their tyrannical and un-Mamic
aolicies m the social, political and fiscal matters* For the des)otic and autocratic rulers, as the kings generally were in those
lays, even the slightest criticism of the state or its policies or
>fficials was a sufficient mark of treason, and the heads of eminent
-cholars and reputed personages rolled on the ground at the
lightest displeasure of those tyrants. However, throwing all
*onsiderations of personal safety to the winds, al-Ghazali preached
1 Ihya>t Vol n ,p p 122-123
2

Ibtd Vol II, p 128
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and practised what he considered to be right and never faltered
from the duty of severely admonishing the arrogant kings of his
time* Sultan Sanjar, the son of Seljukid King Malik Shah, was
the Governor of KhurasSn. Once al-Ghazali happened to see
him in his court Addressing Sanjar, he said before his courtiers:
“It is indeed regrettable that the necks of the Muslims
are breaking under the crushing burden of thy tyranny,
while those of thy horses are over burdened with expensive
harness.”1
Muhammad, the elder brother of Sanjar, succeeded his father
Malik Shah. Al-Ghazah wrote a detailed letter in the form of a
treatise exhorting him to inculcate the awe of God, fulfil his
obligations as a long and work for the betterment of his people.
Administration was generally m the hands of ministers in the
times of al-Ghazali. He, therefore, paid more attention to them
than to the Se^ukid kings for bringing about reforms in adminis
tration. He wrote detailed letters and directives inviting their
attention to the mismanagement, maladministration, inefficiency,
illegal exhortions and high handedness of the State officials.
Al-Ghazali reminded them of their responsibility before God and
invited their attention towards the fate earlier tyrannical rulers
and administrators had met, as a consequence of their oppressive
administrative policies. The letters written by al-Ghazali to the
then ministers of Se^ukid kings mirror his personal courage,
the desire for exposition of truth and effectiveness of his pungent
mode of expression.
In one of his letters to a Minister, Fakhar ul-Mulk, he wrote:
“You should know that this city (Tus) had been laid
waste by famine and tyranny. Everyone was scared by
the news of your presence in Safra’in and DamaghSn;
cultivators sold their produce and hooligans behaved
nicely with the populace. Now that you are far away, the
fear has taken flight from these elements. The bully has
again taken heart and the farmers and grocers are
/

1. Al-Ghazah, p. 24.
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indulging in black-marketing Anybody sending you a
report contrary to what I have stated is not your wellwisher. ., Verily, the solemn invo cation of the oppressed in
TQs would surely be answered by the Lord I counselled
the Governor of TOs but he did not pay any heed to me
until an example was made out of him by the divine
justice . . . My solemn admonitions would undoubtedly
appear distasteful to you but I would not have dared to
write this letter, if I had not cast away all temptations of
would not be counselled like this by anyone after me
Only those can admonish you who do not allow their
selfishness to conceal the Truth/*1
In a letter to Migir ud-dln, another minister, he says
“Now that the tyranny
has reached its limits,- it has
m
m
become incumbent on you to succour die oppressed I was
a witness to this state of affairs for a year or so, I then
migrated from Tfis in order to avoid casting a glance over
those ignoble oppressors Now that I have returned to
Tfis, I find that the oppression is still continuing.**2
After inviting the attention of Mujn ud-dln to the despicable
fate met by earlier ministers, al-Ghazah continues
“The ministers, before you, met a late which none had
met before them But now I see oppression and destruc
tion which I had never witnessed earlier. You may not be
pleased with this state of affairs but when these oppressors
will be called up on the Day of Requital, everyone res
ponsible for their tyranny, even in the remotest possible
way, will be asked to render an explanation for it The
Muslims of this place are extremely aggrieved The offi
cials have collected quite a substantial amount from the
populace, many times more than the money sent by you for
distribution among the poor, but it has not been remitted
1 MakiubBt, pp. 36-58
2 Ibuf, pp 62*53
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to the king. These people have misappropriated the entire
amount/11
Other Glasses o f the M uslim Society t

Al-Ghazali had also made a deep study of the religious and
moral
of the other sections of society besides the scholars,
kings and chieftains. He has left a detailed description of
numerous innovations and deviations, customs and rites, m short,
all aspects of mundane life which had somehow or the other found
a place in the life of the different sections of the then society. It
is remarkable that apart from being a profound scholar of religion*
al-Ghazali was also such a keen observer of social life that no
aspect of the life of the people escaped his attention. He has
devoted one section of the IhyU3 to such customs as violate the
dictates of the Shan^ak although they do not apparendy seem to
do so. In this •section he leaves untouched no aspect of individual
to fhe social gatherings—and enumerates the practices which are
prohibited and ought to be given up.*
Another section of the book deals with those people who
were suffering from one or the other misconceived notions which
impeded the improvement of their character. This section is
concerned with the people who were suffering from different
types of self-deceptions, weaknesses, fallacies, illusions and para
doxes. The survey includes the affluent, nobles, scholars, mystics
and similar other classes of rank and distinction, exhibiting a
keen insight into their mental and emotional life which can be
expected from an expert psychologist only. His study reveals
the elements of misgivings and illusions of which the people
concerned would have themselves been hardly aware
The scholars in al-Ghazah’s time had generally developed
an extremism in the cultivation and practice of their different
branches of learning which had obscured from their view the
1
2.
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essence of the true faith. Jurists were stretching their legal
quibblings too far to include all sorts of futile juristic issues >
dialecticians deemed it worthwhile to engage in specious reasoning
and irrelevant polemics, traditionists busied themselves with
unnecessary researches into the terms and phrases used m the
Traditions and their derivatives; while mystics considered it an
ftct of devotion to commit the writings of their masters to memory
Al-Ghazali vigorously criticised all these people and brought out
succinctly the misconceptions under which they were labouring. *
Summing up the discussion m this regard he writes:
“The secular sciences pertaining to mathematics,
medicine and other useful arts do not produce so much
self-deception among their students as is born out of the
religious sciences. This is because nobody ever thinks of
these brandies of learning as a means of attaining salvation
w the IJereafter; whereas, the study of religious sciences
is_itself,
__ _ waoart
m from
_ its aim and the ultimate
__ result desired
of it, very often taken as leading to salvation.”1
A I____ -^1— r - ______________ - I
V __ ...L 4
/umiKmui Mic r u U ^ iu u s sujviais)
v iu u g u i ujc jiwub
and the mystics too under the ibcus of his criticism. In high
lighting their mistakes and misconceptions, self’deceptions and the
show of assumed piety, al-Ghazali disclosed how a number of
devotional practices were really unimportant and worthless, and
that the motive behind several of these devotional acts was not a
sincere desire to serve God but simply to satisfy one’s ownself or
others, or else to seek respect and honour 2
Turning to the affluent and well-to-do sections of the society
al-Ghazali has made certain pertinent observations of far-reaching
importance *
f'There are many amongst the men of substance who
are too liberal in spending their wealth on the performance
of Hqjj. They set out for the pilgrimage regularly year
after year as if they have none hungry or in want amongst
1
2.
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Vol IX I,p 343
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their neighbours. cAbdullah ibn MascGd truly said that
during
later faptgs quite a large number of persons
would perform the Hajj unnecessarily, simply because they
would find it easy to travd. and would have enough to
spend j but they would return from the Hay without any
recompense for they would not help their fellow-travellers
whom they would find in trouble.
“AbU Nasr Tamm&r relates that somebody informed
Bishr ibn al-Harith of his intention to set out for the Hajj.
Bishr asked, ‘What have you got to meet the expenses
The man replied, ‘Two thousand dirhams,9
cAnd what is the purpose of your journey', demanded
Bishr again, ‘Do you want to make a show of your piety,
visit ihe Kacaba or seek the pleasure of God
He replied, ‘To seek the pleasure of God/
‘All right’, said Bishr, "but would you agree, if I tell
you a method whereby you would attain the pleasure of
God without having to go all the way for Hajj ? You would
undoubtedly spend the money you have, but you would also
be satisfied that you have done something that would be
liked by the Lord *
After the man had given his assent Bishr told him?
'Then you should distribute the amount you have set
aside for the Hcjj among ten insolvent persons so that they
may be able to pay off their debts, or to paupers who may
live on it, or to the orphans or persons in indigent circums
tances. If you like, you may give the entire amount to a
smgle person because rendering help to the poor or the
needy or any one in trouble is better than performing a
hundred voluntary Hajjs. Now you should do as I have
told you but if you have any hesitation, tell me about it/
*The truth is , the man rejoined, *that I want to under
take the journey/
Bishr smiled and remarked: ‘When the money is
obtained from prohibited or doubtful sources, the insinuat
ing-self of man urges him to gratify its desires which it
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often brings forth in the garb of virtuous acts to deceive
him God Almighty has, however, decided that He would
accept the deeds of only those who fear him 91
“Another group among the moneyed but niggardly
persons is more interested in such devotional acts on
which nothing is to be spent They like to keep fasts, offer
prayers or recite the Qur*£n These persons too are
deceiving themselves because stinginess has captured their
souls They ought to spend their money m order to cure
themselves of the malady but they keep themselves busy m
the acts which are really not lequired of them These
elements are like the man who is about to be bitten by a
snake and of which he would undoubtedly die, but he

cough These miserly persons do not stand m need of
the aforesaid devotional acts as that foolish man would not
be cured of the snake-bite by his syrup Once somebody
told Bishr that a certain wealthy person was profusely
keening
oravers
He recited,
‘The poor
*
W fasts and offering
W A
f
*
•
fellow is doing the work of others but has given up his own
He was required to feed the hungry and help the poor
Instead, he is forcing his ownself to remain hungry and is
trying to help himself by offering voluntary prayert Along
with this, he is also busy m accumulating as much wealth as
possible so as to exclude the poor from it’.”2
In
regard to a n o—--—
th e r splf-rferAntinn
frorn,*----w hich
neonle
generally*
------------------------ -----------—A
-- * w
suffer, al-Ghazah says
“There are still others, both among the well-to-do and
the poor, who are victims of self-deception for they consider
it sufficient enough to attend the religious discourses and
sermons They regularly attend such gatherings and think
that it is propitious to listen to these discourses even
without acting on the counsel of the preachers These
1
Vo) III, pp 951-352
2 Ibtd, Vol III, p. 352

»
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persons are deceiving tnemseives Decause me mem oi tiiese
sermons lies simply m their exhortation to adopt the
righteous course But if the sermons create no urge for
virtuous action, then they are simply valueless Anything
used as a means for achieving an end has importance
because of its objective and if it cannot somehow be helpful
in achieving the object, it becomes worthless. But these
persons are led astray by the merit of listening to such
discourses, unduly emphasised by certain preachers. Often
such listeners are found in a melting mood or even in a
flood of tears dunng the discourses but they never make
up their mind to tread the righteous path. If these per
sons are told something dreadful, they begin to implore
God and seek His protection, but they appear to think that
it is all they need to propitiate the Lord. It is nothing but
self-deception Such a person is like a patient who consults
the physician simply to gam knowledge of the prescription
but he can never regain his health by it. Or, dse, he
resembles one who is hungry but cannot fill his belly
merely by learning the name of different types of edibles.
“Being attentive to the preachers and hearing the
details of doctrines and devotional practices would likewise
be of no avail in the life-to-come
it malfw you
change your life and pattern it in a manner that it may
inculcate awe and remembrance of God. If the sermons
do not produce this effect and do not make you weary of
this-worldhness, then these will be produced as an evidence
against you in the Hearafter. Verily, if you thinlr that
simply listening to these sermons would be enough for your
salvation, you are deceiving yourself.**1
Purpose o f die Osya*

^ *
is not merely a book of criticism. One of
the objectives underlying this book a to reform and
the
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Muslim society* A)"Gh^zflli really intended to produce a work
which might be seltsufficient not only for ihe education and
discipline of the seekers after truth but that it might also be an
adequate guide-book for the educators and preachers, serve as an
encyclopaedia of Islamic sciences and may be used as a maiiaal
of injunctions
for the Islamic wavw of life. He succeeded in
—
making the book a compendium of Islamic beliefs and practices,
IllVWflWW I^UAIWU IVI |IUIUIMUVU UAUIU 0UU|j UXDMj^UUQi) U1 UIUIU
conduct and cultivation of a mystical awareness of the truth* The
book also presents an striking example of its effectiveness. Many
of us would have shared the expenence of Shibli Nacomani who
says that “every word of this book has a magnetic effect on its
reader , it takes hold of him and pulls the strings of his heart*
This over bearing effect of the Ihyd* is perhaps because it was
____v — - i m ___________ t ^ *____ _ . . . t ___ i__ ______ t_ •______ti* / m i - j ___ i
written v / ai*uuosau at a tune wnen ne was nimseu nueu ana
deeply impressed with a feeling of higher awakening.”2
The inner experience of unseen realities giving an insight
into the higher realms, through which al-Ghazal? had himself
passed, and which is reflected in the IhylP, sometimes makes its
readers
with the world It creates a long^pg for
solitude and penitence, contemplation and devotion and produces
an awe and reverence of God peculiar to the mystic way of life
which is often harmful for the health. The writer of these pages
has himself experienced these feelings while going through the
IhjjfS? for the compilation of this book It is perhaps for this reason
that the mentors of mystic disciplines do not advise the novices
UlotS*Om
«mi uumcu rtafVM *Pai'A
w*!' Tfinrl^mtlAn H
Dfl
tv £\/ uiiuugiA fliA
iaic juyrw
wiwv*
---temperance can indeed be had only through the study of the
Traditions and the biography of the Prophet and the company of
a religious teacher who has modelled his hie m accordance with
the teachings of the Shancah
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mystic, al-Ghazali was also a propounder of the Islamic ethics. His
studies in ethical philosophy fathom the mystries of head and
heart and exhibit a penetrating insight into the eternal values of
life. In fact al*Ghazali has left such an indelible mark on the
subsequent thought that no study of Islamic ethics and ethical
philosophy can be deemed complete without a mention of alGhazah’s thought and his writings on the subject.1 The IhyT? is a
masterpiece of al-Ghazah on this subject too in which he, like a
true thinker, sets out to examine the innate psychological disposi
tions and impulses actuating ethical behaviour.
Yearning for Honour (Jah) i

Under the caption "Why man has a natural longing for
honour (Jsh) and why it seldom leaves even the heart of a
penitent,*’ al-Ghazah writes in the IkptP
“One must know that exactly for the same reason
which makes wealth dearer to man, he inculcates the love
ofJSh Just as gold is liked more than silver, even if the
two be of the same value, Juh claims precedence over
riches As you know, gold and sdver have no attraction
in themselves for these can neither satisfy hunger nor can
be put on. these are just as good as any other metal, but
these have an allurement because they serve as a means of
satisfying the desires held dearer by man Similar is the
case with
which means winning and dominating the
heart of others
"Howe\er, despite the fact that Jah and wealth equally
share the fancy of man, the former claims precedence
over the other for reasons more than one. There are three
conspicuous reasons for it. The first of these is that Jak
can be a means for attaining riches while the latter may not
be helpful in commanding the respect of others. Anybody
winning the hearts of others wins their services and
I Tan&h td-Akhtoq, p 200, also seeFaUafaud Alhlaq
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belongings too as people are always desirous of making
presentations to those whom they love and revere On the
other hand, xf an undistinguished plebeian somehow gets
hold of a treasure, he cannot win the respect of others
merely by getting rich jf3h is, thus held dearer than
V A 9 A A 1 f U

TTQaUUv

“Another obvious reason is that there is always a
danger of losing wealth It can be stolen or taken away
forcibly, kings and tyrants can confiscate it It also needs
to be guarded and kept in boxes and strong-rooms, but
once a man wins the heart of anyone* there is no danger
of its being lost to thieves) robbers, or plunderers It is
indeed the most well-guarded treasure The treasure of
heart, on the other hand, is immune from 411 these dangers
“The third reason for holding Jnh dearer is that it
goes on increasing by itself without requiring any effort to
be made for it When people begin to venerate anyone
on account of his knowledge or virtuous actions, they sing
his praise thereby widening the citcle of his followers It
is thus only natural that everybody should hanker after
fame and honour When the fame spreads to other towns
and lands, the number of admirers too increases with it
As against this, wealth does not increase by itself. These
are the manifest reasons for giving prefeience to J&h over
wealth One can also find many other reasons for it
“Now, it can be argued that if what I have explained
here is correct a man should like to have riches or 7%h only
to the extent of fulfilling his desires or meeting his wants,
for* he holds these dear only for achieving these ends But,
the fact is that the covetousness of man know no bounds
and he goes on accumulating possessions and riches till the
limits of his needs are left far behind and he presents the
spectacle of one alluded to m the Tradition which says
I f a man has two valleys filled with gold%he would longfor the
third. Similarly, a man is always anxious that lus JW
should go on increasing till his fame reaches the far off
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lands, although he knows that he would never step into those
countries and meet their inhabitants
“The answer to the question posed earlier is that, in
truth and reality, love of JUh produces an intoxication
which can hardly be eradicated There are two reasons
for this. One of these is manifest and can be conceived by
everyone But the other one being related to a peculiar
trait of the human-self, is so subtle and latent that it would
be difficult even for the most intelligent to grasp it fully
It can be understood only by those who are endowed by
the brilliance of mind and have a deep insight into the
psychological nature of man
“The first of the two causes is that man always feels an
innate uneasiness on account of the fears and doubts m
regard to that which he holds dear and accordingly wants
to ward off all dangers9 real or imaginary, from it As a
poet has said* ‘To fall in love is to fall in a thousand
anxieties ’
“Man is never satisfied, no matter whatever provisions
he has made to meet his necessities The doubt that he
might lose his possessions, later on, always assails his heart
and this makes him sad and anxious This anxiety can be
removed only m case he gets something which can be a
substitute for the possessions which he fears to lose Again,
on account of his self-love and eagerness for a long life, he
overestimates his necessities for the future, and wants
adequate resources to counterbalance the imaginary penis
to his means. He is always worried about the supposed
hazards which might make him lose his resources The onlv
effective remedy he can think of against these risks is to
have so much estate and effects that if he somehow loses a
part of it, he may be able to manage easily with the
remaining assets left with him The doubt and fear in
regard to future security never allow him to be content
with his existing belongings and he yields to the desire of
possessing thp fortunes of the entire world The Prophet
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of Islam has very rightly said that the longing for two
things v iz, for knowledge and wealth is never satisfied
The desire for Juh or winning the hearts of men is also
insatiable precisely ibr the same reason*
“Another reason, and a more cogent one than the
first, is that the Spirit is a command by God. The Qui^gn
says. They will ask thee concerning the Spirtt, Say. The
Spini 15 by command of my Lord1 The command by the
Lord means that it is a secret which can be experienced by
the illuminated masters through beatific visions but cannot
be divulged. The Prophet of Islam too did not disclose
the reality of Spirit but, without going into its reality, one
can'find out that the heart of man has four-fold predis
positions The first of these is a beastly inclining towards
eating, drinking, sexual intercourse, etc. The second per
tains to what may be called a ferocious leaning towards
killing, injuring and hurting others The third element of
human nature is devilish having a predisposition towards
deceit and fraud Along with these propensities, there is
another one relating to the divine nature of man which
seeks expression m the divine attributes like beneficence,
dignity, grandeur, respect and glory The heart of man
has numerous similar predispositions which cannot be gone
into in any detail here, but, as stated, one of the important
inclinations of the heart, owing to the Spirit being a
command by the Lord, pertains to the quality of perfection*
And, what this perfection is9 It consists of being unnvalled
in perfection and owning an existence not dependent on
another for anything
"Man is thus naturally inclined towards perfection
since it is a divine quality— a quality which does not
admit of any peer or rival, for that would really constitute
a defect m perfection The perfection of the sun lies in
the fact that it is the only sun Likewise, the perfection
S Bant Israel, 85
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of Being is enjoyed by God Almighty alone for there is
no perfect Being besides Him Whatever exists besides
Him is simply His creation, and cannot exist on its
own* Thus, in very truth, nothing exists without God,
for, sharing any quality with Him presupposes an equality
which is a defect for the unrivalled perfection of God
Almighty Just as the sun illuminates everything
in
this
w
world without losing its perfection, God also bestows
existence to eveiything. It is on Him that tlie existence of
everything depends in this universe Unrivalled perfection
is thus a divine attnbute to which man has a natural
predisposition Some of the mystics have observed that
m the recesses of his heait eveiyman nourishes the same
feeling which found expression from Pharaoh when he
said / am ymr Lard, Most High It is because of this
reason that man finds it more pleasing to become an
object of homage and teverence than to become himself a
devotee or a worshipped This is a natural human instinct
which is alluded to in the divine revelation which savs
that the Spirit is by command of nty Lord
"Man can not> how ever, attam absolute 01 unrivalled
perfection, but his desne for it persists because he deiives
a sort of satisfaction from it Absolute perfection is the
end and not the means of achieving anything else. The
fact is that every man adoies his self as well as its absolute
perfection, he shudders at the idea of death simply became
he sees the annihilation of his self and of its perfection m
his death Absolute perfection, on the one hand, demands
complete independence from every thing for its existence
and, on the other, dependence of every other existence on it
Ifi however, that be not possible, the next best course desired
by it is to dominate others Man desiring complete perfec
tion has, thus, a natural inclination towards predominance
over others Domination over others 15 gratifying to the
self and a means of achieving perfection. It consists of the
capacity to be effective and the ability to make others
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change their will Accordingly, man wants to dominate
over every olhei being but the lalfei consists of objects,
some of which do not admit of any change m accoi dance
with the human will, as* foi mstan.ee, the Supreme Being
and His attributes. There is anothei category of objects
which undergoes change but not in conformity with the
human desne, and these ate the heavens, planets, angels,
rlAtnfe mnnntointf
n/*Mne nnnu A
1.1 « TU* u u j c u a
lu w u iiw u is j v v
u
n iv falling in the third catepoiy such as land, its elements,
minerals, plants, animals and also the hearts of men, are
liable to change under the mflucncc of human will Now,
the objects of the fhst two categones being outside the
scope of human influence, man endeavours to acquire
knowledge of these objects, fot, acquii mg the knowledge
of anything is also a means of gaining domination over it.
You see the keenness of some people to have an *nsight
into the reality of the natuie and attributes of God, angels,
heavens, planets, stars, oceans and then wonders Tins
is also a way of acquuing some domination ovei these
iia c
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facture something that catches his fascination, he wants atleast to know how it had been made because this gives him
some satisfaction A man who cannot himself invent a
game like chess or any other device, wants atleast to know
liow it is olaved
how
* -- or
— used and
---------- it was invented He
finds his ignoiancc vexatious and the knowledge enchant•
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through his knowledge
“O f the eaithly things oveiwhich man desires pre
dominance m order to utilise
them according to his
wishes, theie aie two sub-divisions, fiistly, those pertaining
tn
bclnnffinF to SDJftt
™ fi/vJv.I nn/3.
" • » } enmn/1)v.7 tlirnp
--- ------------------------------------"CT--- OThe
’ *
first comprises possessions and belongings, wealth and
resouices on which man wants complete domination He
wants complete authoiity to use these in whatever manner
he desires because authority is necessaiy J'or perfection
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dominance is one of the attributes of God reflecting His
qualities of overlordship9 paternalism} etc« Man has a
natural inclination to hold these dear to his heart no matter
whether he ever needs them for meeting his personal
requirements or not. Similarly, man wants to have daves,
who would be under his dommation9or to fojrce even free
people to accept his predominance, so that he may
command their homage and services. It is not necessary
that he should always wm over their hearts because domi
nation by force is more often as much effective as winning
over the heart of a man It is, therefore, natural that man
sometimes desires to attain predominance through brute
force because it expresses his authority over others—an
attribute of perfection to which man is piedisposed.
“The most precious of all earthly possessions, then,
falling under the second category, is the domination and
winning over the hearts of men The perfection of domi
nation lies m the authority exei cised by a man over the
hearts of otheis who ate ever willing to comply with his
bidding The hearts of men can best be dominated by
creating love and reverence which is born out of a convic
tion about the perfection of qualities m the person adored»
for, perfection of qualities is a divine attribute to which
man has an inherent inclination The heart of man,
^therefore, desires to attain perfection either through
knowledge or authority Riches and Juk, being the two
potent means of acquiring this authority, are cherished bv
the heart of man. And, since knowledge and authority are
limitless, man endeavours to gain knowledge of everything
and command authority over every existence As the
Prophet has alluded to the dissatisfaction of the learned
and the wealthy the desire of man for domination over
things bevond his authority—ever goes on increasing ,JI
I Abbreviated from lh\ 5>, Vol III, pp 241-244
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C ritique o fd ie Selfs
The most effective part of the Ihyd? is where al-Ghaiali
expounds the significance of punfymg one’s own soul and reform
ing the morals for achieving blessedness His exposition covers
the fleeting nature of the terrestrial world, eternity of the worldto-come, significance of the faith and righteous action, cleansing
of the spirit and eradication of the vices of heart which he deems
to be the inner bases of all grossness m human conduct The
graphic description of the vices and virtues by al-Ghazali and his
m lin rtsitifin Fnr flH n n h n n n ,F th n
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the mark of an eloquent speaker, a prudent mentor and a
philosopher with an incisiveness of intellect and a penetrating
insight into the inner recesses of human soul, mmd and spirit He
is fully aware of the different types of human weaknesses and
delineates each of these, sets forth their causes and traces their
ongin, and thereafter proceeds to suggest measures for subjugation
of the earthly appetites and impulses out of which these vices are
born The treatment of the ethical issues by al-Ghazali does not
produce a mere religious discourse His essays are inspiring,
employing a rich and expressive language which has since cast its
spell over hundreds and thousands of people and reformed their
llVAC TTlQ
rtf iltd ViaaI <1aa1b AVnIll»lt1v TUllfl tilft
critique of the Self and the method of self-examination He tells
us how one should make an assessment of one’s own vices and
inclinations towards it, and prepare oneself for the life-to-come
Under the caption "Self-criticism” al-Ghazali writes
“O *Nafs (Self), is it the nght course that when a Jew
tells thee that a certain thing is injurious for thy health,
uiou ao5C not lane it ana preierest io curu my uwne,
?
thou, completely disregardest the commands of Divine
revelation and the directives of the prophets whose truth
fulness is established by miracles ? Is it not suiprising that
thou attachest more weight to the opinion of that Jew
altltMMvli Via ic ItaTilo tv\ fni*m nn MTronGOUS ODlIUOn OH
account of his limited knowledge or wisdom? Thou
.
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if even ft child informs thee that a scorpion has got into
thy clothes. Is it that the tidings of the prophets, scholars,
saints and the mentors about the Kfe-to-come, the Hell and
its blazing fire, its torments, its bitter thorn, its scorpions
and reptiles do not deserve even as much credence as the
information given by a child 7 Or, is it that the reptiles
of the Hell shall cause thee lesser pain than the sting of an
earthly scorpion which gives thee trouble for a day or even
for a shorter period? This is certainly, not the way
dictated by prudence If the beasts were to know of thy
foolishness, they would laugh at thee.
“O ’ JVbfo thou knowest what is to happen after death
and hast also a faith m the life-to-come, but thou still dost
not »want to act righteously and desirest to ignore the
Hereafter. Death is marking time to come upon thee and
impound thy soul without any warning Even if a hundred
years were given, one shall never reach the destination,
if one discontinues the journey to bask in the sunshine.
And, what dost thou think of a man who goes abroad for
acquiring knowledge but continues to postpone his studies
in the hope that he would learn everything within the
last few months before returning home? Thou wouldst,
undoubtedly, laugh at this man since he hopes to acquire all
knowledge and wisdom m such a short time, as also on a
man who cherishes a desire to be appointed as a jurist
without studying law. If thou hast presumed that the
endeavours made during the old age are more fruitful,
then, how dost thou think that this is not the last day of thy
life ? Why dost thou not then address thyself to the
just now 7 Has God told thee that He would allow thee
some more time to make preparations for thy salvation ?
If not, then what ss it that is preventing thee from making
haste and prompting thee to postpone thy decision in
definitely? There is no other reason save that thou art
finding it difficult to subjugate thy impulses and earthly
desires, for that would involve an effort on thy part Dost
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thou, then, wait for that day when it would be made
easier for every man to conquer his desires 9 Verily, such a
day shall never come since God has not created it at all
The Paradise being surrounded by things unpleasant and
unwelcome, shall never be agreeable to the indolent self
which always wants to postpone the day’s work to the next
day Dost thou know how many tomorrows have been
turned into yesterdays would it not be even harder to ac
complish tomorrow what cannot be done today 9 Take the
instance of the passion for sex If it is not curbed today, it
cannot be rooted out tomorrow, or else, it is like a tree
which a man wants to uproot but being unsuccessful in his
attempt, postpones the task for the future. This man knows
it well that with the passage of time, the tree will take root
more firmly while he will become older and grow weaker
Obviously, this man would not be able to accomplish m his
old age what he could not do in the prime of his youth.
To put a bridle on the passions is really as difficult and
troublesome as to train a wolf.
“O 9 Nqfs, thou appearest not to know these facts of
common experience but claimest to be wise and prudent•
Verily, there appears to be none more foolish than thee1
Thy passions, thou miglitest plead, do not allow thee to be
steadfast m virtue while the troubles and afflictions make
thee abandon the path of patience. If this is correct, why
dost thou not seek the pleasure that is everlasting, pure and
sublime, and which can be had in the celestial Abode of
Bliss alone. If thou art a slave of thy desires and mad
after pleasure, it is even more desirable for thee to euro
thy fleeting predilections, for sometimes one morsel taken
by a man prevents him from taking his food for days
together. Suppose a patient has been directed by his
physician not to take cold water for three days so that he
might recovei from illness Now, tdl me, what does
thy intellect dictate? Should this man abstain from cold
drink for three days to regain his health or, should he,
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disregarding tlie result, satisfy his craving for cold water ?
Dost thou not know that the pitifully short duration of life
vouchsafed to thee m this transient world is relatively even
more short-lived, when compared to the eternal life in the
Hereafter, th an the three days of that patient as compared
with the rest of his life •* Is it that the endurance required
for controlling the earthly passions is more agonising than
the torments of indefinite duration m different portals of
the Hell? How wouldst thou be able to put up with that
everlasting torture when thou findest it so distasteful to
bear this temporary unpleasantness ?
“I find that thou art unable to restrain thyself just for
two reasons- The first of these is a sort of concealed
infidelity while the other is nothing but stupidity. Thy
concealed infidelity comprises lack of conviction about the
Day of Requital and recompense of thy deeds in the worldto-come Thy stupidity, on the other hand, makes thee
oblivious of the designs of God and asks thee to depend
upon His mercy disregardful of the fact that the benefits
conferred on the obstinate sinners are really snares to trap
them. Still, thou wouldst not trust His beneficence for a
, piece of bread or a handful of grains nor follow even the
express commands enjoined by Him! The Prophet has
said: Prudent ts he who resorts to self-cnticism and endeavours to
preparefor the life after death while stupid is he who allows hts
self to take after the ways qfflesh and still remain hopeful qf dwine
favour. Alas, thou shouldst have been aware of the snare
of thy passions and shouldst not have allowed thyself to be
duped by the Satan- Thou hast been asked to take care
of thyself and be charitable unto thee. Thou shouldst not
waste the sojourn of thy life in this transient world. If
thou losest a moment of this life, thou wilt lose a substantial
portion of thy fortune in the Hereafter, which can never be
regained. Therefore, take advantage of thy health before
thou fallest ill, of the recess before thou art pre*occupied $
of the riches before thy indigence; of the youthful zest
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Critics of the Ihya?:

Ibn Taymiyah’s verdict on the Ihyli* is that onthe whole it
is a well-written book employing an elegant style 5 At the same
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is that al-Ghazah*s thought shows definite traces of Greek
philosophy In delineating the Unity of God, prophethood and
the final recompense al-Ghazali has, maintains Ibn Taymiyah,
introduced numerous concepts which were held by the then
philosophers Even if al-Ghazali opposed the philosophers, he gave
scholasticism a £----------nhilosoohical
foundation. Ibn Tavmivah
beins-w
A
#
emphatically opposed to philosophy found some of the wirings
of al-Ghazali implausible from a purely religious view-point
The second ground for criticism of the Ihyd? is that al-Ghazali
employs a syllogism which is not fully in keeping with the spirit of
ui6 y,u r &n ana me ounnan xne iniru reason given oy ion
Taymiyah is that the book contains many concepts and teachings
of those treading the path of mysticism and their claims in regard
to gaining insight into the divine truth Ibn Taymiyah disagrees
with al-Ghazali m regard to the latter’s views on mysticism* The
fourth reason for disagreement of Ibn Taymiyah is that the Ihyti* con
tains many Traditions of doubtful authenticity.6 Despite these short
comings pointed out by him, Ibn Taymiyah writes about the IhyU*:
“Notwithstanding these defects, the Ikya? contains the
teachings of numerous illuminated mentors and mystics,
and their experiences m regard to the purification of self
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and the intuitive knowledge, which are identical with the
canons of the Qur*2n and the Sunnah and can thus be
acceptable
from a theological mpoint of view It is bccause
*
of this reason that the scholars hold different opinions
about the Ihyi? and all of them are not opposed to i t 9,1
Ibn al-Jawzi has also criticised al-Gharali Tor making use or
unauthcntic and weak Traditions He is of the opinion that this
was bccatisc al-Ghazali was not a traditionists Hafiz Zain ud-dln
al-clraqi later collected all the Traditions mentioned in the IhyU*
and classified these according to the accepted norms and examined
the authenticity or otherwise of each Tradition. Ibn al-Jawzi
has also pointed out certain mistakes made by al-Ghazali in regard
to the historical events mentioned by him m the Ihyti* AI-Ghazali
was, howcvei, not a scholar of history or Traditions.1
Ibn al-Jawzi maintains that al-Ghazali has mentioned several
examples of mystics or the methods resorted to by them for
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under the Shartcaht much less to be recommended for being
followed by the people.* Ibn al-Jawzi, however, acJcnowieages
the effectiveness of the Ihyti? and the valuable contnbution it has
made to the subsequent Islamic thought. He has also summarised
the Ihyd? m a book entitled MinhUj ul-Qjfstdin (Path of the Truth*
seekers) in which he has deleted the portions objectionable from
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could he be content with the position of a mere commentator.
Unfortunately, the science of dialectics, which had been evolved
for the defence of religion and which had to keep itself abreast
1 FatSweh, Vol II, p 194
2 Al-Muntaaun, Vol IX , pp 169*170
3 I6id, Vol IX, p 170
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with the current developments m other branches of learning, had
lost its vigour by the end of the fourth century The Ashcarites
of the time had taken to the path of rigid dogmatism insisting on
the acceptance of not simply their tenets and beliefs but also the
canons devised by al-Ashcari and AbB-Bakr Baqilliiu without the
shghtest modification or improvement They considered it here
tical to employ a logical syllogism not used by the earlier teachers
of their school for the defence of religion Al-Ghazali pressed his
knowledge of philosophy for upholding the religious beliefs and
dogmas and, indeed, devised entirely new canons for rational
exposition of these matters which were more effective than the
arguments of the Ashcantes In regard to the matters like divine
attributes, prophethood, miracles, religious practices, punishments
and rewards in the Hereafter, and the Day of Requital he brought
forth entirely new arguments, more convincing to a rational
mind, than those employed by his predecessors He did, in fact,
lay the foundations of a scientific scholastic system, thus infusing
a new Jjlood in the old Ashcante school The modified doctrines
of the Ashcarite school eventually became, thanks to al-Ghazali,
the most popular system of scholasticism in the entire Islamic
world, but, since al-Ghazah held divergent views from al-Ashcan
and other eminent scholars of that school on several issues, many
ardent followers of the Ashcante school looked down upon
al-Ghazah9s thought with misgivings and disfavour Some of the
Ashcanle zealots even accused al-Ghazah of breaking away from
the orthodox faith and adoptmg heretical tenets After the com
pilation of the Ikjfd?9 the Ashcante scholars became so critical of
al-Ghazah that one of his friends wrote a. letter to invite his atten
tion towards the matter Al-Ghazali explained the position m
some detail in a booklet with the title Faisal at-Tafarraqa Bam
alrlslam wal-Zandaqa He writes m it
"Dear brother, a group of people envious of me is busy
in censuring my writings, for, in their opinion I have
expounded views contrary to those held by the teachei s of
the old, or the founders of the scholastic school They think
that even the slightest deviation fiom the orthodox Ash5nnte
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Personal experience and a comprehensive insight into the
speculative as well as religious sciences led al-Ghazah to the
conclusion that scholasticism has only a limited utility which may
sometimes be even harmful in particular cases He ultimately
came to regard dialectics as a medicine which should not be
administered to the healthy people who needed only adequate
nourishment through their food. And* this could be provided
amply by the Qur^an. He maintained that the Qur’an contained
a superior logic as its arguments are quite satisfying to the people
possessing common-sense. In his last book entitled IljUm ul^AwUm
canr,Ihn tl-kalUm (The Restrainmg of the commonalty from the
Science of Dialectics) al-Ghazali observes.
“The Q uranic arguments are like food which provide
nourishment to everyone while the logical system built up
by the dialecticians is similar to a medicine which can be
administered profitably to a few only, and may even have
harmful effects for others not requiring it Or, else, the
Q uranic reasoning resembles water which can be taken
both by a weak child and a robust youth while dialectical
argumentation is like a nch food which provides nourish
ment to the latter but is indigestible and even harmful for
children *u
Continuing further on the evil effects of dialectics, he writes ■
“The indiscriminate practice of dialectics by its votaries
provides an irrefutable argument against that science
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evils which were not to be found during the times of the
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and resume the chief professorship at the Nizamiah University.
Fakhr ul-Mulk was assassinated in the beginning of 500 ah by a
Batmite emissary and al-Ghazah abandoned the profession of
teaching shortly thereafter He returned to his native town Tfls,
and founded a small institution for the teaching of his local
disciples and the cultivation of a religious life
The then Saljuq Sultan appointed Ahmad, the elder son or
Nizanft ul-Mulk, as his Vazier in 500 a h , who again made a
request to al-Ghazali to resume his post at the Nizamiah University,
Baghdad, which had only been provisionally filled in As a
matter of fact, there was nobody in the entire world of Islam
who could rcplacc al-Gha7ah The Nizamiah University at
Baghdad was the prrmiei institution of those days and occupied a
pride of place in the educational and religious academics of the
cAbb&sids Everyone felt the loss suffered by the NizSmiah on
account of al-Ghazali"s retirement and was anxious for his return
to teaching m Baghdad Qwam ud-dln Nizam ul-Mulk, who was
the Grand Vazier of the Safyuq King wrote a personal letter to
al-Ghazali expressing the desire of the then cAbbasid Cahph that
he should return to Baghdad In this letter he wrote
“I solicited the orders of the Caliph in this matter but
these were not granted until Sadr ud-dm1 took it upon him
self that the wishes of the Caliph shall be communicated by
him peisonally to K ftw aja-tljait Zalil ^ d ln y Hujjat-ul-Islam,
Fartd uz-zamHn,2 AbQ Hamid Muhammad ibn Muhammad
al-Ghazah, who is peerless and up to whom everyone looks
for guidance
In ordei to impress that all the courtiers and the chief* of the
Caliphate were anxiously awaiting the return of al-Ghazah, all
the high officials of the Cahph*s court signed the letter In yet
another letter Ahmad wrote to al-Ghazah “Although scholars
1 Sadar ud-din Muhammad the grandson of a Nirfm iil-Mulk, was
the Saljuq Prince Sanjar, in whcwe dominion laj Tfis
native lfrwn
al-Ghazah
2 Titles conferred on al-Ghazal
3
p 27
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would go to the place whereupon you happen to be present for
acquiring knowledge from you, it appears reasonable that you
should choose for your residence a place which is not only the
metropolis of the Islamic world but is also easdy accessible from
all parts of the empire And such a place is obviously Baghdad.”
In reply to the royal edicts and the letters from his well*
wishers al-Ghazali sent a lengthy reply giving the reasons for not
returning to his teaching profession in Baghdad. He pleaded that
one and a half hundred students who were receiving education
under him m Tfis, would find it extremely difficult to go all the
way to Baghdad with him His family which was not with him
earlier m Baghdad would have to face unnecessary hardship if he
again migrated from Tus He also said that in Baghdad it would
not be possible for him to remain unconcerned with the polemics
and debates which had become the prevailing taste of the court
life, while he had taken a vow at the MuqUm-i-Ihrahim that he
would never enter into such futile controversies Other reasons
given by al-Ghazali were that he did not like to visit the Caliph
nor accept any remuneration from the Caliphate, but it would be
difficult for him to do without either of these in Baghdad as he
did not possess any landed property m the capital which could
support lus family The cAbb3sid Caliph as well as the Saljuq
King tried their best to persuade al-Ghazali to return to Baghdad
but he refused to comply with their requests1
D eath o f al-G h azali:

Al-Ghazah spent the rest of his life ul further studies like a
student He had not been able to pay as much attention to the
Traditions as he had to the religious and secular sciences He,
therefore, tried to make up the leeway by studying the Salith of
Bulhnfl and Muslin? under a reputed traditiomst of the ume,
Hafiz cAmr ibn Abi al-Hasan al-RawSsi. He even obtained ihe
diploma of having studied the two books under al-Ra\v2si As tho
1 U-Gkazah, p 27
2 The twn authentic collections «f the Traditions
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annalists report, lie spent most of his time during this period m
the study of the Traditions One of his biographeis, Ibn cAsakir
« C k lll U 9

“Dut mg the last days of his life, nl-Gharnh addicssed
himself whole-heartedly to the study of the Traditions
During this period he preferred the company of religious
scholars, and studied the Sakih of BukhUn and Muslim,
which are deemed to be the most authentic collection* of
the Sunnah
Al-Ghazali wiotu another booL on legal theory, known as
al-Mustasfa, just a year or so before his death This work of
al-Ghazah is still considered as one of the three outstanding con
tributions on the subject; the othci two being af-Mtftamad of
Abul Husain al-Basn and al-BurhtSn of Imam-ul-Haimayn
Aruhftzsli died at TiCbian on the 14th of Jam«idi al-Ukhnt$
505 a zi at the age of 55 years Ibn al-Jawa/i has given a
graphic description of al-GhazaliN death* as told bv Ahmad alGhazali who was an eye-witness of lus brother’s remarkable
death
“It was Monday He got up in the morning, made his
ablutions and performed the dawn piayers, he then asked
to bring his shroud, taking it he kissed and laid it on hi*
eyes with the words, *1 submit to the command of my
Mastei’, then he stretched out lus feet, facing the Qtbic
(the direction of K5aba) When people saw him he had
already passed away.’*2
Two Outstanding Q ualities o f al-Ghazali s

Immaculate sincerity and indomitable courage are the two
most impressive qualities of al-Ghazali which have been acknow
ledged bv all—friends as well as his foes His wTilings breathe
an almost tragic urgency of his message. Ibn Taymiyah differs
from al-Ghazali on many issues but he has absolutely no doubt
*1 Tab1fen, p 296

£ Ithafuk-

ada, Vol I, p 11
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about the sincerity of al-Ghazali’s purpose1 The reason behind
effectiveness as well as immense popularity gained by aVGhazali’s
works was his earnestness and selfless devotion for the Truth
which made him abandon the most coveted post at the NizSxnidh
University* led him to spend a decade in seclusion anu contem
plation and, finally, gave him the courage to turn down the
invitations of emperors and resist the temptations of riches, honour
____ X _1____
TT_ L . . i i L a * JitiH <n«1 attlitAl* «t««f l a e f
ana giory
n e aas written uiai uic cvu wmbu
uui uuv uwm
the heart of a righteous man is the love of honour. Al-Ghazali’s
life before his demise bears testimony to thefact that he had
ailAIUQU uu a

3

enlC .*ui«tf

f * n n a n r i w iA m l r o p H h in O

MKC Ul B 6 i r p u i i u w u w u mmu iuwim*

Al-Ghazah was fired with an adventurous spirit and a lofty
idealism which enabled him to set his heart upon an ever higher
objective His work on jurisprudence and theory of law was a
beacon of light for the scholar-jurists for many centuries to come.
Contrary to the pattern of education followed in al-Ghazali’s time,
he studied
secular---------sciences-----after accruirinca mastcrv
---------------_ * over religious
o
learning. He engaged himself in the intensive study of philosophy
and other speculative sciences of the times and soon acquired such
a proficiency in these subjects that he was able to challenge the
competence of reason which could not be adequately met by the
philosophers for one hundred years*
In making a personal search for the truth his efforts were in
no way meaner than his accomplishments in the field of intellect.
-iiiv paui Ui iU|OUbiSUl lUi JjuuiiuaLJUli Ul 9C11 £L1Iil
gaming spiritual strength under a reputed spiritual mentor of the
time, Sheikh AbQ cAh al-Farmadi (d. 477 a. h .). He abandoned
everything he had, spent a decade in solitude and contemplation
and was favoured with illumination and beatific visions.
Al-Ghazah’s endeavours for the revival and revivification of
Idam were not limited to the reformation of the Muslim society
alone Shibli Na'omani has given an account of the efforts made
hv Vlim tn ad«Klwl« « A
m.1.. T—
l_____, _______n.. .
v*
iv
a utuy Islamic state m opain lie says:
Cf
'Al-Ghazali was not satisfied with the then niihiw
H p
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tvnfeftAimi
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1 FatTtciI, Vol II, p 194
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Muslim states which had degenerated into secular govern
ments He held the view that unless a new State was
established m accordance with the Islamic principles of
polity, the Muslim society could not be Islamised. He
could notj however, spare time ibr this stupendous task
from his pre-occupations of contemplation and penance,
purification of self and rectitude of morals. However,
after the Jkyd? cUlum id-Din was brought to light and its
copies were taken to Spain m 501 a.h , the then king, cA1l
ibn YGsuf ibn Tashfln, ordered to burn them 1 Al-Ghazah
sadly learnt of the incident but shortly thereafter a young
man, Muhammad ibn cAbduIIah ibn Ttimart by name,
arrived from Spain to study under him. Muhammad*
came of a distinguished family, reputed for its long record
of eminent warriors While he was studying under
al-Ghazah he had made up his mind,, either of his own
account, or, most probably, under the influence exerted by
1 Ilka f tts-Sa^cda, Vol I, p 10
2 Ibn Subki has given some interesting details about Muhammad in Tahqel
iis-Shaf&tych He says that Muhammad xbn *Abdullah belonged to Western
Africa In his youth he first studied locally and then travelled in the East
to study jurisprudence and dialectics Noted for his simplicity, he stnctly
followed the dictates of the Shert^eh Returning to Egypt after com plet
ing his education, he began preaching to the people to enjoin the nght and
forbid the wrong However, he earned the hostility of the local popula
tion owing to his uncompromising attitude and was eventually turned out
of the place He then returned to his native land no Alexandria He
arrived in Mehdiah in 505 A H and commenced to preach reform among
the jBerber tribes He went to Bajayali and then to Morroco on his
crrahd, where he came into conflict with the members of the royal famil>
«Ah Ibn Yfisuf Tashfin summoned him to his court where he was asked to
explain the reasons for criticising the King Undaunted by the pomp and
glory of the ro>al court he replied, “ Is not uine sold freely in this town 9
Do not people misappropriate the income of the trusts meant for the
orphan 7,1 The king \tas so impressed b> his spccch that he burst into teats
Muhammad gradually gathered an enormous following round him and
before long formed an extensive kingdom with the help of a Berber tribe
Masamdah (Tabqat al-Shaft*pah, Vol IV, pp 71-74)
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al-Ghazali, to overthrow cAli ibn YUsuf in order to set
up a truly Islamic State m Spain Although al-Ghazali
agreed with him, he asked Muhammad about the means as
well as the help he hoped Lo muster m his venture.
Having satisfied himself about the project, al-Ghazali
allowed Muhammad to proceed with his undertaking In
regard to al-Ghazah’s blessings for the enterprise of
Muhammad, Ibn Khaldfin says *As people are genet ally
aware, he (Muhammad) met al-Ghazali and consulted him
about his venture Al-Ghazali approved of his suggestion
since Islam had grown weak in the whole world and there
was no king who could unite the entnc Ummah for up
holding the causc nr Islam However, al-Gha?ali first
enquired Muhammad about the means he had for organising
the uprising and bringing it to a successful end’.
The kingdom established by Muhammad ibn cAbdtilIah
ibn Tiimnii, known as al-Muwahidlti) lasted foi a pietty
long time The icign of cAh ibn Yusul Tashfln, which
was notorious for its widespread tyianny, had given
encouragement to the laxitv of morals among all the classes
of society Abduction and rape of women belonging to
respectable families by the king’s legionaries had become a
common feature of the day The royal family, descending
from a i cc cntly converted Berbci ti ihc called Mulassamm,
followed a curious custom Their men always wore a veil
while their women moved about uni estramed and unveiled
Muhammad ibn Tumart, after achieving powei, did not
himself ascend the throne but chose a capable and learned
young man by the name of cAbdul Momin who succeeded
the last Mitlanamin king T ashfin, son ofcAh ibn Tsfshfln
in 540 a, h
cAbdul Momin and his defendants mled ovei the
empire of Monoco strictly in accordance with the wishes
of Muhammad ibn Tfimari and al-Ghazali Ibn Khaldun
has gi\en an account of the rule by al-Muwaludin m these
words During their rule
were held in high esteem
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and all the affairs of the State were decided in consultation
with them Justicc was made available to the weak and
the poor, tyrannical officials were severely punished,
ruffians were held m leash, mosques were constructed in
royal palaces, the frontier posts were fortified and streng
thened and fresh conquests were made9m
Im pact o f al-G hazali i
In intellectual and spiritual attainments, brilliance of his
mind and the totality of knowledge he had mastered, there have
been only a few personalities comparable to al-Ghazah His
epoch-making writings were the harbinger of a vigorous intellec
tual movement and a source of inspiration to the subsequent
generations Al-Ghazali did In fact left such a deep imprint on
the pages of Islamic history that his impact on the subsequent
Islamic thought has always been acknowledged both by his
admirers and critics His writings are still held m high esteem
and profitably studied by those who yearn for purification of the
R eform ers a fte r al-Ghazali s
Despite al-Ghazali’s successful encounter with the scepticism
of philosophers which had threatened an spiritual chaos in Islam,
the moral and smntual
disintegration
--- of the
“ masses bv
r the end of
A
V
the fifth century had become so widespread that it required a
A nm ilA M
jju ^ u ia i
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directness of the faith u What t h n e e d e d was an illumi
nated and inspired mentor who weilded influence among the
populace, one who could hold them spell-bound and fill them
with faith and enthusiasm, zeal and self-confidence The auto
cratic governments of the past four hundred years had had
definitely a dissolving influence on the spiritual and moral life of
. . * __________ *

m e com m unicy
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claiming to profess Islam, had the aggrandisement of the self,
1

Al'C*haZnhf pp 210*213
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acquisition of material success and pursuit of wealth* power and
honour as its ultimate end* Iranian and Hellenestic cultural
influences had, on the one hand* made inroads into the Muslim
society while, on the other, paganism of the pre-Islamic Jahtliyah,
was again reasserting itself. The ostentatious, conceited and
dissolute manners of the elite, grandees and retinues of the
emperors had became a model for the commonalty. Unmindful
of the humble and poor who led a discontented and frustrated life,
those who had the money to squander were busy in their own
pursuits of pleasure. The affluent were gradually losing all the
good qualities like humanity, generosity and benevolence while
the poorer classes were incurring the loss of qualities like patience
and contentment, confidence and self-respect Torn between a
moral crisis, on the one hand, and social injustice, on the other,
the Muslim society was threatened with disintegration What
this critical situation demanded was an invigorating call inviting
the people back to the faith, cutting asunder the pulls of worldly
temptadons and benefits, rekindling the desire for salvation and
blessedness, achievement of the true knowledge of God and incul
cating an ardent desire to submit oneself to His command. It
was necessary for it that the true meaning of Tawhld, the Unity
of God Almighty, along with an awareness of the fleeting nature
of the earthly pleasures and the inefficacy of the powei and riches
were driven home to the people
The fifth century after Htjrak, on the other hand, also saw a
diffusion of arts and sciences in the world of Islam. We find
during this period some of the greatest intellectual leaders brought
forth by Islam—AbG Is’haq Shlrazi (d. 476 a h ) and al-Ghazali
(d 505 A. h») in the field of religious sciences, Abul Wafa ibn cAqeel
(d 513 A. k ) and cAbdul Qahir al-JurjSni (d. 471 a . h.) in juris*
prudence and literature, AbftZakarya Tebrezi:(d 502 a h ) in
grammar and lexicography and Abul Qasim al-Harlrl (d, 516 a h )
in literature Each one of these was a pioneer in his own field
fc«d every one of them remained unrivalled for centuries to
come. During such a period of intellectual awakening no religious
mentor could have hoped to achieve any success unless he was
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himself well-versed in all the prevalent sciences It was essential
that the person should be as much acclaimed for his literary
distinction and brilliance of mind as for his moral and spiritual
excellence This was, indeed, necessary if he was not to be brushed
aside contemptuously by the learned and dites as an illiterate
fanatic Thus, these were the qualities demanded of a man who
could fill the hearts of the people with faith and knowledge, cure
them of their scepticism, provide solace to the spiritually distressed
and fire them with a burning desire for moral and spiritual
uplift.
The Two Saints o f Baghdadi:

God Almighty brought forth two outstanding personages
during this period who devoted their life for the religious and
spiritual revivification of the Muslims These were cAbdul QSdir
Jllasu and cAbdur RahmSn ibn al-Jawzi The fields of their
activities were different but both of them deeply impressed the
life of thf Muslims m their fwnfls It was also a blessing from God
that both of them had Baghdad, the metropolis of the then Islamic
world, as their centre, and were endowed with a long life to
accomplish the task to which they had addressed themselves.
And, it is also a matter of pnde for the Hanbalite school of
jurisprudence that both of these luminaries belonged to that very
school
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CHAPTER VIII

SHEIKH ABDUL QADIR JILAN1
cAbdul Qadir was born m Gilan1 in 470 a h. He was an
Arab by descent, being the tenth descendent of Hasan ibn 'Ah,
but belonged to Iran by migration of his ancestors He came to
Baghdad in 488 a h at the age of 18 years It was perhaps not
merely fortuitous that he arrived at Baghdad to acquire education
almost at the same time when another reputed teacher, al-Ghazah,
was leaving the city in search of truth a Although inclined to
penance and cultivation of religious observances from sui early
age, he addressed himself whole-heartedly to acquire education
under the most reputed teachers of the time such as Abul Waf3
IbncAqeel, Muhammad ibn Hasan al-Baqillam and AbU Zakariya
Tebrezi. Thereafter, he turned to mysticism and was guided in
its tenets and practices by Sheikh Abul Khair Hammad ibn
Muslim al-DabbSs3 and Cadi Abu Saceed Makhrami,* and was
allowed by the latter to initiate others in the mystic order of his
mentor
1 Gilan or Jilan and also known as Vailam, is a north-western province of
Iran, south of the Caspian Sea and north of the Elburz chain It u
hounded in the east b> Tabrtstan or Mazandran, and its northern hxnit is
marked by the junctm e of the Kui and the Araxes, its political boundary
toith Russia is marked by Astara stream It is one of the most beauuful
artas m Iran (E I S Vol II, p 170 )
2 Ibn Katfiir, Vol XII* p 149
3 ShcPirGni writes that most of the ni) sties belonging to Baghdad were his
disciples He died in 525 A H (Tiabqal uUKubra, Vol I, p 134)
4 His name mas Mubarak ibnc Vlt ibn Husain As reported by Ibn K athli,
he was a Irad11tonist and mvslie belonging lo the school of Ahmad ibn
Hanbal He died in 5U A H
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Popular E nthusiasm ;

After completing his education of religious sctenccs as well
M(_________ __ __
« _«
f 11
as me iraznmg in mysuc disciplines, Viuaui y aair began his
carcei as a teacher m the seminary of his tcachci Cadi Aba
Sacecd Makhrami In his sermons which were delivered m the
premises of the same institution, there was soon such a rush of
people that extensions had to be carried out m tlie building of the
V M e f l l t ll l A M
u ia L iiu iiv u
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his congregations At the same time, he claimed such an attention
and deference from the people attending his lectures that even
the kings would have envied it Sheikh Muwaflaq ud-dln ibn
Qudamah, author of the al-Mughmy recoids that he had not seen a
man more revered fbi his piety and religious learning than *Abdul
Qadjr The king) his chief and ministers attended his sermons
along with the rank and file and used to sit in a corner without
any fanfare. Scholars and jurists rubbed shouldeis with the
students. The enthusiastic devotion of the people coming to his
lectures can be well imagined by the fact that often as many as
400 inkpots weie counted, which were brought in to takedown
W

W

~

f 1«A
AP Mr k l f l
U1U ill/LVO U l UIO K I1IIU 11 0

M oral E xcellence:

Notwithstanding tlie implicit icvei ence thenshed forcAbdul
Q sdir by the people, he was always modest, humble and unpre
tentious Ho often left his woi K to attend to the needs of a child,
a destitute or a slave girl Ncxci evading the company of the
poor he even washed then clothcs 01 peifoimed similar other
personal sei vices for them, yet he never stood up in the honour of
any person of the tank or the elite 1 If the Caliph ever paid a
visit to him, the chiomclers of his time icpoit, he deliberately
went inside his house so that he might not have to stand up to
JWMU. +I«/
tl>Ui b m n 18

1---------------1 1 ______ ___________________________
____________
---------------------- ----------------- ----------------------

U n neiw l tn p n m h m lt rtf fill* IlOUSP a fte r th e
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u u h i w
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1 Tabfdl ttl-Kt<bra, Vol I, p 127
2

I b

t d

, Vol I ,p 128
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Caliph had seated himself. cAbdul Qadir never paid back the
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Those who have seen cAbduI Qadir have paid a glowing
tnbute to his moral excellence and large-heartedness, modesty and
hospitality, generosity and goodness of his heart. One of his
contemporaries who has had the opportunity of enjoying the
company of cAbdul Qadir says that he bad not seen a man more
polite, large-hearted and charitable than Sheikh cAbdul Qadir.
Despite his erudition and eminence, he respected his elders, met
the youngsters with a good grace, always saluted first, hailed the
poor courteously with deference but never stood up to welcome
the grandees or nobles, nor did he ever pay a visit to any minister
or governor.
Another contemporary of cAbdul Qadir, Hafiz Abu-cAbdullah
Muhammad ibn Ytlsuf al-Barz all reports *
JL410yiajfua vrcic luauuj aiiawciw ucuig cau^uicij
tender-hearted, he would burst into tears (if anything
sorrowful or touching was mentioned to him). More often
he was to be found immersed m ynffi ltatfon and recollection
of God. He was soft-hearted, courteous, cheerful, generous
and compassionate Bemg the offspring of a noble family,
he was also highly reputed for his profound knowledge and
piety 1,8
ft « ^ ■
« ■
■«
# a 4 « mm a « * *
—
i ne testimony oi M.uhi ud-din AbQ vAbduliah Muhammad
An Hamid al-Baghd 5di, a jurist-scholar of those times runs as
follows
“Always disposed to avoid things unseemly and inde
corous, he only pressed for the desirable and befitting He
would boil with indignation if the Divine commandments
^v
Mut AwumiiGu iiaum
lug vriuujja oilU
ill-treatments to his own person He would never seek
revenge save for the sake of God Almighty, nor, send back
« U
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1 Tabqdi uUKubra, Vol I,p 127
* JW , Vol I ,p 127
* Qplrftd al-Jttvafnr, p. 9.
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a beggar without giving him something If he had nothing
to give he would part with the clothes he had been putting
n« **'
VHI
cAbdul QjSdir took pleasure in feeding the poor and spending
freely to meet the needs of the destitutes Ibn al-Najjar reports
that cAbdul Q adir often used to say “If I were given treasures
of the whole world, I would spend it all on feeding the poor.”
Sometimes he said <cIt seems that I have a hole in my hands I
cannot keep anything with me If I had a thousand dinars^ I
would spend every single shell before the daybreak
He had
given instructions to his servants that as many guests as possible
should be invited for the dinner. During the dinner he always
sat with the poor and lowly, chatted with his students or enquired
about the welfare of those who did not happen to be present there
His behaviour was so affectionate that everyone who met him
gained the impression that cAbdul QSfdir had the highest regard
for him* He overlooked the faults of others and if anyone stated
something on oath, he readily accepted his statement He never
gave out the secrets of others nor stated anything before others
that might put someone to shame.9
Reassurance to the D ejected:

The annalists of his time agree that quite a large number of
miracles4 were worked by cAbdul Q sd ir6 Sheikh-uI-Islam
cIzz ud-dm ibn Abdul-SSlam and Ibn Taymiyah are of the view
1
2
3
4

5

Qalfrid al-Jawahtr, p 9
Ibid i p 10
I&id ,p 9
Miracle stands both far MvFjizah and Kcramat and denotes an act contrary
to the usual course of nature However, the former (Mtfijwih) u a term
used only for the miraculous acts caused by God to confound the adver
saries of a prophet and to make them acknowledge the truth of prophethood Karamat, on the other hand, is a wonder wrought by God through
a saint or man of God for the good of the people as well as m proof of his
sainthood Miracles worked by the saints are, however, of a lower order
than those of a prophet
Qala*id cl-Jawdfar, p 167 and Jala? irf- tAwtPin, p 130
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that cAbdul Qadir was a worker of incessant miracles but his
miracle of miracles was filling the heart of the despaired and
broken-hearted with faith, hope and enthusiasm. He infused a
breath of new life, zeal and self-confidence into countless persons
through his powers of speech and the spiritual power of his heart.
He was, m truth, a blessing for the world of Islam for he renovated
and revived the true content of the faith and tapped the sources
of moral and spiritual strength for a religious renaissance1
Sheikh cAmr al-KaisSm reports that there was hardly a sermon
delivered by cAbdul Q sdir after which a number of Jews and
Christians did not embrace Islam, marauders and robbers did
not repent for their sins and heretics and apostates did not
renounce their mistaken beliefs.*
Al-Jubbafr relates that cAbdul Qadir once told him that he
wished to lead the life of a recluse in the wilderness but God had
willed that people should derive benefit from him. And, it was a
blessing granted unto him that more than five thousand Jews
and Christians embraced Islam and about a hundred thousand
sinners and criminals repented for their misdeeds on account
of hima
Teaching and M issionary A ctivities:

Gifted with divine grace and illumination, cAbdul Qadir was
ever conscious of the purification of spirit and rectitude of morals,
yet he did not lose sight of the importance of teaching and disse
minating the correct doctrines of the faith Being a follower of
the Hanbalite school of Sunni theology, he endeavoured, like his
mentor, to root out innovations and deviations fiom the orthodox
faith and practice. Because of his forceful defence of the strict
orthodoxy, reports Ibn al-SamcSnis the traditionist and their follow
ers came to be held m high esteem by the masses
cAbdul QSdir used to take daily a class each of the Q uranic
1 Qflfa Ud aUJau. Shtr, p 8

3 /M .p 8
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exegesis. Traditions and Junspt udcnce in which he also explained
the differences between various juristic schools of Islam The
classes were held in the morning and evening, while cAbdul Q&dir
listened to the recitation of the Qur’an after the mid-day prayers
and thereafter dictated fatwtts on religious or legal questions
referred to him. In formulating his answers cAbdul Qffdir
generally followed the ShafecIte and Hanbahtc schools of juris
prudence His junstic-opmion5 weie highly praised by the juristscholars of Iraq for these provided a striking example of the
acuteness of his intellect1
Once the question referred to him was that a man had taken
an oath that he would perform a religious observance in a manner
that nobody else in the whole world would be able to share the
privilege with him but, if he failed to fulfil his undertaking, this
would mean an irrevocable separation between him and his wife
The scholars were astounded by the strange oath taken by the man
and could not suggest an observance which could be performed
by him alone m the whole woild. cAbdul Q5dir, however,
replied that the man should be allowed to circumambulate Kcaba
alone seven times to perform the lesser hajj Everyone agreed
that this was the only authorised religious observance which he
could perform alone at a time when no body else would be engaged
in the same prayer 8
C e rtitu d e o f K n o w led g e:

Profound knowledge of the religious lore and meticulous
observance of the Traditions of the Holy Prophet, aided by the
grace of God, had unveiled the mysttie? of celestial world to
cAbdul Q 3 d u , who had reached the stage whcic disci unmation
between truth and untruth, divme intuition and demoniacal
imposition is born in a man He had acquired the certitude of
knowledge that the Shancah of the Last Prophet was perfect and

1

2

Tabqat ul-Ku6ra, Vol I, p 126.
Ib id , p 12G.
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unchangeable, and that .any claim made contrary to the divine
edict was simply a Satanic suggestion cAbduI Qadir himself
relates an incident that he once came across He says
“Once I saw a dazzling light which filled the entire
sky. .Then a human frame appeared therein and said,
‘O cAbdul Qadir, I am Lord, thy God I have made every
thing prohibited lawful unto thee * I replied, ‘Get away
from me, O Devil * As soon as I uttered these words, the
lustre in the sky turned into darkness and the human frame
began to fizzle out into smoke Then I heard someone
saying, (CAbdul Qadir, I had misled seventy mystics with
this device, but God saved thee on account of thy knowledge
and piety ’ To this I rejoined, ‘No It was simply a grace
of God ' After cAbdul Qadir had related the incident
someone asked, ‘How did you know that it was the Satan ’
‘Since he told me9, replied cAbdul Qadir, rthat he had
made the things prohibited lawful foi me’
He used to tell his disciples that if any action transgt esses the
commandments of God, then it is surely an imposition by the
Satan In such cases one should return to the tenets of the
Shancah7inculcate an unflinching faith, and firmly reject the temp
tations of self-indulgence, for, whatever is not permitted by the
Shari*ah is decidely misleading 2
Trust in G od;

The unfailing and penetrating vision into the Tawhld or Unity
of God had conferred upon cAbdul Qadir that sublime piety
uhich pioduces an absolute resignation in the will of God He
explains the state of resignation m these words
“When a man finds himself m a trouble, the first
endeavours to get rid of it If he fails, he seeks the help of
others, such as, kings, officials, giandoes or the rich, or,

1 Tnhqat nMTirfrra, Vol I, p 127
2 Ibtd, Vol I.p 127
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physicians in the case of an illness When this effort also
fails him, he turns to God with invocations and praises,
and not unofren with tears and lamentations In other
words, he does not look for the assistance of others so long
as he can obtain the requisite help from his own self,
similarly, he does not implore God if he can get the help
from His creatures; and, finally, when he does not get anv
help from that source too, he surrenders completely to God
Almighty It is only at this stage that man seeks the help
of God with prayers and invocations, lamentations and tears
but God does not accept his entreaties till he gets tired of
these too. Then, being completely dejected and broken
hearted, he is permeated by an illumination orspint which
makes him indifferent -to the causes and effects Now he
has a sublimated soul, unconscious of everything save the
Divine Being and aware of the true content of Tawhld
(Unity) ; he has now a certitudc of knowledge that save
God nothing has any power to do or undo a thing, to Him
belongs the power to move a thing or keep it stationery,
to promote or debase, to benefit or harm, to give life
or bnng death, to give honour or indignity, or to make
affluent or indigent The man is now like a ball in the
hands of a player, or a child m the lap of a nurse, or
eke a corpse m the hands or those who bathe n ; for, these
are completely at the meicy of those who possess them
Likewise, the man thus loses his identity in the will of his
Master, immersed in his higher-self he has no comprehen
sion or anything save the acts of his Lord, nor does he
witness or hear or think anything ebe If he seeks anything,
it is the craftsmanship of the Supreme Creator, if he hears,
it is His voice, if he comprehends, it is by the knowledge
vouchsafed by Him, and if he is enlivened, it is only by
His nearness Thus, in the state of total absorption, he gets
peace only thiough the grace and blessings of God, he
detests to depend on anything sa\e his Lord, he surrenders
himself completely before the will of God, acquires the
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knowledge of mystries hidden from the senses through
intuition and illumination of heart; and overflows with the
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The love of humanity, in general, and the affection for the
Ummah, m particular, was symptomatic o fcAbdul Qadir*s sublima
ted soul and indicative of his close affinity to the successors of the
mental states of different types of persons visiting a market.
Coming to the last category, he perhaps describes his own feelings
in these words:
“ And there is the fifth man whose heart is filled, when
he enters a market, with the awe and reverence of the
Almighty to seek His blessings for those present in the
market He becomes oblivious of everything else save his
benediction for the people; he remains immersed* from the
time of his entry into the market till he comes out of it, in
the solemn invocation of divine blessings and in repenting
. r »i__ _____ i__ i _ - _____ 4.1______________ _______ i 1.1___ t__

wi utc uus ui LUU9C who nappeu vo ue mere, auu mus ne

hardly gets any time to see what they are selling or buying.
His heart bleeds and eyes shed tears over the ingratitude
of man while his tongue remains busy in thanking God over
what He has bestowed unto his bondsmen-”8
The Times o f 'Abdul Q adir:

cAbdul Qadir spent 73 years of his life, in Baghdad When
he came to Baghdad, Caliph Mustazhir b’lllab Abul cAbbas
(487-512 a. h ) was the reigning monarch after whom four other
cAbbSsid Caliphs, al-Mustarshid b’IIIah (512-529 a . h ), al-Rashid
h ’ T llo U

-

^uc|iuacu

con .

\

^ --- -■ - ** 19 A

/p a a r>i>«

t

A n ) f ar-j.vj.uqum i /u u r 1X1a n
AH)
and al-Mustanjid b'lllah (555-565 a h ) succeeded to the throne

one after another.
1 Futuk uI-Ghaibt (Lecture No 3),pp 11*13
2 Ibid , (Lecture No 72), p 175
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Mti ftrfThis was one of the most troublous times of the cAbb3sid rule
When the Caliphs and Saljukid Kings vied with each other for
maintaining their supremacy. The former being shorn of their
temporal power were prevailed upon, sometimes with their per
mission but not unoften through coercion, by the Saljukid Kings to
accept their domination* This also sometimes engulfed the Islamic
world mto fratricidal conflicts m which the Muslims shed the
blood of one another
Several such incidents took place during the reign of Caliph
al-Mustarshid He was a brave and wise administrator who won
numerous battles but he was finally defeated by the Safyukid King
MascCid m 529 a h Ibn Kathir, giving an account of the
Caliph’s defeat writes
“ The Sultan (Mas'ud) gained victory and the Cahph
(al-Mustarshid) was taken prisoner Baghdad was ransaked
which plunged the city into sorrow The people dismantled
the pulpits of the mosques, gave up attending congregational
prayers and women came out lamenting for the Caliph and
other captives The people m other parts of the country
followed suit with the result that Malik Sanjar had to ask
his nephew to reinstate the Cahph MascQd acted on the
advice of his uncle
but the Cahph was assassinated
by the emissaries of the Bat mites while he was on his way
back to Baghdad 1,1
These heart-rending incidents were witnessed by cAbdul
Qadir He saw the Muslims engaged m internal strife and
bloodshed The ghastliness of these feuds and forays, the cruelty,
savagery and treachery of those who engaged m them, and the
miseries they inflicted upon their foes for the transitory pleasures
of power, position and nches made him extremely sad It is true
that he had nothing to do with these struggles for power, he was,
nevertheless, alive to the miseries inflicted on the people and evil
effects of the unsettled conditions during his times Through his
sermons, therefore, he endeavoured, with the seriousness of puipose
1 Ibn Kathir, Vol. X II, pp 207-208
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and ardent zeal characteristic of him, to give a call for xnoral
propriety and rectitude of the self he vividly explained the
transitory nature of the world and its fleeting pleasures, the need
for coveting the eternal bliss and preparing for the life-to-come,
and the importance of evoking faith and correct mental attitude
consisting of right conduct in speech, livelihood and ethical beha
viour.
Serm ons o f cA bdul Q a d ir :

The discourse* of cAbdul Qadir had a magnetic effect which
is Mill discernible 111 them cAbduI Qjgdir is at his best in Futnh
\d-Ghaib and al-Falah at-RabbUm In describing the love and unity
of the Divine Being he appeals to be inspired by highei sources
The rcadci can still find the spmt of sincerity and enthusiasm
running through these seimons
Following in the footsteps of the Prophet, his successors and
the illuminated saints of the old, cAbdul Qadir touched on ihe
current pioblcms of his days, analysed the reasons foi the miscnes
and maladies of the people and provided answers lo their doubts
and deficiencies Along with this, the tremendous sincerity and
earnest zeal foi the weliai c of the people fired his haranguing with
a frenzy of enthusiasm and magnetic effect capable of pulling the
strings of the heart
Unity of the Divine Being i
The foi ci'S of woildhness had become so strong during cAbdul
Qadir1s time that the entue social and economic life of the com
munity appealed to be woven into ihe context of political situation
then obtaining, people had developed a tendency of depending
upon the kings and nobles foi realisation of then u 01 Idly ends and
had begun to ireai them as ultimate dispensers of benefits and
harms In oidei to counteract this mistaken tendency of the
people, he says 111 one of his seimons
“ This entire creation is like a uian who has been
imprisoned and chaincd by a king whose dominion* are
vast and countenance awesome The pusoner lias beer
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hanged from a pme tree beneath which overflows a n\er,
wide and deep The Ling is seated on an elevated chair,
having arrows and bows, javelins and spears by his side
He hits the captive with whatever weapon he desires Non,
would it be prudent for anyone witnessing the scene to
divert his attention from the king and expect harm or
favour from the captn e instead of the Ling ? Would not
such a man be deemed a fool or even mad ’ Oh God,
I seek thy refuge from blindness after having being given
eyes, from being cast off after getting near Thee, from
regression after being promoted to Thy favour, from being
misled after obtaining Thy guidance and from apostasy after
having been gi anted faith
In another sermon he asLs to instil the love of God to the
exclusion of everything else besides Him.
“ Keep your eyes fixed on Him who is looking at \ou,
keep yourself before One who Leens Himself before you 9
love Him who loves you; hark unto Him who calls >ou,
seek help from Him who can save }ou, take \ ou out of the
darkness of ignorance, cleanse >ou or the impurity of your
soul, and redeem you from the baser-self and misleading
temptations, despair and timidity. Your earthly desires arc
like jour foolish friends who keep \ou off the righteous
ruifli nnrl
HUU i l m r nft vaWunn
^ VII V* fliA
IUU (liinrrc

nlnncincr !)tlH dfiSirsblC
--------

How long would you remain slaves of your desires, tempta
tions, greed, pride, in shoit, this transitory world9 How
long would )Ou 1 cmam forgetful of the Hereafter and of
your Creator, the Fashioner of everything, the First and the
Last, the Manifest and the Hidden; eveiything is touched
within His grasp from which emanates the Io\e within
your hcart9 the peace and solace, blessings and fa\ours
Acjam, he throw’s light on the same topic in another lecture
“ The entne creation is helpless Nothing ran do good
1 Ai/iiA vf-GAof5, (Lcciurc No 17), p 4*1
2
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or harm to you* It is only God who lets a thing be done by
you, or, in other words, the will of God finds expression
through you or somebody else. God has already destined
whatever is to happen to you; whethei it be beneficial or
harmful, and, the destiny cannot be changed Those who
are faithful and virtuous set an example unto other creations
There arc a few among these who have so purified their
heart that their interior and exterior selves have become
one, even if they have riches, then desires never seethe
with the worldly attachments Vetily, only those are
courageous, valiant and powei ful who have purified their
hearts and attained this stage of illumination Unto these
alone belongs the kingdom of Heaven and Eaith for they
have cleansed their heart of everything save God; they are
like a soldier who guards the door of his heart, with the
sabre of Tawhtd (Unity) and the Sharjah in his hand, to
bar the entry of all creations to a placc icserved for the
Creator* Since they have attuned their hcaits to the ultimate source of power, the Shartcek beautifies their exterior
while Tawhtd and the wisdom of God’s knowledge decorate
their interior.”1
Explaining what is meant by the false objects of worship,
he says
“ You put your tiust in your own self, in others, in your
wealth, in your rites and customs, in your trade and
business, or xn your rulers; but, in whatever object you place
your reliance, it becomes, to say the truth, your object of
worship. If you fear someone, or expect harm or favour
from him or else deem him as an intercessor with God,
then he is the object of worship for you ”a
On another occasion, cAbdul Qsdir vividly described the
Jealousy and pnde of God and ftis abhorrence of all associates, as

1 Fatah aURabbrim, (Lecture No 13), p 89
2 J&frf (Lecture No 20), p. 137
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te wisdom lying behind the loss of the things adored and
by man
wYou often complain, as you would e\er do, that \ou
have to suffer the loss of whalev er you set j our affections
on The object of youi fancv, if it is a human being, either
separates or dies If it is wealth that you care for, \ou
incur losses or are deprived of it Then, should I tell you,
that God is m love with you, and He is jealous too1 He
has created you for Himself but you want to be enraptured
by others * Have you not heard what God has said. He
holds them dear who love Him, and also, I created the jtna and
humankind only that they might worship M e 1 And, are ^ou
not aware of what the Prophet once said When God loces
anyone, He pieces him in trouble but i f he puls up with it with
endurance and forbearance, God then sets him apart for Himself
Requested to elucidate what he meant by 'setting apait of
a man*, the Prophet replied God deprives htm of hu posses*
stons and progeny This is so because it is natural for a man
to love his offsprings and possessions and thus lus love
which should have been for God alone is di\ided between
the Creator and the cieated, between the Eternal and the
finite
KGod is, howevei, extt cmely Proud and Mighty and there
fore He destrovs whatever threatens to become an associate
m the love for Him It is only then that the heart of the man
whom He loves gets attuned to Him And, then, this man
can claim to enjoy the distinction of what has been des
cribed thus by God He holds them dear who lau Htm It
is the stage when the heart of the man is cleansed of all
idols and associates (of God) such as the offsprings, nches,
pleasures and desires It has now no yearnings, no long
ings left—worldly or otherwise, not even those relating
piety and miraculous powers, stations and states, nearness
and remoteness, the heart becomes a bottomless vessel in
1

Adh-Dhorijat, 56
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I

which nothing can be kept God Almighty being extremely
Proud and Jealous makes the heart of His beloved incap
able of nourishing any other desire , He shrouds the heart
of His devotee with His awe and a gasp of admiration, and
guards it with His Glory and Might so that nothing can get
inside this heart, nor can the possessions and riches, family
and progeny, friends and relations, piety and miraculous
poweis do any harm to it None of these finds a place in
the heart of such a man nor, then, God remains, jealous of
tkavw
kiici&i

X
A7KAlAvrAti *e m
fUaPAo TfBin fa
i i i i a i t a g ia u k c u u i c i v a i c u iu

«h a

u i i a m a n 19 a g u t

or reward from his God so that he may be of help to those
who are around him or visit him 1,1
Refuge o f the Broken-hearted:

The Muslim society in the time of cAbdul Qadir could
broadly be divided into two classes The first ofthese comprised
the men of substance who were deficient m faith and virtuous
behavioui As against this, there was another class, poverty*
stricken and down-trodden, but endowed with faith and a spirit
of righteousness, moi al strength and uprightness Thes people,
sometimes, ieehng disconcerted and broken-hearted, viewed the
affluent with jealousy and mistrust, and regarded themselves as
deprived and discarded cAbdul Qadir holds out hope and cheer
tO
n-TV
iic 0EA
v«m
Un
— frllPCOADnnlA iin
n avia \JX
Jiid
c iA
U unne
ua
1. ^ dentre
u ja
“ 0 1 empty-liandcd beggarly fellows, the world would
appear to be at logger-heads with you, you aie barefooted,
unclothed and unfed, bioken-hearted and ill-starred, evicted
h om c\ ei y place and depnved of your longings and fancies
But do not say that God has reduced you to poverty, turned
the woild against you, abandoned, maligned or persecuted
you, did not assign the portion of earthly pleasuies due to
you, or did not bestow honour and fame upon you Nor is
it piopci for you to complain that God has granted his

1 Futuh nUCfuub, (L^cuue No 32) pp 84-86
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favouis to others, made them reputed and honoured,
although they belong to the same faith as you do and are
the progency of Adam and Eve like you
“ It is really so because you are like a fertile land
on which God is sending down the rams consisting of
endurance and resignation, conviction and faith, knowledge
and grace The tree of your faith is taking roots, sprouting
forth its branches, its shade closing over you, pushing out
new shoots and fruits, getting higher and bigger without
your providing any fertilizer to it God Almighty knows
what you really need He has, therefore, assigned a
befitting placc for you in the Heieafter He has made
you a lord in the life-to-come where His bounties are
countless, inconceivable and unheard of As God has said,
nobody knows what delights have been stored for your eyes
in the Paradise This shall be your recompense for the
faithful performance of what has been enjoined unto you,
and your endurance, resignation and submission to the will
of God
“ As for those who have been well-afibrded in this
woild, they have been placed in easy circumstances for they
aie like a barren land, rocky and sandy, which neither
stores nor absorbs the i ams, and it is difficult to implant the
tree of faith m it It has, theiefore, to be provided with
fertilizers so that the weak saplings of their faith may get
nouushment and push out the shoots of nghteous action
Thus, if the wealth, honoui and fame aie taken away from
them, the tree of their faith shall waste away and its leaves
and fruits shall wither although God intends to make it
strong Therefore, my poor brethren, you ought to know
that the faith of the wealthy does not have deeper roots, it
lacks that strength which has been endowed lo you, and it
needs the riches and earlhly puzes foi its nouushment If
these gifts were lo be taken away from them, their faith will
give placc to blasphemy and they shall join the ranks of
infidels, apostates and hypomtes, unless, of course, God
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bestows on them spiritual light and illumination, endurance
and resignation to strengthen their faith.”1
Worldly Pleasures:

cAbdul QSdir did not preach asceticism nor did he exhort to
give up the worldly possessions. What he emphasised upon in
his sermons was that these should be made use of by a man to the
extent he needs them but he should never allow himself to become
a slave of his desires and temptations, nor should he hold the
earthly gifts dear to his heart. Explaining the purport of the
Tradition which runs: Venly>the world has been moled for you, and
you have been createdfor the Hereafter9 he says:
“ Do not try to obtain your share of the worldly gifts
m a way that you have to keep standing before it like a
beggar. You ought to be like a sovereign who keeps himself
seated whde the gifts are presented before him This
world acclaims those who stand and wait at the door of
God Almighty but it demeans those who wait upon it.
Therefore, get your share of the worldly benefits without
demeaning yourself or compromising your dignity, and this
is what Allah expects of you
In another sermon he says *
“ It is perfectly lawful to lay hands on the world and
its gifts, to possess it or even to accumulate it for a com
mendable purpose, but it is forbidden to set your heart
upon it You may allow it to stand at the door of your
heart but it is prohibited to allow it to get inside the door,
for it shall not bnng any honour to you ”3
Critique o f d ie K in gs:

Abdul Qadir did not sermonise and admonish the populace
alone; he fearlessly performed the duty made incumbent by the
ShanQak i e, of enjoining the right and forbidding the wrong, and,
1
ul-Ghaib, (Lecture No 25), pp 65-67
2 Fatah al-Rabbamt (Lecture No 21) »p 145
3 iW , (Lccturo No 51), p 163
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whenever he considered it necessary, he publicly denounced the
actions and policies of the kings, nobles, and officials He bitterly
criticized the faults of the great ones without the slightest consi
deration of their power or position Hafiz LImad ud-dln ibn
Kathir, a historian of his time, has made a mention of it m these
words
He admonished all the caliphs, vaziers, kings, jurists,
elite and the laity—to adopt the righteous course and to
forsake the things forbidden He openly criticized, un
sparingly, everyone to his face in his discourses
“ He used to denounce the authorities sternly if any
tyrant was appointed to a public office by them He never
cared for anyone if he saw the commands of God being
overstepped ” *
Ibn Kathir writes that when Caliph al-Muqtafi I’Amr IllSh
appointed Abul WafS7 Yahya, a man notorious for his cruelty, as
a Cadi, cAbdul O Jdir admonished the Caliph m these words:
“ You have appointed a man notorious as the ‘Most
Tyrant9 to rule over the Muslims What would your answer
be tomoi row on the Day of Judgment, before the Lord of
the Worlds, the Most Mercifulp4>*
Ibn Kathir further says that when the Caliph came to know
of the admonition of cAbduI Qadir he burst into tears and imme
diately dismissed Abul Wala? Yahya from the office
cAbdul QSdir also vigorously condemned this-worldlwess
of those scholars, jui ists and saints who were prepared to accept an
office or to act as entouiages of the ruleis He held this class
I
t
l*
T—
responsible for the waywardness of the kings and ruling cmeis xu
one of his addresses he rebuked these elements thus
tf A h, you are the fellows who have misused your know
ledge and wisdom W hat have you to do with your
predecessors ? You are enemies of God and His Apostle,
you are no less than the lobbers, tyrants and hypocrites
1 Ibn Kathir Vol X II, p i52 and Qpla'td
2 Qfi/j?*td al'Jmt
p (I

Mir, p 8
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How long will you persist m your pious fraud 7 How long
will you continue to don this shroud of assumed piety for
the sake of your kings and rulers? How long will you
remain a slave of power and position, passions and desires 7
Verily, you and most of your kings are tyrants and traitors
unto God and His bondsmen O’ God, our Lord, either
degrade these transgressors and humiliate them or make
them repent for their sins; either mortify the tyrants
and efface them from Thy earth or let them mend their
ways m
On another occasion he addressed a religious scholar in these
words
“ Are you not ashamed that your avarice has forced
you to serve these tyrants and crave for the emoluments
dedared unlawful and prohibited by the Shancah 7 How
long shall you hold on to your mean pursuits 7 The king
dom of the rulers to whom you are playing a second fiddle
shall shortly be no more and then you shall be presented
before God Almighty who is Eternal, Omnipotent
Concern for Moral Rectitude s

Extremtlj solicitous of eradicating the moral laxity and viciousness produced by ever increasing opulence, luxury and indolence
m the metropolis of Islam, cAbdul QSdir sometimes came
°ut with the most severe criticism of the then society giving
®*pressioa to his heartfelt misery over the sinful ways of the
people This was the impassioned appeal made by cAbdul Qsdir
* one of his sermons
“The edifice of Faith built by the Apostle of God is
being demolished, brick by brick, and now it is about to
{
fall to pieces Gome, O’ mankind, to rebuild what has been
dismantled and renovate what has been laid waste* Until
i
this task is completed, we have to work jointly as a team
i

!
(littture No 51), p 363
j * W , (lecture No 52) p 371
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Come to my aid. O' Sun, O' Moon and O’ Stars9,1
t
Again, in another sermon he says
“ roam is shedding tears Its wail of woe is on
of the blasphemous hypocrites and innovators who are
practising a pious fraud by attributing things that do not
belong to Islam
“ Look at your predecessors They lived like you but
enjoined the right and prohibited the wrong But you
have forgotten them altogether so soon after their death v
Do you not know that even dog is faithful to h1110
master 7 He guards his fields and the cattle, is pleased to
see his master although he does not get more than a few
crumbs m the evening You are favoured with the bounties
of God but, quite the other way, you are neither thankful
to Hun nor you dutifully perform the task assigned to you
Instead* what you do xs to break His commands and trans
gress the limits of the Shartcah912
i t

Reform and R enovation:

The impressive sermons of cAbdul QSdir were a source of
inspiration to innumerable persons in Baghdad These enabled
thousands to offer earnest repentance for their sins but in order
to build up a movement aiming at a widespread and permanent
reform of the social, moral and spiritual life of the people, it was
necessary to find out a way whereby more durable relations could
be fostered between the mentor and the disciples and, at the same
time, arrangements could also be made for the religious education
and training of the latter As it were, the discourses did not
provide a permanent link between the speaker and the audience
People came to these meetings, listened to the sermons and left to
come back again or not, at their sweet will Many of them
persisted in the way they had been treading along without paying
any heed to the call of the reformer to purify their souls find to
rectify their moral behaviour
1 Fatah al-Rabbani, p 649
2 Ibid,, p 661
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Religious seminaries and educational institutions too did not
provide an answer to the problem because of the vast population of
Muslims and the mundance pre-occupations of the people. The
problem of making arrangements for a continued and concerted
effort for the education and training of the people in religious
tenets and practices, and infusing a breath of new life in the vast
numbers spread over far off lands defied a solution in the absence
of a truly Islamic State The foremost business or rather the end
of the Caliphate was, in the words of Caliph cUmar ibn cAbdul
cAzlz, to guide the people in moral rectitude rather than to collect
revenues for the conduct of administration The then Muslim
States were, however, not only indifferent to this fundamental
olyective but were also extremely allergic to any movement or
criticism on this score which could pose a threat to their political
supremacy Thus, these governments being suspicious of all
efforts made for the resurgence of Islamic spirit, and, erroneously
taking these as movements designed to build up political leader
ship, lost no time m crushing them
In these circumstances there was no way left to revivify the
religious spirit and fill the people with an enthusiasm, zeal and
self-confidence for reintroduction of the precepts of religion in
their daily life The only alternative left was to call upon the
people to Cake an oath of allegiance for the purpose Following in
the footsteps of the Apostle of God, it had become necessary that
a guide of spiritual and moral excellence should obtain an oath, or
the baht, as it is called, from the people willing to offer sincere
penitence and undertaking to lead a virtuous life m future in
accordance with the directions of their mentor. If placing
oneself under the instruction of an inspired guide meant that he
was fairly started upon m his journey to the end of purification of
spirit and moral rectitude, the oath of allegiance eqjomed a much
more onerous responsibility on the mentor himself The guide or
the spiritual teacher had to lead the wandering soul of the discude
taking the baHt, stage by stage, from cleansing of his spiritual
impurities, renouncing the love of worldly temptations and desirer ‘
wealth and honour, infusing an spirit of moral uprightness
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correct ethical behaviour, following the teachings contained in the
Qur^an and the Traditions, to the illumination of the pupil’s soul
This was, m truth, what the befti meant and by which the
inspired souls tried to infuse into their disciples, through preaching
and personal example, loving care and unalloyed sincerity, an
inner vitality of spirit and strength of moral integrity As the
experience shows, the reformers and renovators of faith did
succeed in revivifying the true faith and tapping new sources
of popular strength m their own tunes, through this tried and
infallible method which just copied the procedure and technique
followed by the Prophet of Islam. Innumerable persons have been
provided with an opportunity of not only adopting a virtuous
life through this method but have also been led to attain even
the stage of “Divine Acquaintance” and “Love” by the inspired
guides and teachers, of whom the mentor par excellence was Sheikh
Muhi ud-dln cAbdul Qadir JilanL The history of peoples subscrib
ing to the faith of Islam will bear a witness that no guide with an
illuminated soul had been more successful than cAbdul Qadir in
bnnging about a revival and resurgence of the true Islamic spirit
At the same time, the method followed by him is still the easiest
and most effective way of filling the people with faith and enthu
siasm aiming at the reformation of their lives in accordance with
the tenets of Islam
A few divines and mystics h ad employed the method of btrit,
as the annalists report, before cAbdul Qsdir but none had achieved
the success as he did With his profound knowledge, intellectual
gifts, charming and loving personality and spirituaLexcellence he
renovated the system of bchi and founded a neVir mystic order
know n as the Qpdtrtyoh cAbdul Qsdir elaborated and systematised the mystic practices, made these more wide-based and
developed to make them more harmonious w ith the tenets of the
Skancdh Countless people were guided through this path of selt
d iscip lin e, devotion to God and virtuous living during the life
hmp of cAbduL Q idir, and after him, his disciples propagated the
QUdinyak order in almost every Islamic country. Hie branches of
the order w ere founded m Yaman, H adhraniaut, India, Indonesia
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